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Ifiitll. mmn-^ yp stu-aieg on. Mgl^ -wle^ ular^ weight all-
pliati«s asl.a®e wem um&llT mmflmd to lov@stlgatlGns of a 
©lasiieal Sma, M#i-a0le0«lai«*weight allphatio 
»l»#s wmm IskmXted In In whloh TBB^raMgmmt 
stiialss vmm #.Et©afi«4 to liigtiep aeabefs In a givett ser3.es. 
Som@ woult l>© the exteiis,loii of tlit Hofiaaim and 
CttrtAtts e^arrangeseats to .liigheF hoaolog.®. Yet au.rliig tMa 
tine, Ifafft and M.s .soiiool developed teeliniquea fop the 
8f.*it:.lies.is of li.igii»ia0l©eiilar»-w®igiit gllplmtls ai8in.es in o.rcl©.r 
t© ©btaiii pur© <3oapo«a{ls ¥iii©fi eoulfl be ms©d as a basis for 
itm€fiag 
litli th.® TOeeat tf@Gt ia ot^ aaie shemietFy towaM ali-
p^ tic eligaist]^ , a raiBfetr of entries is to fe# found 
ia tlie .fieXfl liigli-.wl®«lai^ welglJ,t aliphatio aaiaes, 
©sp&eially ia tfe® past tea wm.m* flais luoreas® results frois 
tb© faet tliat aiaiaee -aat salts are finding wid® 
applieatioa as .flotation .agftiit®, detargeixts, falsifiers, 
a<ilwilts, plastlelxeF® for aeramio bodies end 
m agents.: for ttie r^ Smotion of .firing lo®s@s... Also, this 
dlass of 0o«po.iina.» has r®o@ritlf iaci»«afi©d in iisportano®, 
glae# th.e p:rot«atl:€>B ©f *Myloa* iniroli^ eB tii® us© of ali-
pMtio tlsslas.i as i.at®mediate liiilding blocks. Y®t tlx® 
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majority ©f tkes© r©e©iit @atri@s are in th© toxm of patent 
citations# Tfa@s©, at best, are aa unreliabl© souree of data. 
The asw aoiraereial iaportano© of higli-moleoular-weight 
alip&atio a:alii®s is a direct outgrowth of the technical pro«-
iuctioa of higli-aoleoular-iraiglit fatty aci4s» These acids 
have b&ea umeA for the suoeessful preparation of high-molecu-
lar-weight aliphatic nitriles which today are the best source 
of hi,^«iiol©©ular-w®lght aliphatic amines, "Kie eoiaiaarcial 
availability of these aaiiiss has been a stepwise development: 
acids ——» nitriles ——^ amines, laoh type of corapoimd 
has been found to be eoaaercially important. The uses of 
high-ffiolecular«w©ight fatty acids are legion and need not 
be mentioned here, fh© kigh-moleeular-wei#it aliphatic 
nitriles have found ?#ide application as starting materials 
in the production of other derivati-res, They have unique 
properties as solvents, and are not toxic in any proportions. 
It is as recently as this year that high-molecular-weight 
aliphatic nitriles 8®d amineS' have been made commercially 
available (1), Thus, the oheaistry of high-molecular-weight 
aliphatic aaiines has become a vanguard of Investigation in 
aliphatic Che-mistry. 
Along «rith the recent trend in organic chemistry to 
studies in the aliphatic field, there has been a further 
©aphasia on the isolation and determination of structxjtre 
(1| Araour and Go,, Chemical Bulletin. 27. 37 (1940), 
• is • 
of natural products. Tli® ©lieiiistrj of high-molecular-weight 
aliphatic.aalnes has rsoeatly attainad a new iaportanc© in 
these ISTQStigatioas. Heaearohes on the lichen substances 
and plant waxes haf© shown thtit high-molecular-weight ali­
phatic amines are isolated In degradation studias. This 
makes it important that adequate derivatiYes ©xist for the 
identification of the aaines« CoaparatiTs studies on the 
valua of such deriTatives would b© of much us© in detemin-
ing the identity of compounds Isolated in the process of 
inTsstigating the structures of natural products. 
finally, the ediphatio amines show possibilities as 
phamacologioal agents of importanceHowever, in many 
cases, it has been difficult to make any correlations be­
tween structure and physiological action, sine© the purity 
of th© amines has been open to question (E), Thus, the 
davelopment of techniques for the preparation of pure samples 
of aliphatic amines is of increasing importance. 
fhis thesis is concerned with an Investigation of th© 
preparation, reactions and deriTatization of high-molocular-
wdight aliphatic aaines. It vma hoped this vmrk would serve 
tiia following purposes; first, develop special techniques 
required in reactions of eaipounds of high molecular weight; 
sacoad, make a study of the preparation of such derivatives 
(g) Dunker, M.F.W,, »'Aliphatic Amines-A Review", presented 
before the Division of Medicinal Ch«iistry, Spring Ifeet-
ing, iiaeriean Oheaical Society (1940); private comauni-
cation. 
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%¥Mch. wouM serTe to Identify adequately high-molecular-
weight aliphatic aaiaes; third, throw some light on the 
r®lati¥© reactiTities of higher hoaologs in the series of 
aliphatic aiaiiies; anfl finally, make available further com­
pounds which sight be either ooiiiiaerolallj useful themselves, 
or provide intemeiiates for use In further synthetic v/ork. 
- 14 -
HISfOUCAL 
Purifisatioa of Stearie Acid 
Stearic t-icid was obtained by Heinz "by th© saponifi-
eatioE of inittoa fat^ and after crystallisation from ethanol 
was found to melt at 69,1-69.2®.. Heinz empiiaslzied that th© 
melting point h© resordsd was good only insofar as his appa­
ratus was used. 
In the preparation of high-moleeular-weight ketones. 
Kipping (4) crystallized enide, comiaercial stearic acid 
froia alcohol, and found it to melt at 68.0-69.0®, He noted 
that the stearic tioid crystallized from ethanol retained some 
of the solvent even after long exposure to the air on a 
porous plate, ^his lowered the melting point considerably. 
Hell and Sadoasky (5) prepared a sample of stearic acid 
laelting at 69,8®. The original acid was converted to the 
aagnesium 0«lt. This upon acidification gave the free acid. 
The precipitation was repeated twice, De ?lsser (6) obtained 
stearic acid by saponification of a vegetable fat. After 55 
crystallizations from 92fl ethanol the melting point remained 
constant# After another six erysteillizations the crystals 
(3} Heinz, £. prakt. Cheia.. m., 22 (1855), 
{4} Kipping, £• Chenu Soc., 57* 537 C1890). 
{51 Hell and Sadomsky, Ber,» M, S389 (1891), 
(6) D@ fisser, Rec, trav. oh.ia,. 17. 183 (1898), 
- 15 -
soli€m©4 at 69.,320® (eoyrU 
Later ?#ork:®rs us®t EaJb^ lbaiia* s stearls acid as their 
soure®. Partheil aiad Ferla (?) found that by a single dis-
tillatioa of Kalilbam*s stearic acid the compound melted at 
?0»5®, Saith (8) found Kahltoatim^s stearic acid to laelt at 
S©T@a crystallizations from ©thanol raised the melt­
ing point to 69,30<* (eorr.l but there was a 75 per cent loss 
of material. Three aor® erystalllzations raised the melting 
point to 70,5®. 
In studies on the aelting points of high-molecular-woight 
fatty acids, Let en© and Taylor (9) started ?/ith Kahlbama»s 
oloie acid, This after conversion to tiie ©thyl ester was 
reduced to ©thyl stearate. Th© distilled ester was sapon­
ified to giT© stearic acid aelting at 70,5-71.5®# Crystal­
lization from pyridia®, and conversion into th@ l©ad salt 
with. sttbseqtiQnt liberation of th@ acid failed to alter it. 
These investigators made th© interesting observation that 
the melting points of fatty acids w®r@ lowered on standing 
several years in speeiaen bottles. Material with the origi­
nal aslting point could be recovered by recrystallization. 
frequently, however, the proportion of material recovered 
was small, fh® age of th© saapl© was, therefore, important, 
{ 7 )  Partheil.and ?eri®. Arch# Phara.. g41. 552 (1903), 
f0| Sjnith,. jr. 5~2S* ^ OQ * t 19311 802. 
(91 1.6vea© and Taylor, J, Biol, Ghesi*. 59. 905 (1924) • 
• 16 
fhls phmmmm&on was probably due to tb.© different orienta-
tloas ©f cairbos atoas la tii@ orystal, It seemed tbat tbe 
process was spostaneous aad oeeurrot sontinuously. 
Ixtreaelj pur® alipliatl© aalts ¥/©r© required for studies 
ia crystal spaeisg of faigh-aoleeular-weigiit compoujids (10). 
A knowladge of orystal spaolags of known aoapounds and of 
tlios® obtained froa aatural sources can be used to establish 
tlie identity of a natural product* Frasois and co-worlcers 
found tbat mxtremlf pura aliphatle aoida dissolved in con­
centrated sulfuric acid at 70^  to giT© colorless solutions, 
but evea purest specimens of Kahlbaum*s stearic acid gave 
dark solutions cwing to tli© presence of unsaturated material, 
fills was trua e^ ea after six crystallizations from glacial 
acetic acid, fhe stearic acid was first crystallized from 
©oscentratad sulfuric acid md then three times from glacial 
ac®tie acid. It still contained one per cent of impurities. 
The acid was converted to th® ethyl ©stsr, fractionated, 
and th® aiddl© fraction converted to the free acid. Th® 
aaterial was further crystallized fro® acetic acid until 
a eonstaut aelting point of 69.9® was obtained. The us© 
of methanol or ©thaaol aa a crystallizing laedium was dis­
carded sine® ©sterification was possible. Yet, Guy and 
i l O )  Francis and co-woikers, Proc, Roy. Soc. (London). A158. 
691 (1937) I J. Chea. sooTT^ BsTT'ggiT^ j. Soc., 
61, 577 (1939). 
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Smitb (11) took tlie purest ooaaerelal stearic add available, 
aeltiag at and erystallized it six times from ethanol 
and twelve tliaas froa benzen© to give a melting point of 
69,56®* Ttie loss of material was about 90 per cent. Further 
arjstallizatioa froa benzene did not change the melting point, 
How®T©r, after four crystallizations from ae©ton® the laelting 
point was raised to 69»6S® tout the total loss of material was 
now 96 per cent, 
A Halting point of 71.5-7S..0° was reported for a stearic 
acid isolated from sqb4b of Pentadeaaa KsZsMjagll, a plant 
native to West Africa (Ig),. 
Bj fraetiomtion of hydrogeimtad ethyl oleate follo?/©d 
rseryStaliination froa acetous stearic acid has been found 
to a@lt at fO-71« (13). 
Hitril®s 
Higii-aol©cular-w©ight aliphatic nitriles may h© prepared 
by the islassical aethod of fishyiration of aaifies with phos­
phorous pentoxid.© (14| or hj a©.ans of thionyl chlorid© (15) • 
(11) G-iiy and Simith, J. Ohem. Soe., 1959^  615. 
(12) Wagner, Muesaann and laapart, Z, Kahr« Genuss.. 28» S44 
(1914)* 
(13) Pool# Earwood and Ealston, I, Am, Choa, Soe., 59. 178 
(1937). ' • 
(14) Krafft and Stauffer, Bar,. 15, 1730 (188S). 
(1§) Stephen, J. Qhem, Soe,,. 127, 1874 (1925). 
- 18 
However, tkls raetliod is indirect sine© it is necessary to 
go througii tlie stages: aeid —> aoid iialide —»• acid 
aiiiiie —> nitrile. fiie cost of reagents and th© time con-
suai©d ia the preparatioa iii.afeo this metftod impractical for 
obtaining aay quantity of mterial,. Yet, Mgh-aolecular-
%feigiit nitriles fiave reoeatly been produced coamereially 
by the flehydration of acid, amides with phosgene (16). 
Ml attempt was made to obtain aliphatic nitriles by 
lieatijag tiie zinc salts of ti3.e fatty acids with lead thio-
cyanate (17), In the eas®, of stearonitrile the yield was 
10-19 per cent and the product was of questionable purity. 
The preparation of msaturated high-moleeular-weight 
aliphatic nitriles was reported by passing tha mixed vapors 
of esters m& aaaoaia over aluainuia oidd© at 490-500® (18), 
fhe direst synthesis of hi^ -molecular-weight aliphatic 
nitriles was investigated by Ralston, Harwood and Pool (19). 
I*h©y heated stearic acid at 330® while an excess of aumionia 
was passed into th© melt,. They obtained an 85 per cent 
yield of stearonitrile. Their apparatus included a cata­
lytic tube with alumiauM oxide to convert the stearic acid 
(16} British patent, 488,036 (1938) £~0.A., 33, 1?8 (1939Jl7. 
(1?) fan .^ps and Eeid, J. Jm. Chem. Soc.. m, SISO (1916). 
(18) Maihl®, Bull, soo. chia.. Z7,. (1920). 
(19) E&lston, Harwood said Pool, J. Am, Chem* Soc., 59, 986 
(1937). •• 
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carried OTar by tiie gas stream to stearonitrile, MoCorkle 
(20) siaplified tile apparatus tsltti only a moderate decrease 
In ylslt. 
Higli-moleeular-weight aliphatic nitriles may, of course, 
"be obtained from other aitriles. Unsatiiratsd aliphatic ni-
triles when reduced catalytically trith hydrogen In the prss-
eii06 of copper catalysts gave mainly saturated nitriles. 
fher© fias soa© formation of amine (21), Low-aolecular-
weight aliphatic nltrlles have been alkylated with alkyl 
broaid®s, in the presence of alkali amides, to give high~ 
aoleoular-freight aitriles (S2). 
High~aol@eular-welght aliphatic nitriles with an odd 
Buaber of carbon atoi® may be prepared by treatment of the 
alkyl halide with potaseiua cyanide (91, 
fh6 synthesis of high-aolacular-weight aliphatic dl-
nitriles follows th© procedures for the mononitriles. The 
treatmQnt of 1,2-dihalideB (S3) or methylsnedihalides (24) 
with potassium cyanide gives the dinitril©, Treataant of 
diaaiies with phosphorous pentoxide (25), phosphorous oxy- . 
chloride (g6| or ajaiaoaia at elevated temp-eraturas (27) drives 
(so) McGorkl©, Doctoral Dissartatioii, Iowa State College (1938), 
(21) French patent, 732,936 (lt3g)/^ Chaa,Zentr. . O, 1235 {19'52}J, 
(22) French patont, 7.g8,241 (193a)/^ ibid.. I, 1198 (1933jj. 
(23) Kr&fft and Grosjeaa, Ber,. gg. £355 (1890). 
(24} Si©gl®r and Hechelhaamer,. iuas.,« 588, 114 (1937), 
(gg) Truael, Aim., ohia,, .|g^  93 (1®39), 
(gi) pateat, l,6g8,S67 (193S)£*G,A., 735 (1932J7, 
(g?) tJ,S, patent, S,1E3,049 (1939)/"G.A.,. 33, 178 (1939jl7. 
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tlie diiiitril©. A more direct approach is the treatment of 
til© ii®utral aiaioaiua salt viitii elth®3r pliospfeoroiis oxychloride 
or piiospborotts trieiilori4e 
laaiag of Amlnm 
Th® tein liigb-aioleeular*w®i g&t allpiiati.c amines vd.ll 
he liaitod to tlios® aol«e«les vAioli contain at least on© 
straig&t chain of ten or iaox'@ carbon atoms and no aryl groups 
in any part of tli© molecul®. Primary, secondary and tertiary 
amiaes will to® ooiisidersd, 
la the naning of eaiaes tli© random ehoie© "between such 
prefixes as lauryl** for ^ -doteeyl-,. layristyl- for ja-tetra-
tecyl-,. etc..,. vrill to® .awided ty constant use of the Greek 
prefixes acc®ptei by the Intematioaal Union of Chemistry 
(£91 • 
fh© tifo syste.Bis of aiffsrentiatlng the three main classes 
of amines my cause some difficulty, Priaa.ry butylaaine, 
seeoMary toatylaaiaa aafi tertiary butylamin® .may b© raistakenly 
eoB0«ive€ of as all primary aiain@s whsre the butyl radical 
is boiiig p.r@fix:®fi rather than th@ class. The system of dif-
fersntiating the thr®# ©lass#s of aiiines by means of the 
prefixes aono-, di- and tri- is to be preferred. In th© ease 
iZe) U.S.. patent, 1,876,SS2 {1S33)£"0..A«, lOE (IfSSjJ. 
(2.9) Iiit.o.riiationai Union Rules, J, Chem« Soc». 55, 3905 
C1933K 
of trlteeylaiiia© where tfei© primary amiiie may b© 
eoafussd vi%h tlia tartiax-y aaine (01(^ 21)3®* is only 
aeeessary to note adequately th^  prefix for th® eliaiii* 
ffatus, siioulfi be aotei as a-tri4©eylamiii© while 
C 020^ 21^  3® toeeoaes tri-n-decylamin©«. 
Preparatiofl of High-Mol®a«lar»i@iglit imiines 
In dissussing the preparatlcm of amines of all three 
classes, a distinetloa has h®mn amds b©t?feea. s3mthesis and 
method of fonaatiou. In orter for a preparatiT® method to 
h® listed mder methods of synthesis the oonditions were 
impofsed (a) that th© starting protoots be readily aTailable, 
Cb) that the eM products fonaed In oompensating yields, 
and Co) tte.t there b© a aiaijmim of by-produets. 
Im aethods of fomation, tha amines were formed inoi-
dental to other iafestigations, usually in the field of 
matttral prodmets. Also, mider iwthods of formation were 
pl.ae0i thos# proe©ss«s tther© th« aaoimt of by-products was 
•'Ph© amount of don© on the preparation of alkylated 
amlaee of the typesi 
9 E* 
E-l-H* H-H-R* 
K-elways M^ -moleeular-v/eli^ t, saturated, alkyl radical 
a*-.alwmys low«mol@©iilar»»w®igfat, satiirated, alkyl radical 
• 2S 
is Yery large and in tli© main confined to the patent liter­
ature. /ilkylatioa of amiaos may b© attacked, directly; 
H 
IX + E^ MIg »- P-i-R» 
or iadiroetly: 
/~K 7 * 
RCII + R* glH * ^ l«:fe-R * 
7 « prsssur® ® • oataljrgt 
H 






la tb# latter ©as© several reactions tafc© plao© under the 
©xperimental conditioas, and among the products are the 
desired alkylated amines.. In ©Tory oas© where they are 
fori»d from intermediate products rather than from original 
starting mterials a ccmplez mixture of th@ types illus­
trated results. After the oolloction and ©valuation of th© 
data on th®s© preparations,, it was d@©id©d not to include 
them,, iaasameh as thsy were essentially repetitions of most 
of th® straight-forward al^ylations and preparations. While 
these methods haf@ found application in industry, their use 
in the laboratory becomes insignifleant when excellent methods 
for the preparation of alkylated amines are aTailable by 
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direct aBcylation. Tlies© ii»tiiods are given a separate con -
sifier£ition {p. 37), 
Synthesis of High-MoleculaivWeight Primary imines 
the aitrile toy wat rQitiotlon.. 
4 BOS + 4 Ma —2 Hg -i- 4 RONa 
EOS 2 lig •••'""^ ' ROH^ RHg 
fMs metliGd is one of the oldest and most satisfactory 
for tii@ pr«paration of primary aaiiass. The original technique 
¥#as iatrodiieed toy Erafft and co-workers {14) (30) and used by 
many later iaTestigators (31)(SS){55)(54)(35). The procedure 
has been simplified by Adam and Dyer (36). The yields ar© 
generally good. Th© aain© is isolated as the stable hydro­
chloride in a rather pure condition. Cor?imercially, the reac­
tion is carried out under pressure (37). This method has 
(30) Erafft and co-workers, Ber,. 22, 812 (1889); S3, E361 
(I8t0-)|, 133 (1896)." 
(31) Gaade, Rec, tra¥« ehim.,.. 55. 541 (1936). 
(32) Salden aad Birr, Z, physlk. Chem.. A144. 284 (1929). 
(33) Giniafeld, Ooapt. rend.. 194, 893, 1083 (193E). 
(34) feimissen, Reo, tray, chjm.> 46. 208 (1927). 
(35) T. Braun^ , and Sobecki, ger.. 44. 1437 (1911). 
(36) Adam aad Dyer, Ohea. Soc.. ia7. 70 (19S5). 
(37) French pateat. 703.844 (1930) /~Ch®m. Zentr.. 11. 
B51Z ~ 
"» 24r "" 
been i^ >et for the synthesis of optically active eimines {38|, 
g, FrQH the nitril® by catalytic reduction* 
RCH g Hg RCH^ Mg 
Primary amia®® ar© formed almost axelusirely by cata-
lytie r®diaetiGn of mitriles by adiaixiag sos© auMonia with 
the iiytrog«B* *Phis Arirm back the equilihriuai: 
EiHg + IIH2 Sglffi • Ms 
avoiding th# foraatioa of secondary amine.. The aaoimt of 
aaiioiiia requirad aay "be as littl© as Urn per cent, la one 
report C3t) & aicety per eent yieM of m-octadecylamine was 
ototaiaefi by the redmction of stearonitrile using an oxide 
or sulfide of a metal of Group 6 or 0 as a catalyst. Hoyt 
(40) has ohtaiaed oorrespoatingly good yields using a Ran@y 
aiokel catalyst. Cyclohexaa.© may b© used as a reaction sol-
feat (41). 
3# From geeondary amines.. 
' IglH • lIHg —»p. 2 11®2 
(38) layea® md Mikmka, £» Biol. £h©a.., 84, 571 (1929); 
Levena a»d Marker, , 115. B.67 (T936). 
(39) ?r®aah Dat©at, f01,9#O (1935) /"Ch©m. Zentr.. I, 878 
mmXT*-
(40) Hoyt, Doetoral, .PlssertatiOB, Iowa Stat© College (1940). 
(41) Freneh patent. 773.3©7 (1934) POhem. 2@ntr.. I. 3076 
(19.3517; 
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This is the reactioB whos® progress mm fost«?r8d in 
til® BjntbBBlB of primary aiainss frm nitriles by oataljrtic 
reteetioB.. fh# sscoMary aMimes ar© heated uBfler presstir© 
with aiaoaia in the 'prmmmmm of ©alts of strong acids, e.g., 
a«oaiyii ehlorids (42), 
4# 0ahrial's SyatlieBis, 
Of all the high-moleeular-WQight auiines, only ii-d@cyl-
aiai»e has been synthesized by this method • In studies in 
th@ jft-iaeyl series, Koappa and Talviti (43) required ex­
tremely pure n-d@oylamia®,, and used this method successfully. 
The aiaiiie was obtained as th© hydrochloride when the R-n-
d@cylphthalimid@ was split %vith hydrogen chloride, 
acids and aeid ohlorideg,. 
Sie praparation of minm froa aeids or acid halides, 
inTolTiag the iateraediate forttition of an acid azids vdth 
its subsequent dscoaposition to give the next lovmr amine, 
is ©gsentially a Gurtlus rearrangement. Ilaegeli and co-workers 
{42) ©©man patent, 580,517 (1932) /^ ibid.. IT, 2053 (1933^ 7. 
{43) Koappa and Talfiti, £# prakt* Oh.eia., 135, 193 {1932), 
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(44) w@m th© first to appraciate tHis transfomation as a 
method of syntliesis of primary amiuss from acid chlorides. 
RlIHg.HCl + 0C^+ Kg 
fhis preparatios is 'Oallefi the Haogeli-Curtius synthesis. 
SclMiit {45) ttsefi the fr#© aoid in plae© of th© acid chloride 
and fr©© hydrazoic acid froa the sodium azid©, 
* HaHg 1bE2s M Hlffig-HCl + COg Mg 
fhe «p©riaental details were further developed by Oesterlin 
i m u  





Hi^ -molecular-vreight aliphatic aldehydes are not easily 
availat)!© inasmuch as they readily polyaeriz® to form diaers 
er triaers (IS)*, fhe aldoxiaes or ketoxiaes on reduction 
with soditwa and ethajiol or sodium amalgam giT® the corres-
poading amines. Since no yields ar® rsportsd (30){47)(48) 
(44) Haegeli and co-worh-ers, HelT» Gfaim* Acta* 12. 227 (1929). 
(45) German patsnt, 500,403 (1930) /~Gh@ni. Zentr,, I, 1536 
(195027. 
(46) Oesterlin,, Angew. .Qhea., 4g. 536 (1938). 
(47) fhoas and Mannich, Ber.. 47, 2456 (1914). 
(•IP) Poazio, Gaaz. chia. ital«. II. 24» 270 (1894). 
~ E7 • 
a mmp&Tism of yi#l€s fr-©a th® aldoxiaeg and kstoximee 
is aot possible* 
wem ccmpomads* 
la the earliest times, taigh-aoleonlar-waight primary 
aaiaes w#!*® ofetained as a result of studies OB tiie Hofmnn 
(49) aad OTirtitts r©arrang@raeiits (50) (51). 
fr®i the reaction of an acid amide and alkaline bromine 
@.a iBteraadiate %irm terivativa is isolable, whicli after ad­
mixing witli a solid bas© and distilling is converted to the 
next lower primary aain© ia exoellent yields,. 
By heating the urea with oone©iitrat©d hydrochloric acid the 
asia® is foimed as th© hydrochloride, 
fhe so-called Jeffreys-Hofaaan modification (5S)(53) 
involYsB trsatiag th@ acid aiaide with bromin® and sodium 
aethoxid®, The resulting urethaae gives quantitative yields 
of sJBia® wh©B distilled with a base. 
(49) notm&H, Bot*, 15, 17?4 (188S). 
(50) Oiirtius ant eo-worfcers,. 3*« prakt* Cham.. 64. 435 (1901); 
ti, 519 (1914). "" 
(51) Luts, ler,» W, 1436 {1SS6)* 
(52) Jeffreys, Aa. Chen, £•, 22» 31 (1899); Ber.. 30, 898 0897). 
(53) Blam, Moaatsh.. 101 (1905). 
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'fhe syathesis of primary aialaes via the unisolated acid 
azia© iias aireafly Ijeen a«iitioii@a |p. 25), HoY/ever, in tho 
earliest inTestigations by Curtitis, the aeid azide vms first 
isolated and its properties studied. It ^ ms found that upon 
?mraiag th© aqudous solmtioa of the acid azid© it rearranged 
to the symietrical uraa, and this upon distillation with a 
base provided a soure© of hitherto uaobtainahla amines. 
1-C.I-N5I —• 2 HI«ig 
6 6 
A Tariatioa of this method involved treating the aeid azid© 
with an alcohol to form th© urethane, ¥/hiGh when heated with 
oo.no©atratad hydroohlorie acid yielded th© primary amine 
hydroehloride (54). 
foraation of Higii-Moleeular-Weight Primary ilmines 
yxoy aeid aaMes, anaoaium. salts and K-suhstituted acid 
eaaides* "" 
Wojoik and Mfcins (55) aade an ©xtensiY© study of th® 
oatalytie reduction of th©se coapomds using a eopper-
ehroaiua oxido eatalyst and dioxas© as a solTent* They found 
the prinary reactions to he: 
{54) Otiai and Simizu, £, Bham* Soo* Japan. 58. 930 (1938). 
(55) ojoik and Adkins, £. Ohem^  Soo.. 56. 24E2 (1934). 
S9 -
(a) EC-lffig + Hg —^  ECHglffig HgO 
0 
H H 
(b) Eg-»» • Hg RCMgte* -»• HgO 
Cel + H BOHgll* + HgO 
In til© lioao- and especially ia tim ai-H-substituted acid 
araia©s a el©fwag© of the M-G 'beMad occurred. 
4- R*H •»• HgO 




BCHg -s- E*lHg • HgO 
ICHglR* + H»n + HgO 
RGH3 * E *21111 + HgO 
Under the eoaditieas of tJi@ sxperiiaant, the reaction, 
g KNHg RglH + 
was ©xtrsaely importaat. By carrying out the hydrogenations 
rapidly, using pure eunlies and a high ratio of catalyst to 
amide, an average yield of 55 per' cent of primary amine was 
obtaiaed. 
Specific ©jraaples showad that mmmnivm. laurat© gave 
14 per e©nt of ii-dod®eylaralne and 79 per cent of di-n~do-
decylaain©* Latiraraide gaTe 48 and 49 per cent yields res~ 
pectiTely of these amines* The separations were effected 
by means of a Podbielniak coluxan. 
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Other catalysts sneh as Al-Co, Cii-i& and Hi-Cr have 
t)e©n used sueeessfully {56) , 
aliphatl0 esters, 
E-^ -OR* * t- 11% HCHglffig fECH2)2i® 
0 
%oa eatalytle hyfirogeiiatioii of methyl stearat© with 
amaoaia, asing as almniutaii or eobalt catalyst, a mixture of 
th@ mono- cold 4i-^ -octad@oylamia©s,, s©parable by vacuiua dis-
tillatloa, is obtaiaed {5^ ). 
3. .froa ait riles,. 
H 
KGS * fi^ SHg H0H2JIHg + RCHg-H-R* 
By the eatalytic red-aetioE of a nltrile vfith hydrogen 
in tha. preseac© of aa easily Tolatile amine a mixture of 
primary ant alkylated aaiines is formed. Thus, lauronitrile 
r©4uc®tl with, a cobalt catalyst in the presence of methyl-
aaine yields both n-^ aodeoyl- anfi n-dodeoylmethylaiaines (58), 
Us® of a secondary amine, e.g., iiraethylaiaine gives the n-
doddcyl- tmd -^dodeayIdiraethylaiaines* 
garoa acit amlA@g, 
(56) .English patsiit, 4gl,196 (1935) Ghea. gentr., II, 
glS5 (ISSSjJi .English patent, 425,927 (1935) /HEFid. 
.II* 2447 (193517, 
(57) ?r®ii,eh patent, 761,952 (1934) /"ihid., II, 1Q2Z (193417, 
im) Freacsh patent, 773,367 (1934) /"ibid., I, 3076 (193517. 
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0 
Riaig'HCl + R*eOgH 
Ib studies Oil tile stereocbetaistry of iiigb-iaolecular-
weigiit ketoxim^s, furukawa {59) isolated several amines by 
eausimg tlie -Icetoxiiies to undergo the Beekraaim rearrangement, 
ani iijdroljzing the resultiag add aaites* 
Siailarli', Aealiiiia (60) in iiis iniresti gat ions on the 
liotoea substances, proved thm structure of licfaestryl acid 
by foming its oxia© and causing it to imdergo the Bectoaaim 
rearrangeaeat • Upon saponification of "Qie resulting aoid 
araiSa iia isolated j,-tridecylaiiiine and astfiylsuocinic acid 
indicating the possible structure: 
Tlis isolation of n-unaecylaiaine bjr the Beckmann r©arr?mge-
mant of the oxime of nephrosteario acid suggested tlie possible 
formula; 
in the sam© way (61) {62), 
(59) Furukawa., S^ , Papers Inst» Phys, Cheffli. Research (Tokyo), 
?i (MSST /' ib'ia, .^ 17"34WTi9g5l7» 
(60) Asahina, £* Phara.., Soo. Japan. 539. 1 (19S7)» 
(61) Shuicovr aa€ Schestakow, £• prskt. Chem.>. 67. 419 (1904). 
(62) Arnaut, Bull* soe. ohia... 27. 494 (1902). 
0 G«0 
1 I H 
C-CHg 
0*0 
Structures of and ketostearic aeids have been proved 
" 32 -
111 studies on the wax obtained fi-oa vd'eyiaoutli pine "berries,. 
Blo'unt fciad co-worlcers (63) isolated 17-keto-n-h©xatriaoontanol, 
By the aboTe teefanique ^ -nonadeejlaaiGe was isolated among the 
products of th© Beekiaana rearrangement, 
5 * from aleohols . 
ROH * R1I% 
Primry aiaines raay be prepared from alcohols and amonia 
by passiag the -rapors tmder pressure over heated alumintim ox­
ide. In the ease of n-hexadecylamine a yield of 94 per cent 
¥ms reported (64)# If the aloainuEi oxide is impre(?nated with 
silica gel or activated carbon no pressure is required (65). 
In this mailer, the higiiest-aolecular-weight aliphatic 
sraine, IS-amiaopentatriacontaa©, has been synthesized (66), 
froiB acids, 
R-C-OH -»• H2 RKHg + RglH RgH 
6 
Upon catalytic raduction of palioltic add in an atmos-
pher® of aauaonia, and using as a catalyst an oxide or sulfide 
(63) Blount, Ohibnall and Mangouri, Bioohm, J., 51. 1375 
Cigs?),. 
(64) Gsman patent,. 011,924 (1935)/~Sh#a» Sentr,. II 921 (IQSSJTJ 
(65) Inglish patent, 463,711 (1937)/"!^ ., 857 (1937j7» 
(661 English patent, 384,314 (1932)/'ibid,« I, 1539 (igssjj. 
( T r :* 
... 
of Bietals of G-roiii.) 6 or 8 a laixtiii-e of eioiio-, di- and tri-n-
iiexadeoyl amine was olitaiiieci (39). 
^ * aXkyl haXld^s, 
T, Braiin 167) iurestigated tbm reaotioB of liquid aioiaoaia 
on orgaaic halogen compounds. He foimd that eiliplaatio bro­
mides aay be coiiTertsd to amines by liquid aiiBionia at room 
temperature# As the raolecular weif^ t of the bromicte increased, 
the jield of primary aiaiB© rose markedly. Thus, with n-amyl 
bromide the base fraction oonsisted of 10 per cent of n-
aaylaBiine, 80 per eent of dl-n^ -amylarain© and some tri-n-
aHylaEil.ri©, fith n~dofieoyl bromide 90 per cent of the base 
fraction contained n-dodecylaailiie* It was found that the 
effect of rings and branching in the chain was not important, 
the molecular weight being tha liraitino factor. The method 
may have value where it is r©q.uir0d to prepare aiaines inde­
pendent of details of strueture or ccmplexity of the chain. 
HoifQirer, Witoaut and oo-fforkers (60) treated jo-dodecyl 
chloride with liqtiid aiaaonia for 72-90 hours at 75-80® and 
obtained a g8-33 per cent yield of n-dodeoylamine together 
with 32-g7 per cent of di-|i;-dodeoylaaiin©. 
(67) T. Braum, Bar,, 70, 079 (1937). 
(68) Wibeut, Heisraian and Wagtendork, Ree. trar. chim.. 57, 
456 (1958)• 
Sj^thesis of Kigh-^:!oleot,ilar-'.'eiglit SecoMarj^ Aioines 
y^ oa a3J£g'X atj.lfates» 
HOSOgOE 4- 111% RgflH 
By lieatiiig a Mgli-aolecular-welglit ester of sulfuric 
acid or its Bodima. salt with an excess of aramonia secondary 
amines ax© obtained, Bi-^ -ootadecylamine ?/as first syn-
thmlz&d i n  th is  maimer  f69) ,  
E. froa aitriles. 
Tim + Ilg —» (RCHglgim 
McCorkle (20) prepared di-ii-dodecyleaaine and di-n-octa-
decylaiaiiae in -about 75 per cent jrields toy catalytic reduction 
of nitriles using the Adlcins cataljrst (70). 
3, From alkyl halides > 
ICC ^  MIg RglO! 
High-aoleeiilar-weiglit alkyl lialides ¥!rli©n heated with 
aqueous sol'utions of cffiEioiiia in anaitoclaTe are reported 
to give secoMary amines exclusively (71). 
Secondary aalnes have been synthesised sticcessfxilly "by 
(69) Siiglish Datent, 369,.614 Cl938)/"Gh6m* Kentr., II, 1522 
(1932j7» 
(70)  Co i iaer ,  Fo lkers  and Adk i r iS ,  J .  ika .  Otiem. Soc. .  54 ,  
1U4 (1932). "" 
(71) iMlish. Dateiit. 437.530 (1935) /"Chem, Sentr., I, 3216 
mrnjj.' "" 
til® a®tfeod of fraab© aai lag©llaardt {72) which iavolTas 
treating thm alkyl halite witli sotiimi eyanaiaide and hydro-
lyaiag the ia.termeiiate dialkyloyanaiiide (73) • 
gSZ • Ma^ei? — /"Eg»a^ JSSS. RgH + OOg HgO + 1^3 
•§3ftiie ©alsiiai oyaaamid© has toeea found almost as effective 
as th© pwe sodiiis salt* 
priaary aaines .and aixalogous halides* 
HIHg 4 m "—» Egffi.IEC 
WaM@a aat Birr (74) ofetaiaed di-a-iiexadeoylaiaine by 
heatiag a-jb.©xa4«0yiamia@ and a-hsxadecyl iodide in a sealed 
tmbe* Some tri-a-hexateeylaiaiii© w&s formed, but tJi© product 
was mainly th® seoondary aaiae, 
Fomation of HigJi~Moi@aular-¥@iglit Secondary iiiaines 
i a c i d  a a i d e s . Il-subetituted acid amides and aaraonium 
salt a., • — • 
fMs has been iQentio-net und@r the formation of primary 
aaiaes (p.» 28), 
QhlorQBUlfoaic esters.. 
(7,2) Traube aiid 3ijig©liiai-dt, Ber.. 44. 3149 (1911). 
(73) Staudiagei* and fiossler, Ber,, 69, 48 (1936). 
(74) WaMen and Birr, 2. pliFsik. Cham.. iqSO. 45 (1952). 
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GlSOgOB + Mg ElSig f 
ClilorosulfaiiiG esters foraied from liigh.-aol©cular-waigiit 
aleeliols and clilorosiilfoaie aeii are treated iritli liquid 
aiaaoiiia ia ether at reflux to give aixtmres of all three 
aiiia©s ia varying proportioas Cf5}. 
Sjntliesis of Hlgh~3Iol@©ular--'»fei^ it Tertiary iuaines. 
3- Wram seeoMary aaiaeg aRd a.ii&l0go^ s lialia@s> 
+ m 
M©C#rl:l© CSO) heated ^ f-n-a-oetadeejlamin© and n-octadecyl 
©liloride • ami ol)taiii©d 85 per eent of tri-a-octad©cylaain@. 
Im a metbod of syathesis this is aiteli to be preferred to tii® 
following 
Q-llCTl liali(l#g> 
312 -J- Mg RglJ + IH^ Cl 
Til© first liigli~iiol®6iilar»w®igkt tertiary amine of the 
type R«»l-E was s^ th®si2@d by Frid©au {76) who injected a 
strsum of amionia into heated a-hexadecyl iodide for several 
hours* 'Without gi¥iiag anieh detail, he reported the exclti-
siTe foraatioa of tri-ja-h«ad®eylaiaia9» Sometime later, 
PisTsrliag att«ipt@€ ths saii© reaction with n-triacontyl 
r?5l 2iif:lish jmtBmt, 435.803 (1935) /"Cli@a» Zeiitr., I, 3840 
(1936j7,; 
i m )  frideau. Ana., > 83, 25 i l & m ) .  
im Pi©¥@rllag, Mm** (1876). 
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iotM® aad dii not obt&la tri-a-triaoomtylaaine* Inalys&s 
of Ms reaotlOG proftucts iadicated tbe gradual foriaatioB of 
the tertiary amine oaly if tbe reaction vms given enough 
tim® t© g© througti the iEteim®diate fonaation of primary 
and seeoadary aaines.. He laade no effort, h.ow©T©r, to 
pro¥@ Ms ©oBtoation, or try to purify iiis product by dis-
tillatSoii feeling til© s#paratloii to hm too difficult. It 
is fu^rprislng, tJh.er©.for#, to fiad two aor® reeeat reports 
i f B l i f Q )  wti@r© tri-^-Jiexadeeylaain® was prepared with n o  
details as to aetiiod of preparation outside of reference 
to Frideau*s original artiele, aaft witJi no mention of yields. 
fomatioa of Hi,gIi-Mol®0ular-W«lght Tertiary Amines 
Tiiis bas hmu aantioasd under thm formation of secon­
dary amines (p« 39). AISO, in the reduction of nitriles 
witJi, liydrog@ii and aiaaonia to primary amines small amounts 
of tertiary aain© ar© foraed, 
Preparation of Hlgh-Moleeular-^ Meight Alkylated 
ikaines by Direct Alkylation 
1.. i£^  5; high^ BOlgciil ar^ weigfa-t' alkyl halid® and a low-» 
aol@cular»weiSt i>riaary aais## 
Cfa) Morris and Kiaberly, GtioB» £,, 62 {1878). 
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RX + R*lHg 
•1-i-E* CD + HS 
K * 
U-E-if-S (II) -t- EfX 
Til© alkyl Malid® may fee ti©atei. in m autoclave with 
an aqm#oiis or aleoliolic soliitioa of th© aialii®,, in which 
msm amines of Typ® I am fomei. {71), By usiag a aol© 
ratio of halite to amine of g.:3.5 it is possibl® to obtain 
amiaes ©f l*y,pe II C?3)«. 
3^roa- a M^ -*iao.l#etriar«'WQi-ght• ailgyl halid® aad a low-
aol#ettlar*w@ilK'' '"s®eo^  arnin®* 
H H 
m, + — R• HX 
Th@ reaction say be oarri©4 out in a sealed tube (73) 
{79) or iiierely by reflyxiag an alcoholic solution of the 
halid© aiit amine {80) • The aol© ratio her© did not seem 
of pria® iiaportaao© siaee different proportions of the r©-
aotaats gaf@ th© s-aa© protuet {30)« In os© example, n-
oeta4@eyl ohlorit# was heated with @xe©ss dimethylaaine 
UEter pressxir© to gi¥© diia@thyl-i|^ -€}eta4©€ylaxii»e l&l)» 
Froa a hlrA molecmlar-vgigfat primary amine and a low-
So'i®"oSlay'"Wei^ ht alKylTtelMe« "" 
{79) U.S. patent, 1,836,048 {19S0) FOhem, gentr, I, 2126 
Citssi/. 
{80) ?r@a©h patent, 69S,3g8 {1930) Flbid..« I,. 2119 {IQSIJJ. 
{81) fr©n©h patent, 80E,,105 {193S) !» 0^24 (1936i7. 
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Tills reaction is earriei out best in sealed tubes due 
to tlie wolatilitj of tbe allcj'l halid®. As in all alkyla-
tions involving Jialifiss, th® reaction product vms obtained 
as the atisaouiuai salt,. 
Hiysieal Properties of High-Mol©cular-W®ight /aadLnes 
Froia "Tiseositj a@asur®a®nts seooadary amines have the 
struetur© HSHR and aot RgTOi tertiary amines with three 
long chains hav© th© aoleomlar structure R-H-R and not N-R,« 
E 
Also,, the primary aaiass.aad primary alcohols hare th@ same 
melting points (20-50 degrees greater the®, the eorresponding 
hydroearlsom), fh® 1©?# melting points .of the tertiary amines 
is bbIA to l>@ du® to their branched structure. Secondary 
eaiaes with two loag chains hsnre a mltiag point less than 
the oorrespoadiBg hydroearboas due to a slightly less regular 
structure# lathyl-substituted tertiary ajaines hare a melting 
point sifflilar to that of hydrocarbons containing an ethyl 
group attached to the central carbon atom {73}« 
The lower primary amines' are colorless liquids at room 
teaperatur© while th© higher ones are white fatty solids. 
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Only tlie lower ones ars volatile with steam. Hone of the 
liigli-siol®emlar-?Might aliphatic amines is soluble ia v/at©r» 
The aniiies are all tistlllal)le under diaiinishea. pressure. 
Derivatiaation of Hl^ «'Mol#cular~W©ight 
Aliphatie laiines 
fh© isolation of iii^ -aolecular-w©i,ght aliphatic aaines 
from investigfitioas of the structures of natural products 
.askes it important to have a series of derivatives prepared 
froa spithetic aiiines as a Ijasis of comparison. Leven® 
ant Taylor (9) state that in th# identification of any or-
gtmie smljstane©, a physieal constant of a single derivative 
should a©v©r te regarded as coBelmsive evidence,. Yet in. 
the werfe ess hieh-fflol©eular-w©ight aliphatic corapoumds, e.g., 
higher fatty acids, the d@eisioa most frequently rested o n  
a siagl® radltiag pointfhe n©^ for derivatives of high* 
aoltoular-weight aliphatie amines rms reeently ©mphasized 
im the work ©f Hoyt (40) on the phenonenon of homoloey of 
high-a©l®eular-¥r@ie#it aliphatic compounds. 
fhe requirements for a satisfactory derivative have 
feeen ©nxiaerated by Etojia (OS); 
1* The coiapound seleet#d. for a derivative should 
possess physical and chemical properties which v^lll enable 
aa absolute differentiatioB to ba md® betvmen t^e individual 
(821 Eaaa, "Qualit tive Organic iiiialysls", Wil©y and Sons, 
law York (193E), p» 1S3. 
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posaibilttiog, 
B» Solid ieriTatives ar® preferabls, because of th© 
ease of aanlpulatioii of small quajatlties in preparation 
and purification, as well as in tli® determination of con­
stants, 
3. Th& teriTatiT® should be prepared by a reaction 
whieli gives e good yield of pure product. 
4, fh® derivative should be prepared by a general 
reaction which under th® same conditions would yield a 
definite derivative with th© other individual possibilities, 
fhis will ©llainat© the necessity for a series of specific 
reactions. 
Since th© preparation of derivatives involves th© de-
teriaiaatioa of th© melting points of th© compoxmds prepared 
it is essential that th© melting point apparatus be des­
cribed adequately. This is necessary inasmuch as the melting 
point ©f a coapound is not only dependent on its purity, 
but also OB the apparatus used in its determination (83). 
Derivatizing Reactions of High-Molecular-Weight 
Primary iaaines 
Salt formation. High-molocular-weight aliphatic 
aiaines combine with mineral acids to fona crystalline 
183) Morton., "Laboratory fechnlque in Organic Chemistry", 
McGraw-Hill, lew Xork (1^ 38), Chap. 2j Lassar-Cohn, 
•'Organic Laboratory Methods**, Williams and ?/ill£:ens 
Co., Baltiiaore (1928), Chap. 16. 
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ariiBioiiiu.Ta compounds. A1 though these are easily purified they 
liave been foimd {84) to liaTe high and indefinite melting 
points, for exaraj)!©, n-hexaclecylairiiiie hydrochloride on heat­
ing began to sintar at about 120° and then above 150® it 
passed alo?#ly into a transparent fltiid mass v/ithout shov/ing 
a sharp melting point (34), 
¥anags and LoSe (85) investigated the use of 2-nitro-
ij]id.ani,oin-l,3(I) as a reagent for the isolation and identi­
fication of aliphatic amines, Thia coiTipounds, lilce r>icric 




• 0  0  
(I) (II) 
oharaeteristic salts with aiaiaes. They found that the salts 
of the priiaary euaiaes crystallized well, and as the molecular 
weight ineraased th© soltihility decreased regularly. Thus, 
n<*ii0ptylaiaine gave a precipitate vsfith nitroindandoin in a 
1/400 solution* The melting points decreased as the molecular 
wel.#it increased. 
His lower a«Bh©rs of th© secondary aliphatic amines gav© 
rather soluble salts. However,, as th© molecular \%eight 
(84) Maa, Proo. Roy.. Soc« (London) 101, 471 (19SE): 126, 5S6 
(1950) J Xyons and i'ideal, ibid. . 128. 169 (1930). 
(85) Tanags and Lo-de, Bar«, 70, 547 (1937). 
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iacrsased th« soluMlitj decreased while the Malting points 
increased... fh© salt of »~h.eptaa©cyl£o:aine \ms prepared in 
aleoholie soltitlon., a»a was oljtained as light yellow crys­
tals melting at 118-119®. 
S» With aoja halidea aad halogen bearia.g oompoimds. 
.If on© mole of aain© is reacted %?itli a dihalOf<?:en compound 
of th© type SOS^SOX tii© carbonyl halogen will enter into re-
action C8§|, 
2 Eia-Ig -<• Ol-O-CHgOl RMiOOCHgCl RIIHg.HCl 
0 
fhe reaction of primary aaines ana acid chlorides is general# 
T©t standart procedures have to he laodifisd due'to the for­
mation of the aiain® hydrohalide with th® amid©, High-raolecular-
weight amine hytrochlorit^s ai?© only moderately soluble in 
water, soae ifith the formation of ©aulaions. It is not easy, 
th@r©for@j to fmsh thsa out x'lith water as is done in the case 
of low-aoleoular-w©i.ght amines, la the .acylation of n-hepta-
deeylaala© with %k@ acid chlorit® of monosthyl sabsicamate 
Flaschentrager and I^Ghmnn (87) had to insert a special step 
to ssparat# th@ aaid# from the aaia© hydrochloride. 'lurpin (88) 
(8®) Ama-uo fm& Ohta, £• Phara-^  8oc, Japan, 51, 36 (1931) . 
i B f )  Flaschentra^ er and Lachrasnn, Z, physlol. Ghem.« 192, 268 
Clt3G). 
(88) Turpin, Ber.., 2490 (1888), 
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aToid®i tMs dlffiemlty "by acylatiiig th® amiae hydroGhloride 
©f a-li©ptade®ylMia@» 
Friaary aalaes raaet witli eompoimds beariag halogen atoms, 
©sp^tciaily if they ar© a<stiTat«d by th© pr©s©nee of other groups, 
la the following r^aetion (89) the amines ¥#03?© actually sol-
01(0Hg)gS03Ha HHH(CHg)2S0gla 
u¥l® in water ani eould be precipitated froa aqueous solutions. 
feunigsen. (34) iKYastigated th© us© of aetiTe halogen 
©oapoaads as derivatives tor highriaolecular-weight aliphatic 
©miats, a-Hexai©eylaaiiiie react©4 with l-bromo-g,4-dinitro-
beaaene (I) to giv© l-n«h@xad0eyl--g,4-diBitroanilia®, 
Similar reactioas were rm. with l-chloro-g,4-diaitroGaphtha-
l©a@ (II) and g«shloro-l,6,8-trlaitroiiaphthal«n® (III), In 
th® oas® of (I|, th© product began to sinter at al^ out 55* 
aad melted slowly at 62®, Th& others. ga.r@ satisfactory melt-
iKg points d#ereasia.g in the oM©i? (Ill) (II) (I), 
A rapid SeriTatiTo for primary amine hydroehloridas is 
p.r©Tid9t hy thair mmtiom. with potasaiua isocyaaatQ (35) 
mm.2*SQl ^  R»eO€l —» t'COMIK + g HGl 
S. With 
(Sf) Baglish patent, 356,218 (1931) Qhea, Zemtr.. II, 3271 
(193117. 
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(5S) {04} (88). Th@ alooliolic sol^ition of the amine salt 
is #mporated vAth tbe isooyanate to giTe the urea deriv-
atlT®, 
UIHg.HGl KHOO FJHIGOKHg KGl 
fh® reaction can t>© sarried out quickly, "but it is essential 
that the amine salt be pur©. 
Eeoeiitly, Buok and co-workers 190) prepared the N-alkyl 
ureas from l-m®thyl- to l-^-doeosylurea as intermediates in 
the preparatioa of toarhituric aeids, They claimed that the 
preparation of ureas from nitrourea was superior to the cyanate 
method, Thsir method was to take one mole of amina, 1.15 
moles of liitrourea and 4-5 Toluaes of 95 per cent ©thanol 
and warm the mixture eautiously and slowly on the water bath, 
taking car© that the ©volution of gas did not become too 
rapid. Whan the reaction slowed do\m most of the alcohol 
was boiled off, and the residual uraa \?orked up from a suit­
able solTent. 
liHgCOmOg liKCO * MgO 4- HgO 
BIlHg • OTGO RMGOIfflg 
They found that th@ alkylur@as showed a surprising constancy 
of melting point. From aethylurea to n-docosylurea only two 
ureas fell o\itsid© the range of 100«115®» They were all crys­
talline compounds whose solubility in alcohol decreasad 
{90) Buck and co-workers, 3", im. £h©a, Soc., 58. 854 (1936); 
461 (1938). ~ 
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with toereas# in tb© lejogth of tbe chtain. 
In tb®,ir stmdies in tte a-dasyl series, Koifumpa and 
falTiti ^ ©riTatized n-fiacylaaiae aeans of phenyl and 
©(-naplitfajl isoeyanat®., They fouatl the ureas to be sharp 
a©ltisg erystalline derivatives {43)# 
yith asifl aahM^ iAas. 
Pi'i,aary aminmB form aoid amides almost instantly ?/h@n 
thej are ^ fained with acetio ajihydride C36), Other anhydrides 
haT@ not hmn used, for the soparation, of the aeid and the 
aaid© aay prove tadious* 
carhoa. disulfide« 
fh# reaetion of earbon disulfide with primary amines 
to give Qiaine salts of dithiocarbaaic acid {52) (88) takes 
flaee almost instantly when the carbon disulfide is added 
t© an. ethereel solution of th© amine. The salt precipitates 
out as a yellow erystallime solid,. It loses hydrogen sulfide 
on standiag, and by heating is convertsd to the symmetrical 
thiourea* 
Th@s« ar© stable crystallia© solids with sharp melting points. 
Iffig 4 (E *00)20 —• H'GOMHR * E'C02H 
47 
HoweTsr, wlieii tfe© amiii® is heated v#itli carbon disulfide 
im etb-aaol for a prolonged periot a two-foM reaction takes 
place (52). 
mms 
ItOH MIHg • CSg 
iiMICSlfflH 
A miQh pmfemhl® synthesis of the isothiocjanate is from 
til® amine salt of tti© SitMoearbaaio aoid by treatment with 
M@r©iirie chloride (48) • 
Blfflig.HSGSHHE HMCS 
In. tMs aanner Peasi© (4t) foa®4 families of thioureas both 





Othey R©aetioas of Hi^ -Mol@cular-W0i|:5ht i-uaines 
Priaarj aaimas oondeaa# v/itJh. acetaldahydedisulfonic acid 
in an alkalin© aMiuia to give th© eorrespoMiae anils which 
aay fee reduced (91)» 
BfiHg * (laS03)2CHCH0 —(MaSOs) gCHGH-SE —» 
iaiHCHgCH{S03Ha)2 
(fl) fmikm patent, 790,626 {1955) f Shem.2eatr., 1, 3018 (1936j[7. 
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In tliei.ip stmties on diazoaluia equilibria, Ad;dmson ajad 
Eaaaer |92) iETestigtited tbe behavior of a series of .priiaary 
aliplmtio amiaes from fiTe to ten carbon towards ni­
trous acid, la the cas# of n-4ecylaiaine tkree different 
protuots, listed in. order of iiaportsince, v/ere fonied; 
IlHg * HSOg —1. ROH 
g, E(-.H} 
3. Rgll-M-^  0 
Jeffreys CSS} isolated peatadecajQol-l and pentadecene-l from 
the rsaotioa of E-peatadeeylaain® liydrooiiloride and sodiwa 
iiitrit©-.: 
Primary mineB react with piiosgen.© to gi¥@ K»substituted 
urea olilorid©s* la tlie Mgk-aol®eul£ir-w@igfat series these 
are fairly stabls (52)* 
Hfflg.HCl + COGlg — E H H G O C l  ^ 2 HCl 
Howef^ r,. they aay b© decomposed ia ¥<rorkijig up the reaction. 
It is nmrnsBJCY to distill off the beazene which is used as 
a reactioa .soltest in a stream of hydrogen ehlorid®. Turpin 
(88| who faildt to heed this preoaution aoTar isolated any 
urea chloride,, aad ?ihat©¥er l.soeyajQat© he obtained was im­
pure# The isosyaaate oau be u.s«d to ssynthsslae unsyBaaetrioal 
ur«as* 
EMHOOOl EllGO EHfiCOM!R» 
(m) Adamso.ii and Kemer, £,. Ohm, Soc., 1934. 833. 
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Wbsii an aquQcms suepensioii of one mole of primary aiaiiie 
bydroehlorld© is treat©4 with a mol© of Isroraino and two moles 
of sodiwa liyfiroxi€«j tb© flitoi'oiaoamine sinlcs to the bottom 
©f tto reaction mixturs as a lieairy oil, Upon refluxing, the 
®2:o©ss alkali splits out liydrogen broiaids leading to the ni-
trils. fhe latter eontains an 1 group whose 0-H content is 
less than in the original' amine hy «(GHg)-. 
HCi%KI,g-H01 .—  ^ /"ECHglfBraJ^  ROM 
fhts reaotioB, 6isoo¥©r©€ by Hofiaaim (51) (93), is essentially 
a "reversed Meniilmg:" reaction# Fair yields are obtained with 
amines eontaining five or more carbon atoms In the alkyl 
residae. tfitli aalnes belo?/ g,~p©ntylaiaine only sraall aiaounts 
of aitril© are form@€« As the eai'bon content decreases there 
is none fomet* This is a good illastration of the limits 
of homology (g0)(40). 
Mttl© work has been done on amines of the types R-E-H 
1 
€^ M E-S-1 where all the alicyl groups are of high molecular 
weigJit, Staadinger anfi Bossier (73) in an effort to cor­
relate Tisoosity ani molecular arrangement of long chains 
measured the viscosities of these classes. 
Iforris and Kiaberly (78) inTestigated the -action of 
halogens on tertiary aliphatic aiainss# fhey foimd that as 
the naaber of carbon atoms increased, th© crystallizing power 
(§3) Eofiaaim, B@r,, 14, 2725 (1881)-; 15, 767 (1882); 15, 
558 1188311 'li. If go (1884). *  ^
aad stability of tlie arains perhalides of the type 
deereased. Tri-a-hexadecylaain©, for exaapla, v^ ras inert 
tovmrds an ether solution of broBiin©. 
iis*, 
Mora ¥/ork Mas beeB. done on tertiary amines of the type 
» ^ey hare 1)6011 fouRd to react with iialogen-beariag 
aoid d@riv€i.tiv©s to give betaines* 






I}i-ii©tfejl-j§-0:Ctai®oyl.aain© was treated with methyl ehloro-
aeetat© to glT© the betaine ©ster of n-ootadeeyldiiaethyl-
b©tain@ liydroelilorid® (94)., Eeaetions w@r© also carried 
6\it with broaoaethime sulfcmatas and related oompousds to 
giT@ a«.lf.o,niuia analogs of b®tai»@ (9:5). 
B-M* + BrCHgSOgM fe-M-
I 3C n r^j-
fertiary aiaines of this class hav© been oxidized to 
their If-oxid8s by maaas of seTeral oxidizing agents, .\mong 
th© most satisfactory are Care's acid,, ozone and hydrogen 
peroxide. The products ars fat-like solids which ar© active 
in lowering surface teasioa (96)* , 
(941 Swiss patent, 186,269 (1956)/"Ohea,2entr..I« 5078 (1937)7. 
Its) frencii patent, 745,41? (1956)/""ibid., n, 106 (ItSSi/, 
(9§) Swiss patants, 177,435,177,460 (1935)^ ibid., I, g 





Tertiary aialnss, of tii© type nnder discussion, suffer 
d^alkylatioa wlien tbey ars heated with organic acids (97). 
In general, the reactions may be foriaulated according to the 
following Bohea©! 
B-I-E* + HO-Q-R*' R-3-n-.R« + RtoH 
fhis is similar to the iealkylation of organic bases (98). 
!• T ?• 
i-E. L £*011 JT —* E-i-E» -R*OR 
Direct Condensation of iuiines and Garboxylio Acids 
The direct coMsasation of aliphatic amines and oarboxylio 
acids was first de-relopM as a two-phas© reaction. In th© 
first step a low-aoleeular-weight aliphatic aiain® was neu­
tralized with an organic acid to give an asmoniua salt, 
B*ifHg + ,E»'00£H —• R^ GOglHgR* 
This on heating iecoaposed to giT® th© amid©. 
S»GOgflI%l» —• E«COI«IE» 4- HgO 
fhs iaTestigatioa of this reaction cam© soon after 
??ohler*s disoofery in 18S8 that eosaoniim oyanate was converted 
into urea by heat. In 1830, Duaas (99) h@ated ammonium oxalate and 
(97) V. Braun and Weissbach, Ber., 63, 489 (1930). 
(9S) T# Bram and co-workers, Ann., 472, ISl (19E9), 
(99) Duiaas, Ann, ehla. Dhys.. 44, 129 (1830). 
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obtained oxaaisle. Some time later, Vlurta (100) distillad 
<ii it^ tliylaiaiaoniuia oxalate anxl obtained methyloxaraide. The 
mm teeluiique was used with, ©thylamia©, Linneraan (101) 
extended the technique to moao'basic aliphatic aoids. Ho 
©Taporated aqu@oi\s solutions of methyl-, ethyl- and diethyl-
aamoniuii foriaate and distilled the rasmlting syrups to 
oljtaifl. the corresponding amides. Hofmann (102) required 
liarge amounts of amides of aliphatic acids for his classical 
rearraagamant studies. After a oritioal evaluation of the 
standard methods of acylfition of amines, he dereloped the 
prtparation of amides from th© amaoniiHa salts. PreTious 
yields were raised froa 20 to 80 per cent by heating the 
dry aiaraoaiiM salt flTe to six hours in sealed tubes at 
about 230 
It vsras left to Franchimont £,md Klobbie (103) to eliminate 
the interaediate formation of araionium salt. They heated 
heptylie acid and several loi-f-aoleeular-weight amines directly 
in sealed tubes at about th© boiling point of the acids. In 
all cases they obtained th© desired amides. Thej'- -r^ ave no 
yields* 
(100) Wurtz, iimri, ehla>. 4§4 (1850); ium, 26, 3E4 (1850). 
(101) Miijaeaaiiv Proe. Viennese Ao&deay, 60, 44 (1870) /~Ghem. 
Zentr., ^ 71^ 8 TUTOT" 
(lOg) Hofmann, Ber.. 15, 977 (180S), 
(lOS) Franchiaont and Elobbie, Reo» tray, ohia.. E47 (1887). 
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Mussft^ lius (104) nmde some quantitative studies on the 
3s.se of deooraposition of acetic acid salts of priraary toid 
seeoMary aliphatic aMinss. The salts were heated in sealed 
tubes/ill a iiitrobemzene batli for thirty ainutea, &ncl the 
uachtineed salt titrated with sodiiaa hydroxide. 
H-Aeetaaide Sl Imide Jf-.iio@taaide Amid© 
tethyl 78 Dimethyl 84 
Ithyl 80 Biethyl 40 
n-Propjl 89 Di-li-pTOpjl 51 
Isohutyl 90 Ciisobutyl 41 
Isoaiayl 9g Diis-oaayl 50 
ii»IIeptyl • . 95 
As the length of the earboa ehain of the primary amines 
inoreased, the yield of ataid© Increased, The effect of side 
chaias was blotted, out due to the velocitjr of the reaction. 
But in the case of the seoonisirj amines the effect of aide 
0hains was Eotlceatols* 
fhs direct condensation technique was carried over to 
the field of dihasio acids hy Tafel and Stern (105) in the 
saa© year* They heated isopropylaittins 'ancl succinic acid in 
a sealed tube, an.d obtained l-isopropylsuocinimlde. The 
-{104) Jfesselius, £• Buss, PhTS>- Ohem, So6,, 32, 29 (1900) 
/"^ Ohea. 2gntr», ibfl (19002./. 
(105) Tafel and Stern, Bgr. S232 (1900). 
beating was ©oriAuoted In t-v/o stages. They first iieated tiie 
res, -^-ts for six liours at 3.00®, This was followed by four 
wore hours &t 200®, fliQir yield was 75 per cent of tJb.e theo­
retical, 
ill© two-stag© iftetliod was ptcteiitea when Liobrecht (106) 
fottiid that tbe dlalkyl aaifies of isovalerie acid vmre pham-
aeelogieallj active, 
Jm. innoTatioQ of the dire<?t eondensation of low-iaolsciilar-
weiglit euaiiies and aeids was the teohainu© of Mitchell and 
leid ClO*?), Thejr passed Eiraiaocia through the heated aliphatic 
acids in sueii a manner that the water fosaed v/as continually 
rsmoTsd, The yields of CiBiidas of aeids frora acetic through 
oaprjlic were about 6S-95 per cent. At the t^aperature of 
th@ reaotiom f 170-190®) s-oae nitrile was formed by dehydra­
tion of the amide, Siis was ©spscially true for the higher 
aeids. In the case of acids above caprylic, the reaction 
Telocity was laiich slower. Mo amlte was obtained from pal­
mitic or stearic acids upon heating for considerable inter-
Tals of tij!j@* Diaietliylamidas v?8re analogously prepared by 
passing a stream of diaathylaaiine through the heated c..cids. 
The reaction proceeded much faster v/ith dlaethylaaia© than 
with ammoiiia* 
lepetitiOE of the work showed that dimethyl asiddes were 
(106) Germn patent, 129,987 (1902)/"ghem,Z0ntr,^ I, 959 (190^-
(107) Mitchell and Rsid^  J* Gh«a« Soc,. 53, 1879 (1931); 
Imhoff aai R©it, ibt'd. > 59, 401 (1937), 
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foxiasfl in liberal aiaoimts by their prooedux-e, but th-t,t the reac­
tions were not coianlete, except 'VJith formic acid. Fractiona-
tioa, takinc very close cuts, gme vihat appee.rad to be pure 
ooiapoimds, but these proved to be azeotropic Mxtures of the 
dimethyl ej21id.es and the acids. These azeotropes caused an 
OTOrestiiaation of the yields of airdd©, for example, when 
gaseous diaethylamine was passed into refluxing acetic acid, 
the distillate obtained after the reaction seemed over con­
tained free acid, lo natter how lauch amine was passed in, 
the liquid in the flask never beccme nsutral, Firialljr, they 
heated the acid saturated ¥/ith diaethylaraine at 35®, five 
hours at 200® in a steel boiab. After the reaction v/as over, 
alkali was added and the ajaides obtained by distillation. 
Phosphorous pentozide has been used as a catalyst in 
the condensaticn of aaines and acids. PjTidine carboxylic 
acids were treated with secondary i^lipiiLtic aaines in the 
presence of this eisent. In this imnner, the diethylaixiide 
of nicotinic acid has been prepared (108). 
Ito work has been reported in. the scientific literature 
on the direct condensation ©f high-molecular-weiglit aliphatic 
amines and oarboxylic acids. 
Tlie direct condensation of amines ond acids applies just 
(108) German patent, e53,8f3 (1937) 3g, 2956 {1938j7. 
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m well as to arcmati© aaijQes, d^'Coaao (109) condensed 
aailise types wltii lilgb-iaoleoular-welgiit aliphatic acids 
"by beatiag in sealed tubes at S30®«. Th© aiaines were ob­
tained ia yields of 85-87 per c@at. Other workers found 
success with x©ayla®iii@ amd aliphatic acids (110), 
Direct 0oiid®asetiOE of Amines and Dibasic Esters 
fh© formation of amid#B froa dibasic aliphatic esters 
aad amiaes was initiated by th® diseoTery of Liebig (111) 
that treatment ©f diethyl oxalate with aMaonia ga^e a mix-
ttire of oxaaide and ethyl aasaojaiua oxalate, Th© latter 
was formed by th© partial saponification of xmreacted diethyl 
oxalat© ¥iith diliite alcoholic aataonia produced in the primary 
reaction, 
HHg • (COgO^ gjg (001®2)g # 2 GgHgOH 
^ HgO (GOgGgH§)g CO2NH4 •«' GgKgOH 
COgCgHs 
Th® reaction was extended to low-aolecular-weight aliphatic 
amines when Ifurtz (112) prepared K,M*-dimethyloxamide from 
methylaain# and diethyl oxalate, as well as the corresponding 
M,II*-diathyloxaiiide . 
(109) de'Oonno, Q&zz, ehla« .ital,. 93 (1917). 
(110) Ford, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa Stat© College (1937). 
(111) Liebig, 9., 1E9 (leM). 
(lis) Wmrtz, Ann,, 7|, 324 (1850); Ann, chim.. 491 (1850), 
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Hofaaan Cll3| vlb&& this yeaetion as a basis for the 
separatiGii of low-aol@e\ilar-w©igfet alip&atic amines. A 
iiixtm-e of a©ao--, ii- aad triaetlijlaiaiaes was laixed with 
diethyl oxalateflie itethylaaine precipitated out as N,!"*-
diastliylcjxaaid©, wlaile tlie diiaethylaiain© formed ethyl 
}i,.lf-dim©tliyloxajaats. fli© triaethylaraine, of cours©, reraained 
•uaattaokea... Distillation on tli© water bath removed the xan-
chaagM triaethjlaaiiie, fh@ r®sidm@ was treated with cold 
water in whlok the dimethyloxajaate was solubl®. This sepa­
ration was parfaeted later by Malbot {114I, 
The reaetioa between primary aaiaes acd diethyl oxalate 
in ethaaol followed the saa® ©ours© as Liebig foimd for 
aomonla and diethyl oxalat®, A coaeeatrattd alooholic solu­
tion of ethylamia© was mixed with diethyl oxalate and allowed 
to staai. After distillation, the distillat® was ooolad in 
ice, aat th© l,If*-ti©thyloxajiid@ filtered off. Th© filtrate 
oontaiaad ethyl If-ethylozaaate in 40 per eeat yield {115), 
fh@ reaetioa to giT® l,l*-oxamid@s woi^ed smoother in 
aq.u©oiis soltition. Wallach {116) reported thaa when an aqueous 
solution of g^-propylaaine was added to diethyl oxalate there 
{113} Hofaaaa. Fro.c. Boy. Soo. (Loadoja) IS,^  38S {1863) j Bgr., 
3, ffs liIfST. '  ^
{114) Malbot, Ana, chia*« IS* SSS {1888). 
1115) Wallaeh aad West, Am... 184. 59 {1877). 
{116) Wallaeh, Ana.. gl4. 31g {1882). 
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was am iaaetiate preoipitatlon. of H,II*-di-a«propyloxaiiid©, 
lerg (117} foimcl tliat ¥#ti0ja. a dilute aqueous solution of n-
butylaaine was aMefi. to diethyl osalat® there ¥/as aa isaiae-
iiat© 131*® cip it at ion of IfjIf^-Ai-m-feutyloxaaide, After this 
was filtered off, the filtrate was investigated. It was 
foima to oontain soae a«butjlaiiiaoiiiua M-a-butyloxamate as 
well as ti-B-butylaarioaitis oxalate.. 
la, the r©aetioa of hranehM-chaia primary amines, Freuad 
and SehBnfelt (110) found that when an ethereal solution of 
l-aiaia.o-.B«aathyloetane was rsfluxed v/ith diethyl oxalate the 
diamid© was foraed* Later, Braadar (119) fouad that the 
r@aetioa between mono-t^rt,*butylaaln® aad diethyl oxalate 
took place only after som® tia© at room temperature. The 
diaaild® ©ouM he prepared., hovfever, by heating at 100®, 
fiaally, the reaetion of diethyl oxalate and amines was 
extended to high-aolecular-weight aliphatie amines. Grunfeld 
(53) treated n-dod@oylasiae with diethyl oxalate in ethanol, 
and ©totaiiied M,.K*-di-_g.-dod®eyloxamide, 
h^e eoBdeasatiom of low^ -moleeular-weight amines and 
esters was ©xtsnded to dibasic aeids other than oxalic acid. 
Thus, Freuad (ISO) diseoTered that malonic ester dissolved 
in aqueous sethyleoaine., upon shakiiog., to give an almost 
(llf) Berg, Ann, ohim.., 5, 294 (1894). 
(118) Freund and SehSnfeld,. ler., 3350 (1891). 
CllfJ Brander, Reo. tr&v. ehim..S7, 80 (1918), 
(ISO) l-reuad, Ber.,, IM (1884). 
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qmaatttatlT© yield of I:l,H*-4iraetiiylmloiiaaiiie., 
file relatiTo reactivity of Tarions dibasic aeide was 
iaTestigatafi by Franofaimoat aat Elobbie (121). They foimd 
tliat wliiie mettiylaiain® reacted vrith malonic ester vdth the 
eTolutioa of heat, €i@tiiyl siicclsate rsaotefi only slowly. 
It was iieteessary to warn the reaetion. aixture moderately 
ia a seal'©4 tube for 48 hours to obtain H,N*-dimethyIsue-
eimaaid®. 
S«bstlt«tioa of alkyl groups in the iialoiiio ester mole­
cule lowered its reactivity, fhus, f/hen diethyl laethyl-
jmloaata vim treated with aqueous methylamin®, there was 
only a slight tfamiag* It .required two hoars for the ester 
to dissolv®. When diaethyl diiaethylaalonate was treated 
¥/ith aqueous aethylaaiiis the reaction required three days, 
TJi© rsaotioa between methylaaia© and diethyl ethylmalonate 
also required three days {1Z2)^ 
H@ary {125) fouad that aethylamiJEie reacted-mora rapidly 
than aniiaonia '#ith ethyl esters of dibasic aliphatic acids* 
H® prepared the diiaethylamidQS of oxalic, maloaic, succinic, 
pyrotartaric and adipic acids. Like the acids and the 
jiitrlles, th© amides of the oxalic acid series coataining 
an even iwiabar of carbon, atoms iaelt©d higher and were less 
|lg.l) fraiichlaont and Klobbie, Ilec. trav.. chia., 4, 195 {18^). 
(122,J Sehey, Hec.. trar, cMm«, Ig, 359 {1897). 
(123) Heary., Biall, sgc. chim,. 43, 619 (1885). 
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solabie in water tfean the odcl-mmb@rsd amides.. 
flie eoadeasation of alipliatic dibasic esters, other than 
©mile ©stars, and amines was exteated to high-aolecular-
waight aliphatic amines In 1932, G-innfeld (33) (124) heated 
a-.d©d@©yla2tlE© and diethyl aaloaat© in a sealad tub© in a 
water bath for SO teurs, H® obtained a 22-S4 per cent yield 
of S,lf*-di-»a-€od@oylaalonaaid®. Oaad© (31) heated n-oeta-
deeylaiftin® and diethyl ©thane-l,S-diox.amate in alcoholie 
Boltttion and obtained the ©steraaid©, 
Gl#3#®g (GgHgOgOOOliHGHg-Jg 
CigHg^ KHGOGOMH (CHg) gllHCOGOgCgHg 
E©:«@jtttly, Olasoe and Amdrieth (125) ha.r& found that 
the MaonolysiB of esters ©ould b@ aoeelerated by th© addi­
tion of aiiiiomiii» salt®, They based this diseoTery on the 
fast that the aaiaonolysls of esters in liquid aiaaonia was 
siisesptible to ©atalysie by amonlum salts# Along with 
s»T©ral other #xaapl©s, they reaeted cyclohaxylaiaine and 
diethyl .aaloaat©* Their results supported th© contention 
that r#aetions of hydrolysis,. a®ao,nolysis and aminolysis 
wer® all siailar in character, and oould b© considered as 
solTolytic reactions. In th© ease of ethyl malonat©, the 
reaation tmnt through the foraation of the moaoamide which 
was rapidly ehang#i to the diaiaid©. 
1124) <Jrunf®ld, ium. ehla.. m, 304 (1933). 
(ISS) Slaso© and imdrioth, J,. Or£. Gh@a«« 4, 54 (1939). 
PharaacoloQ' of Hl|^ «Molecular- v/aight Aliphatic 
Aaines aad fheir Derivatives 
Tlier© is a comparatively small araoimt of literature 
<m th© pharaaaology of higli-aolecular~?/©ieht aliphatic aniines, 
Parhpas, as a result of aor© fruitful studies on the pharma-
0olo.gy of loiy-ittoleculcirMfeight aliphatic amines investigations 
will b© ©xteaded to the higher hoaologs. It was mentioned 
earlier Cs) that the literature on th© pharmacology of ali­
phatic ariiaQS is not in satisfactory form an4 much reinves-
tigatlon is in progress, 
Barger au-fi Dale |lg6) investigated the physiological 
aetivitios of compounds related to adrenalin in order to 
determine whleh portion of the .moleoul© was responsible for 
its ability t© aiaio the aetion of th© sympathetic nervous 
system.. This property, thay discovered, wes du© to the amine 
portion of th@ aoleoul© rather than to th© catechol residue. 
Furtheimore, they w#r@ ablt to sho?/ that the property of 
simulating ths autonomic nervous system,, i*e., "sympathomi-
aetic action," v#as shown by mono-, di- and tPl-n-alkyl amines 
themselves. The priaary aiiiaes gava th© strongest reactions 
as Bieasursfi hy such indices as (1) increase in blood pressure, 
(E) dilation of th© pupil, (3) flow of tears, and (4) effect 
(1B6) Barger and Dale, £. Physiol., 33. 21 (1909). 
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of alkaloids oa uteri of decerebrated oats. Th© aniaals 
wm% injeoted iatravsjioualy with W/lO aqueous solutions of 
til© araine hydroohlorides. Of all the maines tested {methyl-
tliro'iigji a-trideoylamine) thare was a laaxiaum at n-Jaexylaaijie. 
Oalj low-aolectilar-weight s©coa4ary and tertiary amines were 
tested, mid th&j w©r© Botieeably lass potent than any of th© 
primary aaimes, 
flaschantriger and Laeluaaiui (07) tested the physiolog-
ioal effects of a-heptadecylat.iin© hydro chloride. They found 
that inJeotioB of an aqU©ous thin jelly of the hydrochloride 
into th# ventral lyaisli sac of frogs caused their death one 
day later, iilso, there was local irritation at the point 
of iajeotioa,. Dogs and guinea pigs suffered necrosis at 
the point of subcutaneous injection but lived. By an intra­
venous injection of 10 ml. of an 0,5 per cent solution, death 
of a dog was produced with th© appearance of ©mholism. Th® 
aain© could not b© detected in the lungs, 
KiMler (Ig?) has investigated the importance of amines 
in Chemotherapy ?;ith reference to their toxicity to protozoa. 
He found that th© toxicity of amines belonging to an homol­
ogous series increased with the nuiaber of carbon atoms, Of 
isoaerie amines, the one possessing the longest carbon chain 
altfays had the hifAest toxicity. Thus, n-h@xylaiaino was 30 
Clg?| Kindler, Arch. Pharm.. 876., 107 (1938). 
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tiaos more toxio tban th® isoaerie di-|i-propylafaiii©, and 
di-n^liexjlaiaias was IS tia@e jmrm toxie than th© isomerie 
lilies with I'amlfidd ehains, 
B'#sid®s til© stMlss on Mgli-aol®ciilar-w®ight aliphatic 
aialae hytitjehloriies, othef salts haTe been used in pharma-
eologioal studies. Muscular injeetion of the iodobismuthate 
of tri-ja-li©xaS®oylamia© vm fouai to immas® the calcitjm 
tspositioa at the•seat of iajeetioa (128), ja-Hexadsoylpyri-
diaiua chloride wa@ fouat to be highly bactericidal for 
Tirulttiit orgaiiisas in yitro {lSt) » It eoapared favorably 
with wall kM&m g©ral©ii.@s of th© aersurial aad pheaolio 
types. 
While th® aiiii©B of l@w*a0l©©ular*w®ight aliphatic 
affliaes are phaisaacologisally astiv® (106) C130) those of 
hlgh-iaoldomlar-wlght aainas shO¥? littl© proaisQ aa yet. 
Thug,. H-a-h®ptad@eyis©bacaail0 acid a»d M-^-heptadeoyladi-
paaie acids gave alkali salts which vmr® too insoluble to 
offer aiay aaouat to the animal for d©c<mpositioii (87)# The 
i»solubility of the,, sodiiara and potasaiua salts mad® it appear 
that they reiaained unohaagad ia th© tissues* Yet high-molecular-
wei^t amid©.®# e*g*t K-n-dodeeylaeetmaidei hav© been reported 
(128) l»@TaSit| and 0®*work©rs, Cmpt. r®ad>. 19a. 1768 (1931). 
(lat) llubaugh aad co*work®rs, £• Baot>« 59. 51 (1940), 
(130) S*Al«lio aad E®id, J. Aa, Sh®m. Soc., 59, 109 (1937); 
W@mder, ibid,, 60. X08T~(l"^ ST» Sass., Tl Hiarmacol, 
64, SO (I§m)* 
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to b® ms®d as aedieinala ClSl). 
I Rscaatly,. H -alkylsulfaallaniid.es were pre­
pared with, th© obJ@et of obtaliiiiig lipoid solubility (132), 
Tto.® proaisliig ph.araaoologioal properties of M^ -dodeoanoyl-
sttlfanilaaiie inai© tli© ISTQistigatloa ofc^lisr lipoid solubl® 
teriTatlTOs of partieular interest. I'Jie results Indicated 
tliat tfae ki^-aol©oular-w©i^t l^-alkylsulfanllamid©s v/er® 
deeitedlyi inferior to tli® eorrespoMiJig H^ -acylsulfaailaiildes 
on ®xp©ria«fital streptocoecal Infeotioas in lalee. 
Buek and co-workers (133) investigated th® pharmacolog­
ical aetioa of alkyl ur@as from aetkyl- t© n-docosylurea» 
•Hisy diseoTsred tbat alkyl ureas and Isoureas kad anesthetic 
©ff#ots and toxieitles which increased tsrith th© molecular 
weight. Howevor, th@ increase of anesthetic effects vms 
greater than that of the toxic effects. The n-heptylurea 
was too iasoluljl© to show actlTity. 
Berpaann and Saskelherg (134) attempted to prepare 
chemothsrepeuticals with, an affinity for lipoids,, and thus 
©f possibl© ¥alu@ in tuberculosis, leprosy and parasitic 
diseases* Th©y condensed diazotized arsanilic aeid and 
(131) English patent, 458,454 (193?)/~Ohisa. 2@ntr.. I, 2867 
CltSfJJ. " 
(ISg) Orossley, IIorth@y and Hultqulst, J* Ohem. Soc.. 
6g, 532 (1940).. 
(133) Buck and c.o-worlc@rs, J.. Phanaacol.. 52, E16 (1934) . 
(134) Bergmann and ilaskelberg, £» Ohem. Soc., 1939, 1. 
l-n-bexMeeylaailine, amd prepared 4-n-li©xaa©eyla3iiao2ao--
^©ii;seii€!-4*-«.arsoiiiG acid# fhej fmnd it to to® of surprisingly 
low toxicity. 
It is wortli meBtioaiag a.t tills point the eoiamaats of 
Schrautii (135) ©n th® Taltie of lii@i-iaol@cular-welght compounds 
in synthetic r©a@ties. Arsesnio compoimfls of the aliphatic 
fatty aeid series ar@ slow aat steady in their physiological 
aetioB, and do not show the disturl)iiie influences of arsenic 
41r©et, la faet, phosphorous and arsenic aompounds of this 
series actually stiaulat© gro?/th and inereas© the nxMber of 
ret blood eorptaseles. 
The Talue of high-molecular-fmight aliphatic derivatiTes 
ffill be greatly iaor©as#i when b®W testing aethods are per­
fected whsreby i»solubility ia water t?ill not toe the limiting 
factor (40), 
High-aol0eular»f?®i^ t aliphatio amiEes and their deriT-
atives haTO been found to to© useful as wetting, washing and 
detergent agents. The ©imulsifying action of n-dodecylaraine 
hydroehlorid# has aada it useful as a soap {136)# iuLso, the 
foaaing property of ac|u©ous suspensions of the amine hydrochloride 
C135) Sahrauth, Seifenfator.. 5S« 217- (1916). 
(136) r  •  " I t ,  ?80,044 (ms)/"Ghea. Zentr.. 3723 
Uses of Hif^-Moleeular-Weight Aliphatic 
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lias aade tiieia excellent fire-fighting foaras {13?), High-
molecular-f/eigiit tertiary amine salts, a.g,,. di-a-butyl-
B-404©oylaiaiii@ hydrotoroaide, har© been used in aqueous 
suspsnsiea (138) as eaulsifiers in tli® leather industry 
(?9), fh@ quatsraary amaoaium salts of the "betaine type 
(95) also ha¥® detergent properties. The diammonium com-
pouads of liigli-iioleeular-w@i^t tertiary alkylated amines 
aad diehlorodiethyl ether not only have Yvetting and foaming 
properties, but tiiey have fotmd use as dispersing agents 
for mineral oils,, antisepties and dressing agents for rayon 
(139). 
High-raol®©ular-w©ight aliphatic aialnoiaethanesulfinic 
aoids and their salts of th® general formula EflEGHgSOgM 
have been prepared from primary aliphatio amines and salts 
of foriaaldehydesulfoxylie acid (140-)» They hare been found 
to b&re imusual "ralue as wetting, detergent, dispersing and 
foaming agents» 
Amides of high-aolacular-weiglit primary and secondary 
aliphatic amines not only have wetting and foaming properties 
(141), but hav@ bsea condensed further to glre such agents 
(137) frenoh patent, 789,327 (1935)/*ibid.. I, 3079 (l936i7-» 
(138) tJ.S» patent, 1,883,042 (1932)/""ibid.. I, S498 (1933J7. 
(139) English patent, 474,671 (1957)£'G,A,, 3518 (1938^7, 
(140) patent, g,146,280 (1939)Z~£.A., 3^ , 3495 (1939J7<. 
(Ml) French patent, 708,970 (1936) /^ Chem.Zentr.. I, 755 (193717, 
SngliBb patent, 484,910 (19381^  O.A., 7613 (1938), 
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CMS). 
Hlgli«mol®0ular-w®igbt aliphatle amines and their deriv-
atiT#s teTQ fowQt us© in tM® textile industry. Thus, ter­
tiary alkylated amines (143), betaine types (94), N-oxid©s 
Of tertiary ssaines (9§), alkylureas (144) and addition 
products of tertiary eilfcylated aainea and ethylene oxide 
(145) have all been used as textile aids, 
iitueous suspensions of priiiary, secondary and tertiary 
83iiii0s and their quatei-aary bases have been used in the manu-
faettar© of artificial silk (14C), Of particular interest is 
the use of salts of aliphatic diamines and aliphatic dicar-
boxylie acids for the preparation of fiber-forming polyamides 
(«Mylon«) (147). 
High-moleetilar-xveight aliphatic amines and their deriv-
ati-res h&WB been us@€ as agents for making dyes fast to water 
and light (148) .. n-Dodeoylajslna was used in the preparation 
(14g) English patent, 50?,SO? Clt39)/"C.A,, 551 (I940i7. 
(143) &®rman patent, 650,664 (igs?)/"OhetB.Zeatr.. 1497 (ISSSjJ/l 
1144) Snglish patent, 458,454 Cl93?)£"lMd., I, 2867 
(145) English patent, 45f,30f (1957)/"ibid.. I, 5045 {1957}J, 
(146) English patent, 418,929 (1935)/"ibid.. I, 502 (1935j7. 
(147) U.S. patent, ^ 50,047 (1938)/"£.A., 9497 (193817 
(148) French patent, 735,637 (1931)/lhea.Zentr.. n, 3477 il9ZS)J. 
English patent, 483,324 (l938T7d.» S§., 7E82 (1938J7. 
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Of ©olor lakes (149) and also in the preparation of vat dyes 
wliiek give stroBg prints (150)* 
fJae frs® aradmes and their salts ha-ve been used as dis-
liif@®tajits and pr@ser¥ati¥©s in acj,ueous suspension (151).. 
Hig!i-molecular-w©ight aliphatiG aiiides found use as 
artificial waxes or as eompoaents in Max coiapositions (152). 
Di'yiag oils were mad© into corrosion resistant coating 
imterials toy addition of 5 p®r cent of high-aolecular-weiglit 
alipiiatio aaines (153), Tia© aiiides showed a compatatoility 
with oil of turpentine (154)•, Phtiialamic acids, e.g., N-n-
dodeoylplith.alaittie aoid, vi&TB used as plastioizers for cellu-
los© (155), Finally, sulfur derivatiTes of iiigh-molecular-
?#©igtit aliphatla amines liaTe been used as antioxidants (156). 
Pyrolysis of Aliphatic iuaine Hydrochlorides 
Studies oa the pyrolysis of aliphatic (amine hydrochlorides 
(149) laglish patent, 460,147 (1937)/"ghea.Zentr. . I,' 5060 (1937)7. 
(150) freneh patent, 807,939 {1957)/"ifaid.. n, 2267 (1937j7. 
(X5S) .iUstrian ijatQBt. 146.83B (19361/~ihid.. II. 3608 (19S6)7. 
Snglish patent, 507,244 {1939)£^ ';:p7 |£r"»5'5' (19402/. 
(153) freaoh patent, 814,698 (1957)/~Chm.ZeBtr.. II. 3241 (193717^  
(154) Swiss patent, 194,081 (1938)/""ibid.. I, 4252 (193827. 
(155) U.S. patent, g,101,323 (I9g7)/"ibid.. I, S061 (193817. 
(156) ]ia#lsh patent, 497,939 (1938)£'G.A., 3810 (19392/. 
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•were ialtlated %j Hofmaan (157), H© studied the action of 
lieat oa th© Tarious classes of ethylamines, and foiiad that 
it was possible to descend from one olass to the next lower 
one hj stepsJ 
(OgHgJgl.HGl Ogi%Cl * ICgHglgllH 
(CgllglgSH^ HCl #^5^  ^* 
OgHgmg..HCl » 2^%®^  
H©w@T@r, til© purity of the products was disturbed by two 
faetor®. First,, if th© temperature was not high enough, 
subliaatioa tooic plae® with ao ehaag©, Secoad, if the t®m-
paratur© was too hi^ th© ethyl ehlorid©' split iato ©thyl@n® 
aad hydrogeB chlorida, 
Tinceat (158) studied the ©ffect of heat oa triasthyl-
amine liyfirohalid©s* He found that when trimethylaaine hydro-
©hlorid© was h®at@d at 285® the Tolatile portion consisted 
of methyl shlorid© and triaet'aylamin©. Th® residue containad 
tinehaaged triia#thyiaaiiie hydrochloride and methylamin© hydro-
ehloride. 
g(GHgl3M Hei 2 G%C1 (CHgjgH + GHsHHg.HGl 
When h@atsd to 305® aad higher the non-volatile portion consis­
ted of m®thylaaiii0 hydrochloride and ammonium chloride, Tincent 
used the pyrolysis of triaethylaain® hydroehlorid© as a com-
aereial preparation of laethyl ehlorid©. By heating a mixtur© 
(15f) Hofsaan, Proc-. loy.. Soc> (London). 10. 594 (1860). 
(158) ¥inc@nt, goapt. rend... 84, 1139 (1877) j 567 (1877). 
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of trimetiiylaisin.e hydrochlor 14.© and ajailine, the methyl 
chlorid© formed in the pyrolysis oombined with, the latter, 
and metiijriaiiiline distilled. oTer. Dry distillation of tri-
iQ@ttiyl€iirdne hydrobromide gave methyl bromide, trimethylaraine 
and aiaaonia In the irolG-tile portion, Trii:aetliylaffiin.e hydro-
iodide gaTe analoitotis product®. 
Phookaji £iiid Krafft (159) stiidied the effect of heat on 
l,10-d©canediamine difaydroohloride, fhey found that by 
heetiag a long time at aji elevated temperature or by Bub-
lirainf? tinder raoderately reduced pressure it decomposed Into 
fimmonlma chloride and decamethyleneiraine, vthea it was heated 
In a straea of hydrogen chloride at ordinary pressure the 
reaction was speeded up and the yield increased. However, 
under these conditions resinification set in readily. 
There are no entries in the scientific literature on 
the pyrolysls of purely aliphatic amine hydrochlorides of 
high aolecular- weight, 
6-Aiainopyrijaldines 
The trinierizatioa of aliphatic nitriles was initiated 
by the attempt of frankland and Kolbe (160) to prepare the 
(159) Phookaa and Krafft, Ber.. 3252 (1892). 
(160) Frankland and Kolb®, Ann.. 65,. 269 (1848). 
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free atliyl r£i.clJ.oal hj treatiaent of propioriitrile ^ ./ith aetallie 
potasaiwa. 
CgHgOH 4- I KGM + CgHg 
Tlie gas oTolved analysed for CHg_ but v/as found to be 
or etiiian®, Tiis involatile portion contained potassiuia cyanid© 
and a siaall aaouat of a basic oofapoimd which analyzed for 
(OgllgGfflg. It had none of the properties of the original 
propionitril©# The cospound dissolved in acids and gave 
crystalline salts. The free base could be boiled vdth alkali 
without undergoing any perceptible change. Soiaewhat later, 
Bayer (161) triaerised acetonitrilQ with metallic sodiim, 
and isolated a trimeric base (CH5GH)g which had the general 
properties of the base prepared by Frankland and Eolbe. 
Further, it could be halogenated to give a raonochloro and 
a monobroao derivative,. The raonochloro derivative upon 
reduction v/ith sodium araalgam was converted to the original 
base. 
In 1880, V. Meyer and his school (les) began a series 
of intensive studies on the properties of the triaers of 
aliphatic jiitriles,. They iuiproved the previous ylulds for . 
the preparation of trisaers, and extended the trimerization 
to isovaleronitrile and isocapronitrile. fhey found that 
only primary nitriles ¥»er@ capable of the trimerization. 
{161) Bayer, Ber... S, 319 (1869); 4, 176 (1871). 
(16S) v» Meyer and eo-v/orkers, prakt. Chea.. 22. 261 (1880); 
27, 153 (1883); 30, 115 (I884i; 31,"HI, 365 (1885); 
37, 596 (1888); 53, E46 (1396). 
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Bj usifig mixtures of tv-ro laitriles they v/er@ able to obtaijo, 
nixed trimei's • 
fbeir imrestigations of tlie rsaotions of the triiaers 
BbmmA the i^ reswioe of an grouping whioii oo-ald be 
coBv®rtod sueesssiveli*- to -OH, -Gl, and -0GgH5. The -G1 
ootiia be converted baolc to the orii3;inal -IT^ o by treafcrient 
with ajMiojila, The groupia?" underv/ant several normal 
reaotioisg of a [primary mine. For example, upon treatment 
with ethyl chlorosarbonate a iirethan i/vas obtained. Acyla-
tion with acetic anhydride at elevated tempei'atures produced 
a raocoaoyl derivative, Heaction ?d.th phenyl isoeyaiiate 
yielded the corresponding phenylurea. Finally, treatment 
with phthalic fiuhydrite ga-rr: iminly the corresporiding phthal-
ioiide. 
Yet in several instances the -KHg group either did 
not function at all or acted, with the rest of the molecule 
as a tertiary base, "ifhen the triiier was alkylated vdth an 
excess, of ethyl iodias it added but one ethyl f^roup. Also, 
the trimer rierelj formed an addition product with ;icetyl 
chloride. Thus, while an araino group was probably present 
it did not undergo changes with exceptional facility. 
The stmictiire of the triiaers was determined as a. result 
of iavestigcitions on the dlmerization of aliphatic nitriles 
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§^3), and th© syatii@sls of the hydroxy fieriTatires showed 
th@a to be ©-aminopyrimidiaes (164)• 
Sodiuia laethoxifie, sofiiisa ethoxlde and Grignard reagents 
have ^ ©©a found to trimerize aliphatic nitrilea (165), 
(163) V, Meyer eaid eo-worlers, iMJ..» 37, 411 (1888); 
§8, 336, 343 (1888); 39, g3l)7 245 (1889). 
(164) T,. Meyer CG-workers, i'bid.. 39, S6S (1889); 40, 
303 (1889). 
(165) r» M&yer and eo-v»w-k@rs, 1M4,, 584 (1888); 42. 
1 (1890); Baerts, Bull. soo» chim. Belglgue, 31, 184, 
4gl (1922). 
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Purlfioation of Stearle Acid, 
?IT© btiiidred graias of eomercial stearic aoid. (166) 
a»p, 55-60° was reflusied for about aa hour ^ i^tli 2000 ml, 
of 1:1 liydrooKlorio aoid in a 4 1. Erlemaeyer flask. After 
eooliag ia th@ tap,^ the aqueous portion was decanted off, 
and the cake rinsed ?fith three portions of distilled water, 
followed three riasings with small portions of acetone 
in ^ itu« Two and oa© half liters of acetone was added, 
and a slow erjstallizatioa under the tap and then at 0® 
gav8 brownish crystals melting at 65.5-66,5®. A second 
crystallization gar© colorless plates melting sharply at 
68,0-60,5®, fh© yisM was 335-568 g, or 68-73 per cent, 
Th© aostori© may be recovered from the first crystal­
lization and used in th© second one, 
Upon distilling off th© ac®ton© from th© filtrate of 
the first crystallization, a hrovm pasty solid was recovered* 
Svea th@ second filtrate yielded an ©xtremely crude residue 
which melted.at room temperatur®* 
Further erystallizatioiis will raise the mlting point 
{166) Kindly supplied by Dr. A. W, Ealston of ^ naour and Go,, 
Ohicago, Illinois, 
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to ?0,0®, but the above product Is sufficiently pure, giving 
derivatives whieh imlt sfearply. 
Til© treatseat with hydrociiloric acid removes any nickel 
present in the coraraercial stearic acid.. 
iitteapts to prepare pure stearic acid from laagnesium 
stearate, U..S,P», and ateario acid U.S.P, gave a much poorer 
quality of acid. 
Preparation of St®,aronitrile, 
The following method is essentially that used by MoGorkle 
(go) but with further siraplification. 
In a 1 1. Clai0©n flask was placed £64 g. {1.0 mole) 
of purified stearic acid. Th® long neck carried a two-hole 
stopper which contained a glass inlet tube for the ammonia, 
fhis reached to th® bottora of the flask. Through the other 
hole was inserted a thsnaoaeter also reaching to the bottom. 
The other neck of the flask was closed by a cork stopper 
while tha distilling tub© mB.s left op9n for the escape of 
th© aitmonia. Th© distilling tube dipped into an empty beaker 
in order to catch th© ¥iat®r md any material ejected over. 
Th© heating was done in a hood by means of a Meker 
burner. Th© flask was placed in a six-inch graphite bath, 
the large supporting ring of which was 8,5 in. from the 
ring stand. Wh@n th© tamperature was about 150® the inlet 
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tube was connected with tli© aauxonia taalc throuf?^ a bubbler 
of laineral oil to observe the rate of flo¥/ of ammonia. To 
jaaintain an excess of aamonia a steady stream of bubbles 
was fliaintained. The presence of excess amonia was detected 
at til® o\itlet of the distillatioa tub© by means of a cotton 
dauber aoisten@d with ooncentrattd hydrochloric acid. The 
heating was conducted at 330® for 9 hours. The molten con­
tents of the flask were transferred to a one liter Claisen 
flaslc with a 20 era, fractionating colunm, and distilled under 
reduced pressure. It was found advantageous to place an 
asbestos fpiard around the distillation apparatus in order 
to exclude drafts. The nitrile boiled over a two degree 
rang© 185-187tvith no forerun. The colorless dis­
tillate melted at 39-40®, and vmighed 203-208 g. Th© yield 
was 77-78 pe3? cent of the theoretical. 
Burimg the heeiting the water ¥#hich was sTolved partly 
rafluxed back onto th© hot acid causing a laild and occasional 
seething. It was necessary occasionally to wipe the distill­
ing tube ?/ith a flaia® to melt th@ small aiaount of laaterial 
?/hich collected there and ¥#hich amy prevent the smooth r©-
jmoval of the water. This v/as th© only attention th© reaction 
required once th® temperature had been reached and the anmonia 
rat® fixed. 
MoCorkl© (20) obtained a 73 per cent yield boiling over 
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a thirty degree range Cl60-190®/3ra!a.}. 
fh© product may be purified further by refliixing a 
short while with 11. of 2 $ potassium hydroxide in 50% 
etlianol, followed by two raflux-v/ashings with plain 50% 
©thanol. finally it was crystallized frofa 2 1, of 955^  
ethanol at 0® to melt at 41.0-42.0®, Pure stearonitrile 
melts at 41.0® (20) 
Preparation of LaurQaltrile. 
for the pi-eparation of lauronitrile a pure lauric aoid 
melting at 43,0-43.5® was used. A 500 ml. Claisen flask 
was equipped exactly as in the preceding experiment. One 
htmdred graas {0.5 mole) of lauric &cid was heated for 12 
hours at 270-E7S° (the h.p. of the aoid). Once the teraper-
ature was reached and the arfiiaonia rate fixed to a steady 
streeei of bubbles, the reaction recjiired no special .atten­
tion. A first distillation frora a modified Claisen flask 
gave a colorless distillate boiling at 130.0-136,O^ /Saaa, 
The yield was 66.0 g. or 73 per cent of the theoretical, 
MeSorkle (20) superheated the acid eit 315-530® for 12 
hours, and obtained a 61-72 per cent yield of the nitrile 
boiling OTer a range of 115-130Since in hie apparatus 
he used an outlet condenser on the Claisen flask, it was 
necessary to stop the heating at intervals in order to clear 
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tlie ooadenser of material which solidified there. 
Preparation of Sebacojiitril®. 
foi* this preparation c;iii ordinary 500 ml, distilling 
flask ¥tfas usei. fhe thercioraeter aacl inlet tubes were in-
sertei to the hottom of the flask throuf:!Ji the singl© neck, 
The ilstilling tub© reached into a beaker to carry off any 
water and organic material which distilled OTer, Th© tech­
nique was tha.t uaefi in the t¥fO preceding experiments. In 
this experiment 101,0 g,. |0,5 mole) of sebacic acid was 
heated at BSC® for 6 hours* first dietillation frora a 
aodified Claiseii flask gave a colorless distillat© boiling 
shurply at 168,0~170,0®/5iiBa* The yield was 45,0 g, or 55 
par cent of the theoretical. The oompoiind gave n^®« 1,4462. 
Sebaconitrile has been reported (25) to boil at 195®/3ram. 
and to give 1,4464. 
Atteiapt to Prepare Oleonitrile, 
Tvm huMred and eif^ ty two graias {1,0 mole) of oleic 
acid was placed in a 1 1, Claisen flask arranged exactly aa 
in the preparation of Btearonitrile (p, 75), Heating was 
conducted at 330® for 6 hours. The product was distilled 
from a modified Claisen flask,, and boilod at 200-220®/l5sEa, 
'fh© yield was 212,0 g, or 80 per cent of niti-ile. 
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Oleoiiitrile has been reported to distil at S10-215®/15nim. 
dm) ^ but no details %mT& glTen as to raethod of prepax-ation. 
Seduction of the nitrile to tlie afaine and prepar-ation 
of derlTatlTss showed it to be probably a mixture of oleo-
and elaidonltriles {see p, 85). 
Attempt to Prepare Blaiitonitrile. 
In a 250 ml. Glaisen. flask arranged as in the preparation 
of stearonitrile C p» 75) was placed 48,1 (0.17 mole) of 
pure ©laidic aeid» Heating ivas conducted at 330° for 2.5 
hours. The product mis distilled froia a raodified Glaisen 
flask, and boiled at EOS-SIS^/Mjuh. Th© yield was 37,7 g, 
or 84 per cent of nitrile, 
Eeduetion of the nitrile to th© amine and preparation 
of dei^ iwitives shO'sTed it to be a mixture of oleonitril© and 
©laidonitrile (see p.ai). 
llaidonitril© has been prepared by the dehydration of 
©laid&fflli© (168) end vms found to boil at 2l3-2l4:®/l6nHtt. 
Preparation of n-'Ootadeoylaaine. 
In a S 1* three-naolced flti-sk carryiiig tv/o reflux con­
densers vms placed 132.S g, (0*5 mole) of molten stearo-
aitril# and 6t0 g. (15 mole) of absolute ethanol. The solution 
(167) Spealaaan end Ohaiiiberlain, Trans, Faraday Soc., 89. 358 
(1933). 
(168) Krafft and fritsehler, Ber.. 3583 (1900). 
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was iioatefl. to a gentle refliiz, ISii^ ity and one half grams 
{3.5 grara etom) of metellio sodium was added in small chunks. 
Th& solution WES further refluxed until the sodium dissolved 
eEtirely. The hot soliitioB. was cautiously poiired into 400 
si, of concentrated lijdroolilorio acid in an ice batii. The 
pouring must he done slo-#ly as the nsutralization is fairly 
Tloleat. The solution should be acid. About 2 1. of absolute 
alcohol ?mg added and the precipitated sodium chloride re-
moTSd hy a hot filtration. Upon cooling to 0® colorless 
plates war© obtained. These were washed vrith ether until 
the filtrate was colorless. The hydrochloride melted at 
172®, The yield weis 96,7 g. or 63 per cent of the theoret­
ical, Further crystallization froia ohloroforra and washing 
with ether raised the aelting point to 189-190®. 
•iin intiaate mixture of 30.5 c. (0.1 mole) of n-octadecyl-
araine hydrochloride and. IS.3 g. {0.g2 mole) of calciuta oxide 
was placed in a 250 ml, dlstillin,g flask carrying only a 
thermoaater and arranged for vacuum distillation* Vfhen the 
hath temperature was about 200® the vacuum vms applied. The 
aiaine distilled at 169*-170®/4inm. The yield ¥/as S2.0 g, or 
81 per cent of the theoretica,!. n-Octadecylauiine hcis been 
reported |gi| to boil at 19S-197®/16mm. 
iittempts to reduce stearonitrile with sodium •and n-but^ /l 
alcohol were less satisfactory (40)* When the alcoholic 
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solmtioa of tli« amia® was distilled Tiolsmt frothing occurred. 
This was proba'blj dii® to th& prtseac® of sodium stearate 
tarmmi. hj %k® saponifieation of tli© stearoaitril© by th© 
soditia Mtoxia.0,. For this reason it is easier to isolate 
tfa© aaiii© fir at as the hydro chloride. 
feaipttlatioa of Higjh-Moltcular^ tfeight Frjaiary imines. 
fh® primry ajaiseg ar© extremely basic. For ©xaiapl©, 
a laixtmr© of ^ -triiecylaaine aai water gires a slight allca-
lin© r@aetloa but on adiition of ©thyl alcohol the alkaline 
reactioa becoaes strong, They readily absorb carbon dioxide 
and aoistur© froa the air to giT© an aaina liarbafflate of tho 
t^ruetur©: 
RNHg. HOaOHHR 
which a@lt« higher than the fr©® amine (87), Thus, some 
freshly pr@par@d amia© exposed to the atmosphere begins to 
ris© in a©ltiag point until tha formation of th© carbamate 
salt is complete. To oTarcoa© this difficulty it is iaper-
atiTs to avoid both carbon dioxide and moisture in its pre­
paration. fhis has been don© .in several ways. One way is 
to ooaT©rt the orud® aaine to the amine hydrochloride, and 
whenever free amine is required the calculated aaount of cal­
cium cxside is admixed ¥?ith the hydrochloride, and the amine 
distilled in an apparatus containing soda-lime towers at all 
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inlets. It is iiawls© to distil more thaa 250 ml. oi' an 
eq_iii"ral©at iieigiit of amine at one time since tiia Tapors 
attaefc tlis rabber stoppers and give a i-ellow odorous dis­
tillate, file rubber stoppers must b© pretreatad with hot 
sodim hydroxide to remove any free sulfur, and Just before 
use iiiaersed in etilorofora for a few lainutes to dissolve 
out superfici-al impurities. 
ISie free euiijies imj b© stored in closely stoppered 
contaiaers which are opeaed oaly for the short time re­
quired to if©igh out a portion. Speed in manipulation is 
essential. For this purpose the amines should he manipu­
lated in a liquid condition, fhia is best obtained by 
vmrming the container in th@ water "bath until the contents 
are molten. Two bsakers ars balanced and then placed on 
the hot plate. The container is removed from the water 
bath and the warm beakers replaced on the balance. Sliglitly 
more than th© required aiaount of amine is poured into the 
beaker aM ©aough withdratm with a vmrmed medicin® dropper 
to give the desired weight. The container is iimediately 
stoppered, and the weighed laoltan amine poured into the 
reaction flask. 
The secondary and tertiary ajiines are not affected by 
th© ataospher© and require no special techniques. 
Preparation of Pi-n-ootadQcylamlae. 
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The following procedure is a modification of McCorkle*s 
directions (20)(40). By using a higher pressure, the react­
ion time was shortened and a purer product was obtained, 
The use of absolute alcohol avoided the use of a large volume 
Of 95 per cent ethanol and oiling out of the amine during 
the hot filtration* 
T^ mntj grams (0.075 mole) of pure stearonitrile melting 
at 41.0-4S#0® was placed in a Parr hydrogenation boah (169) 
with 4.0 g, of Adkins catalyst 37 K A F (70) under a hydro­
gen pressure of 110 atmospheres, The bomb was reeked, and 
heating was conducted at 210-S15® for 30 minutes. The reac­
tion was immediate, and once the temperature had been reached 
there was no further absorption of hydrogen. After cooling, 
the contents vmre taken up in 250ial. of absolute ethanol and 
filtered hot from the catalyst. A slow crystallization gave 
beautiful, colorless plates melting at 72,0-73.0®. The yield 
was 15 g. or 77 per cent of the theoretical. Further crys­
tallization did not change the melting point, 
Di-n-octadecylaraine was reported to melt at 71,0-72,0® 
(20).  
Preparation of Di-n-octadecylamine Hydrochloride. 
To a solution of 19,3 g, (0,037 mole) of di-n-octadecyl-
araine in S80 ml, of hot absolute ethanol was added 6,5 ml, 
(0,074 mole) of concentrated hydrochloric acid. The hot solu­
tion was transferred to a large evaporating dish, and the 
(169) Adkins, "Heactions of Hydrogen", University of VJisconsin 
Press, Madison (1937) p, 38, 
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BQlfent reiaoTed on tii© stecaa batii. The resifiue was crystal­
lized. from 150 ml, of etlianol mA washed with etlier. TI10 
®olor3.ess plates melted at 175® wlien the temperature was 
raised rapidly, fh© yield, was 18.^ 6 g. or 90 per cent of 
tJia th©or@tioal* Di-n-octadecylamiiie hydrochloride has 
beea reported (20) to malt at 174-176®. 
Preparation of fri-a-ootadeoylaxaiae Hydrochloride. 
Th8 proeedure of McGorfcle Cg0H40) for the p X*0 p rlX'G. tion 
of larg© araounts of tri-ja-octadecylaniirie vvas found to give 
a cruts product consisting of a jiii.xture of tri-n-octadecyl-
amXm and tri-ja-octadeeylaiaiiie hydrochloride. The follov-zing 
procedure gave pur® tri-a-ootadeoylaralne hydrochloride in 
large runs, 
A mixture of 98.5 g, (0,189 .mole) of di-n-ootadecyl-
ainlne and 29,9 g, (0,103 mole) of E-ootad©Gyl chloride in a 
500 ml, ro'und bottom flask was heated in an oil bath at 
170-180® for eight hours, Aftar cooling, th© contents v/er© 
powdered and suspended in 1500 ml, of anhydrous ether. The 
aixtmr© was allowed to starid OTernight with occasional shaking. 
After filtration from the ether insoluble di~n-octad®cylaaine 
hydrochloride, the ethsr vms reiaoTed from the filtrate. The 
residu© was dissolved in 750 ml, of ethanol, and 8,4 ill, of 
coaoentrated hydrochloric acid added. Th© mixture v/as refluxed 
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until a coaplste solution took place. A crystallization 
gsTe a solid mglting at 95.0-95.0®. A further crystalliza­
tion from ethanol and Norit© gay© crystals melting at 94.0-
95.0®, fhe yield was S8,S g» or 00 per cent of the th®oret-
ioal. Repeated erystallizatloB did not change th© melting 
point. 
Tho hydroGhlorid© has been reported to melt at 96-97® 
(20). 
Attempt to Prepare.. Oleylaiajjie.. 
In a 3 1* three-neclced flask was placed 95 g. (0.361 
mole) of purported oleonitrile (p. VQ) and 1025 ml. of al)-
solute ethanol. 'feo refltix condensers capped with calcium 
chloride tiibes ¥?©re attached, \fhile the third neck v/as 
closed I'/ith a rubber stopper. The latter vms removed at 
inteiTals, and 126.,4 g, (5,5 gram atom) of sodii.im cut into 
small cubes under ether was added. There was no vigorous 
reaction. After all of the sodium had been added, the mix­
ture was brought to a reflux and the sodiu-;, dissolveH com­
pletely. The hot solution we.B poured into 2 1. of ice water. 
The lower alkali layer was siphoned off and discarded, Th© 
mixture vjas transferred to a sspa'ratory fynnel and washed 
with hot saturatsd sodium chloride solution. It was then 
dissolved in 1 1. of hot benzene and further ?mshed vfith 
water. Th® benzene solution was dried over calcium oxide. 
The latter was removed by a filtration and the filtrate fur­
ther drie<l OTer sodium wire, fhe benzene was removed, and 
the residti© Tacmm distilled. The apparatus wb.b protected 
frora carbon dioxide by plaeliig Boda-lirie twers at all outlets. 
The product hoiled at 189-B03®/4m. The yield vies 43,4 g, 
or 46 per oeat of the theoretical as oleylamiae, Ho'^eYer, 
preparation of solid cleriTatives showed it to be impure, 
and probably a noistur© of oleyl- .and, elaicljlaaines. 
Oleylfamine has been reported (167) to hoil at 200-210®/ 
17ram,, Mt no laention was given of the method of preparation. 
Attempt to Prepar© aiaidylaiaiiie, 
la a 1 1, three-nsclced flask was placed S6,7 g, (3 parts) 
of purported elaidonitrile (p, ,79) and 339 ml. (30 parts) of 
absolute ethaaol, "Rfo reflux condensers capped ?/ith calcium 
chloride tubes -were attached and th© third neck closed by a 
rtibber stopper. The solution was heated to reflux by a hot 
plate, and the heating was continued as 35.6 g, (4 parts) of 
sodium., sliced under ether, was added at intervals through 
th© stoppered neofc. Although the sodium was-added continu­
ously, the reaction proceeded in raoderation. After all of 
th© sodiusi had dissolved, the solution was poured into 11. 
of ice water and extracted with ether. The clear ethereal 
solution was dried for several hours over calcium oxide and 
filtered through a Buohner funnel. It was then concentrated 
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to aljout 500 ml., aM dry hydrogen chloride pujiiped into tii© 
refltixing solution imtll it me.s saturated. The etiier was 
remoTed, and. tlie residue pulverised and washed with cold 
ether, The j3roduct melted at 123-133®. fhe yield v/as 26.9 g. 
oi' 95 per cent of the thaoretioal as elaidylaiaine hydrochlo­
ride » 
The free amine v;as obtedned hj mirine the hydrochloride 
tfith jmlverized potassitim hydroxide and distilline in the 
absence of carboii_ dioxide. The aiaine boiled at 200-205°/16I?EQ. 
"but coEtaiaed soEie water. It was heated v.lth metallic sodiuia 
a short while and redistilled. It no?# boiled at 198-203°/13.rnia. 
However, preparation of solid derivatives showed it to be im­
pure and probably a mixture of oleyl- and elaidylaaiiines 
ISlaidylartia© has been reported (168) to boil at 194-195"/ 
13wa, The hydrochloride melted at 135with decomposition. 
Preparation of 1«lO-Becanediamioe. 
'Pes 16,4 g. (0,1 raole) of sebaconitrile in'a Parr hydro-
geaation bomb was added g5 ral. of a Raney nickel suapension 
ill petroleiaa ether (b.p. 60-68®). imiaionia gas was introduced 
up to a presstii'© of 1.00 Ibs./sq.in. and than 500 lbs./sq»in. 
of hydrogen. The boiab weis rocked, and the teiuperatizre raised 
to 140®. fhis teiiiperature was maintained for 30 minutes. 
Tim greatest decrease in pressure occurred as the bomb reached 
135®. By. the time the teaperatui*© reached 140® there was no 
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further deerease in pressure. The theoretical absorption 
of tiyiif) n took place. After eooling to room temperature, 
the 1)02113 contents were taican tip in 500 ml, of hot petroleiim 
etlier Cb.p, 60-68®) and filtered hot frora the catalyst. 
The solTent was reraoTed, and the residue vacuum distilled, 
The apparetuB was protected from carlion dioxide by attach­
ing soda-lime towers at all outlets. The liquid boiled 
sharply at 12g,0-lE3,0®/4iaia, The jrield ?/as 10.6 g. or 62 
per eent of the theoretical. The colorless distillate 
solidified in the reoeivei:'. 'She prodtict, when quickly 
manipulated into a capillsii*y tube, raelted at 61.0-61.5°. 
1,10-Deca.nediaralne h&s been reported (159) to melt at 
61,5®. 
The compound readily absorbed carbon dioxide frora the 
air causing a rise in raeltinii: point. A sample of the arriine 
after standing in an open container melted at 133-137®. 
Preparation of n-Octadecylurea. a-Gj^0Hg^MHOGllHg, 
A iiiixture of 1B»2 g. (0.04 mole) of n-octadecylaaina 
liydroehloride and 6.48 g. {0,08 mole) of potassium cyanate 
•H/as pl&ced in a leirg© evapoi'ating dish, FITS hundred ml. 
of ethanol was added taid the laixture evaporated to dryness 
on the steam bath, Th© residue vsras powdered and taken up 
in 800 ml, of absolute ethanol anci filtered hot from the 
insoluble potassi'oaa chloride. The colorless crystals were 
filtered at 0® and washed v/ith ether. They melted at 111.0-112.0°, 
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Th© jisld was 10,g g, or 81 per cent of the theoretical, 
lurtlier erystallizatioa raised the melting point to 11S,5-
113®. 
n~Octaie0ylurea was first prepared by iidara and Dyer 
C3C>) who reported a melting poiiat of 111®, 
With th© abOT® directions and a siaaller run (0*002 mol® 
and 25 lal, of ethanol) it is possible to derivatize n-oota-
dacylarain© in one hour of working tirae. The urea is color­
less, orystallln© and sharp melting* 
Freparatiofa of If.M-»Pl'>R~octad6Gylurea. (n-C^ g^Hg^ lgHGOlUg. 
A solution of 9*4 g, (0,0169 aol©) of di-n-octadecyl-
aaiae hydroehlorid© in 150 ml, of hot absolute ©thanol was 
added to 2*74 g, (0.0338 mole) of potassium cjanate in an 
©TaporatiBfi: dish, and the raixture eTaporated to dryness on 
the steam bath, ilnothsr portion of potassium cyanate was 
added together with 100 ml* of absolute ethanol and the 
evaporation repeated. Th© residue was taken up in 100 ml* 
of absolute ethanol and filtered hot from potassium chloride 
and excess potassium cyanate, A crystallization at room 
temperature gave crystals melting at 64*0-65,0°, The yield 
was 5*S g. or 61 per cent of the theoretical* IHirthar crys­
tallization raised th© melting point to 65*0-65,-5®. 
ilnal* Galed, for 4.96, Found: K, 5*02. 
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Fraparatioa of If ..IT * Pi-R-oct adQoyltiiloarea, 
T& the clear solution of 13»4 g. (0,05 mole) of n-octa-
deeylamiii© in 150 lal, of etiier vms. added 7.6 g. (0.10 mole) 
of colorless oarb.on. disulfide, fhe addition was performed 
slowly from an ordinary graduate. There was an imsdiat© 
foraation of a JtieaTjr whit© presipitate. Heat was evolTed 
fiind the mass solidified. More ether was added and the mix-
ttir®. filtered. It wag washed with ether until the filtrate 
was colorless and the odor of oarbon disulfide unnotioeable. 
The salt laelted at 97.0-100.0® idth decomposition. The yield 
was 13.0 g. OT 85 per cent of the theoretical. 
5h© salt was placed in a 185 ml, Srlemeyer flask carry­
ing a three-hole stopper which held a glass inlet tube reach~ 
ing to the surface of the salt, a theraoaieter and a glass 
outlet tube. A slov» flow of nitrogen was maintained and 
the flask was heated in an oil bath at 100® for SO hours. 
After cooling to room temperature, a pale yellow solid vms 
obtained mfhich melted at 93.5-95.5°. The product was dis­
solved in 500 ml. of boiling ethanol, and after a -hot fil­
tration crystallized at 0®. Tho colorless crystals were 
washed with ethsr and melted at 95.0-96*0®. The yield was 
10.2 g. or 80 per cent of the theoretical* ITurther crys­
tallization did not raise the melting point* 
ilaal. Calcd, for Gg^ H^ gNgS: K, 4.83. Found: H, 5.06, 
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SEMMMmrn of II,N>,~Di>ii-;:Oct^ec^lurea, n-C^gHg^moOMI-
In a 500 ml, tlir®@-jQ@cke<i flask equipped, with a dropping 
funnel, reflax coMeaser and mercury-sealed stirrer was placed 
4.5 g. (0»0077 sol©) of KjH^-^di-a-oetadeeylthiourea dissolved 
in 150 ml. of hot atosolut© ethaool.. Th® solution v?as stirred, 
and £,87 ,g., C0,0169 aole) of silver* nitrate solution was 
added. Th© latter solution v?'as prepared by dissolving the 
silver nitrate in 5 BI1. of water and adding 5 al« of abso-
lut© etiiaaol just before use. The precipitation of silver 
sulfide was imediat©. Also, some of tha urea separated 
out. A aolution of 0,95 g, (0,0169 mole) of potassium hy­
droxide dissolved in 20 ml,, of 95^ 1 ethanol was added, and 
the mixture refluxed with stirring for 30 minutes. It was 
then transferred to a 1 1, Irlenmeyer flask, and enough ab­
solute ethanol added to dissolve the product. It was filtered 
hot fro.m th© silver sulfide, fhe filtrate deposited colorless 
crystals which aelted at 112,0-112,5®, Th© yield was 3,5 g, 
or 8? per c#at of the theor«tioal, 
H,M*-Di-a-octad©cylur©a has been reported (170) to raelt 
at 105-106°, 
Anal, Oaled, for Cgj^H^gOKg.; H,-4,96, Found: H, 4.79, 
'Preparation of II,K*-Di-.i-dod©cFlthiourea, £-°12«25™'=™0l2H25-a-
(170) Frenoll patent, 809,233 (19S7)/5.-A., 31, 6676 (1937jy . 
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fo a soltttlon of 9.S g, (0,05 mol©) of Q-dodecylamin® 
ia 300 ml, of atliar was added 3,8 g. (0.05 mole) of colorless 
earboa Msmlfid®. fli© latter was afified from a buret» A 
preelpitate separated omt after a few s®ooMs, and in several 
ain«t©s preeipitation was oomplet®. After filtering and wasii-
iag witM ®tber., a pals ysllow salt ?#as obtained. This was 
placed in a 50 ml, Irlenaeyer flasic and heated in an oil bath 
tesiperatMr© of 100® for 4 hours, Th© dark orange product 
melted at ?1..0-7g,0®,. A crystallization from ethanol at 0® 
gave the eonstant aeltiag point of 74,5-75.0®, The yield 
was 7,4 g, or 7S per cent of th© theoretical. The colorless 
crystals war© soluble in waria acetone and In ether. They 
were Bioderately soluble in benzene. 
Anal, Salcd, for -GggHggHgS; II, 6.80, Found. N, 6.37, 
Reaction of a-PodQcylaiaiite and Oarbon Disulfide, 
In a 200 111. rouM bottom flask was placed a solution 
of 18.5 g. {0,1 aolel of n-dodeoylaaine in 100 rol, of abso­
lute ethanol, fo this was added 8.4 g. (0,11 mole) of color­
less carbon disulfide, A iiaavy crystalline precipitato formed, 
and the contents alraost solicitfied. The mixture was refluxed 
to give a clear solution, aM th® reflxixing was continued for 
48 hours-. There was an l®t©diat® ©volution of hydrogen sulfide 
which becaa© alaost iiiipsresptibl© at the end of the heating 
tiiae, The hot soliition was transferred to an evaporating dish» 
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and toe alooliol raaiovei on a water batli. On cooling to 
room teaperattira, a ysllo?# solid was obtained which melted 
at 7g.»5-73,0®« fh® yield was quantitatiT© on the basis that 
it was N,If*-<li-a-cio40cyltliiour@a. 
Til© pi'oduct w€is pul'rerized anfl extracted with ligroin 
in a Soxhlet extractor, Tha entire solid went into solution. 
The solvent was reaoTed, and. the residue crystallized from 
ethanol at 0®, Colorless crystals \fere obtained ?/hich melted 
at 73..5-74.0®. A mixed raeltiiie point with an authentic 
speciiaen of K,H*-di-|i-dod©oylthiourea melting at 74.0-74.5® 
gave no depression. 
Reaction of n-0ctadQeylamine and Carbon Disulfide. 
To a solution of 13.4 g. (0.05 laol©} of n-octadecylamine 
in 100 111. of absolute etiianol in a 200 ml, round bottora 
flask vi-as added 4,2 g. (0.055 iaol©| of colorless carbon di-
sulfida. A precipitate separated out, and the mixture almost 
solidified. It %fas refluxed to giTe a clear orange solution, 
and the refluxing was continued for 48 hours. The erolution 
of hydrogen sulfide was iamediate. At the end of the allotted 
tirae, the solvent was removed, end a yellow solid v/as obtained 
which melted at 89.5-91.0®. It vms entirely soluble in wana 
liefroin. Crystallization from ethanol at 0° ga?e colorless 
crystals melting at 94.0-95.0®. The yield was IS.4 g. or 
86 per cent of the theoretical. A mixed laelting point with 
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an authentic speoiiaen of !'J,II*-di-_£-ootad6Cylthiour©a melting 
at 95,2-96,.0® gsT© no depression, 
Atteaot to i^ rgpare ,!!* ^ .-fetra-S'-octateeylthiourea. 
ii solution of 0»85 g, (0.0016 aol©) of di-n-octadecjrl-
amine In 10 nl» of colorless carbon disulfide was refliixed 
for 3,5 hours. Th© yellow solution remained unchanged, during 
tils iieating, Gooliag to 0® deposited no crystals. The carbon 
disulfide v/as removed at the weiter ptiap, the last portion 
being re.moT©d viith the 8,id of tiio steam bath, A jQllovi 
solid remained which was t/ashed with cold ether until the 
filtrate was odorless, It melted at 70-75®, and v/eighed 
0,68 g, A laixed melting point %vith an authentic specimen 
of di-^ -octadeeylanine melting at 73-74® gave no depression. 
The reooTorj was 80 per cent. 
Preparation of K«>a»I)odecyl»lf*~ph©n:fltfaiourea. 
B-Gi2Hg5MGSlffiC#5. 
To 14,8 g, {0,11 aolel of phenyl isothiocyanate in 
a 250 111, iSrlenmeyer flask was added 18,5 g, (0,1 mole) 
of n-dodecylacaine, The reaction was exothermic, snd a clear 
yellow liquid was formed. After a few minutes, the flask 
was iiaaersed'in an ioe bath, and th© flask turned so that 
the iiEiterial solidiflad in a thin layer. It was pulverized 
and washed ffith 100 ml, of SOjl ©thaiiol, crystallization 
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frm etliaaol at 0® gave fine colorless crystals melting at 
69,5-69,8®, file yield ima S3,0 g, or 72 per c@nt of the 
theoretical, fhe protiiet was soluble in ether and "bcnzen®, 
iinal. Calod, for G^ gHggKgOs K, 8.75, FouM; K, 8,17, 
Atteapt to Prepare l'I«lf*Di~a*Qotadecyl^ H*'-pheByltfaiourea« 
la £i 200 ml, rouM bottom flask vms plae©^  5,2 g, 
(0,01 aol©) of di-B-ootadeeylaittiae dissolved in 50 lal, of 
warn, dry Isenaene, and 1,5 g, (0,011 mole) of freshly dis­
tilled piieayl isothiocyaaat© washed in v-iith sinall portions 
of solvent, Tli© clear solution was refluxed for an hour, 
fh© benzene was rsiuoTed, and a yellow solid vms obtained 
which saellod strongly of uaohanged phenyl isothiocyanato. 
It ?fas refluxifd with 50 ml, of ©thanol, cooled to 0® and 
filtered to get rid of unreacted' phenyl isothiooyanate. 
The colorless product melted at 34-37® and weighed 6,6 g. 
The reaction product WBS refluxed Viith ethyl alooholic 
hydrotjsc chloride and laelted at 171® indioating unchanged 
amine. The recovery was 4,0 g, or 72 per cent of the araine 
used. After conversion to the free base, it luelted a.t 71.0-
72,0®, A ittixad raelting point Vifith an authentic specimen of 
di-n-oetatecylai-aine iielting at 71,0-72,0® gave no depression. 
Preparation of M.ll-Di-n-octadecy 1-M* -phenylurea, (|i~Gi8%7^  2" 
ICOLLHCGHG, 
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ii goo ml, round liottom flask v/as warmed in a Buasen 
flame ant closed ?#ith a stopper carrying a caleiusi chloride 
tube. la til© eool flask was placed a solution of 5,2 g, 
(0.,01 nolo) of dl-n-octadecjrlaaine in 50 ml. of vmm, dry 
•benzene, and 1.3 g. (0,11 aiole) of phenyl isocyanate was 
wasbed is witk small portions of solvent. The solution 
was refluxed for an hour, protecting against moisture by 
laeana of a ealoiua ohlorid© tube. After remoTal of the 
benzene, a eolorless residue was obtained which melted at 
52,:0>-54,0®, Crystallization from absolute ethanol gave 
oolorless crystals which melted at 96.0-56,5®. The yield 
was 5,4 g, or 84 per cent of the theoretical, 
iijial. Calcd, for C4;^ igoON2i K, -4.37 , Found; K, 4.17. 
PrsDaration of M-n-Dod©cyl-H'-«^ naphthylurea, n.Gi2Hg5.M-
GOJUGJ^ QH^ -oC, 
ii 12$ 111, Irlenaieyer flask was dried by heating in a 
Bunsen flaa©, then closed with a stopper carrying a calcium 
chloride tube. After coolin^ j to room temperature, 9,2 g, 
CO.OS aole) of molten n-dodecylaiain© was added, followed 
by the additios of f,S g, f0,055 aole) of o6-naphthyl iso-
oyanate. The reaction v/as exotheriaic. After cooling to 
room tempei'ature and pulverizing, the tan solid was crystal­
lised from 300 nil, of petroleum ether (b.p. 77-115°), Re­
peated crystallization from ethanol gave colorless plates 
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a©ltiag at 127.5-128.0®. Th® jield was 10.4 g* or 64 per 
oeat of the tbeoretical. Th© crystals were stored in a 
"brown "bottle sine© thej turned pink on exposure to light. 
Anal. Oalot, for 7.91. Ifoimdi N, 7,42, 
Freparatioa of K-ii->Ootad©ojl»M*-^ --iiapltth.ylur©a« 
a-Gj_QHg,7MiGOMiC2_QH^ -g^  
A 125 al. Srleameyer flasic weis dried as in the previous 
©xperlaeat. Then 13.4 g. (0.05 mole) of molten n-octadecyl-
caaine was added followed "by 9.2 g. (0.055 mole) of oj^-^naphthyl 
isooyanat©. After eooliag to room t«mperatur©, the solid 
was pulTerizei. The taa product was crystallized twice from 
petroleum ether ('b.p. 77-115®) at 0®, It melted at 120.0-
121.5®, SHirthsr crystallization from a mixture of equal 
parts of chloroform and ethyl acetat© gave the constant 
melting point of 12E.5-1ES.0®, Thm yield was 13.7 g. or 
63 per cent of the theoretical, Th© colorless plates were 
elsetrophilie. 
Anal. Calcd. for Found: 1, 6.27. 
Freparatioa of H.M-Di-a-Qctadecyl-B*-o^ naphthylurea. 
ii goo ai. rouBii bottoia flasS was warmsd in a Bunsen 
flaae aad closed with a stopper carrying a calcium chloride 
tube. In the cool dry flask was placed 3.9 g. (0.0075 mole) 
of di-n-octadecylaiaiiie and 50 ml. of v/arm dry benzene. This 
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was follo*?e€ by tb.© addition of 1,4 g, 10,0083 mols) of 
oc-naphthyl Isocyanate wkich was ¥fasiied in with, small por­
tions of solvent. The solution was refliixed for an hour. 
Upon pi'oloBged cooling in the tap, a saall batch of crystals 
appearet. After the additioii of 10 lal. of toluene, the 
laixture was cooled farther to C®, The colorless crystals 
w@r@ colleot©fl on a filter and melted at 54.0-55,0®, The 
yield was 4.6 g. or 89 per cent of the theoretical. 
Anal. Galed, for 4.06, found: N, 3.78. 
Attempt to M-n-Dodeoy 1-N * -o^ naDhthyl thiourea. 
To 9.2 g. (0,05 laole) of n-dodscylaaine in a 125 ml. 
Srlemieyer flask carrying a soda-lia© tube iras added 9,2 g, 
{0.55 mole) of ^ naphthyl isothiooyajaate. The yellow solu­
tion was heated in a water bath for 30 miautes. After 
cooling to room teiaperature, the solid was pulverized. A 
erystallization from ethaiiol at 0® gave slightly yellow 
crystals which aelted at 53-73°. The yield was 14.7 g, 
Hepeated crystallization from ethanol gave an improved 
melting point of 67.5-68.0®. The pi-oduct was dissolved in 
200 ml. of hot 75% ethanol containing 5.0 ml. of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid and cooled to rooa teaperatur©. The crys-
tals now melted at 74.5-75,5®, further crystallisation froa 
ethaaol did not give a constant sharp-melting derivative. 
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The ^-naphtiiyl IsotMocyaaat© was an ISastraan-Kodak 
preparation wiiicli ©Ten upon purification melted low, 
Preparation of a^Dodeeylbenzeaegulfonamide. 
OGHGSOGHHOJ^ gHgS-a. 
fo IS*5 g, fO,l mole) of n-ftodecylaialiie in a 500 rol. 
Erl®nni@yer flask was aided SOO ml, of warm (30®) 12fS potas-
siuii iiydroxifie and then 26,5 g, |0.15 iiole) of benzenesul-
foBjri Chloride in small portions* The fletsk was stoppered 
and shaken vigorously after eaoh addition. The reaction 
heated up, and after the last addition there was no odor 
of imohanged lenzenesulfonyl ohlorid©. The .mixture was 
poured into 200 ml, of water and warmed until the oil 
separat#d from the aqueous solution* An excess of concen­
trated hydrochloric acid iras added, and the mixture cooled 
l^elow room temperature. The oil solidified and was filtered 
and washed with vrater. A erystalliaation from ethanol gar® 
colorless crystals melting at 57»5-58.0®. The yield was 
SI.7 g« or 67 per c@at of the theoretical. The crystals 
%ver© soluble in ether, acetone and benzene* 
Anal* Galcd* for Gj_0H3xOgNSi N, 4,31. Found: N, 3..7S, 
Preparation of ll-n^OctadecylbenzanesulfonjaiaidQ. 
CgI%SOgffiiOi@%f-n* 
to 26.9 g. C0..1 mol©) of n-ootadsojlaiain© in a 500 ml. 
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Irleameyer flask was adiei. gOO ial» of w&Tm {60®) 12^ S potas-
sim feyteozide aad tben 86*5 g. (0.15 sole) of benzenesul-
foajl ehlorlie ia small portions witii Tigorous shaking after 
eaQh adiition. Tii© reaotlon heated up, and after tlie last 
atiaitioa ttier© ¥m8 no odor of uiiciiaiif;©^  benzenesulfonyl 
ciilorifle. Tli@ iiizture v#as poured iBto 200 ml, of xmter 
aM aeidifled witli oonceatrated hydi-oclilorio acid. It was 
warmed imtil tHe oil separated on top. After cooling to 
room temperature, tiie solid was filtered and washed •'A'ith 
water, lepeated crystallization from ethaiiol gave colorless 
fatty erjstals melting at 77,0-.77.5®, Tii© yield v?as E7.8 g. 
or 68 per eent of the theoretieal. The crystals were soluble 
in aeetoae, ether and beczsiie. 
Anal. Calcd, for 0g4H4gGgNS: H, 3.42. Found; H, 2.95. 
Preparatioa of II«»-ii«'Dod@cylacetaraide, CI-IgGOMICigHgs-n. 
To 27.? g. (0,10 mole) of molten n-dodeeylaaiiine in a 
300 al. Irlenmeyer flask was added 92,0 g. (0.9 mole) of 
freshly distilled acetic anhydride. A vigorous reaction 
took plae® and the solution darkened. It was refluxed for 
flT© iainutes, poured into oae liter of \¥ater, and warmed 
with stirring to decompose the excess acetic anhydride. 
After coolijig below room temperature., the solid was filtered 
smQ. \fashed with water. It wa.3 dissolved in 500 ral. of hot 
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etiiaaol, and Just ©nougii water added to produce a turbidity, 
A crystallization at 0® gave colorless plates melting at 
53»5-.54.0®, I'lie field was IS.3 g, or 45 per cent of tlie 
ttieeretioal. The crystals ?f©re iasolubl® in hot water. 
They vmre soluble in aoetone, ©tli^ r and bansene. The com-
pound eaused sn©eziEg, 
Anal, Galcd. for If, 6.17. Found: IJ, 5,84. 
H-B-DoSecylaeetaiaid© lias been reported to exist as a 
liqulfi boilittg at 2lS-gl3®/l3iara, (131) . 
Preparation of ix-Podeoylaaiioaluia M~n~Dodeoyloarbai:aate. 
III a 1 1, rotiM bottom flask v/as placed a solutioa of 
2?,? g, (0.15 mole) of n-dodecylamine in 800 nil. of moist 
ether which had Just h&en washed %yith vmter, a. clear solu­
tion formed. Taiik ceirbon dioxide was bubbled in through 
a mliiaral oil bubble counter. After a few seconds, a heavy 
crystalline precipitate appeared, T!ie injeotion was con­
tinued for SO minutes with frequent agitation. The mixture 
m^as filtered to gi'^e colorless plates melting at 85,5-86,5®, 
The yield was S6,6 g. or 13 per cent of the theoretical, 
itnal, Galod, for 026%#g%* 6,76, Found: N, 6,57, 
greparation of K-a-Dod©oyl-]3-tolu®nesulfoiiamide. 
2-01%CgH^ S0^ mC3^ gHgg-n, 
To 18,S g, (0,1 mole) of n-dodeeylaiaine in a 500 ml. 
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Srleniaayer flask was added gOO ml, of 12'^  potassiura hydroxide 
and then g8,5 g. (O-.IS aol©) of ^ -toluenesulfonyl chlorid@» 
The latter was added in small portions, with shaking after 
eaoh addition. The reaction heated up, and after the addi~ 
tion was completed there was no odor of ^ -toluenesulfonyl 
chloride. The mixture wm potxred into 200 ml, of Ymter, and 
heated to laelt the solid, After aetdification v/ith eonc©n-
trated hydrochloric aeid and cooling below room tefJiperatur©, 
the tan solid was filtered off and %mshed with water. Crys­
tallization from 80'^ ©thanol gaxm a poor ijielting point of 
71, g-7.2.5'^ . 
The solid was refluxed 30 mlniites with 2C0 ml, of 2% 
potassiura hydrox;ide and eifter cooling in the tap the aq,u90us 
portion was d©oant€5d through a wire screen. The solid was 
refliix-washed with water. After cooling in the tap, th© tan 
solid vmn filtered off and crystallised from 90^  ethanol 
slo¥/ly to give colorless crystals meltin^^ at 73,0-73^5®. 
The yield ?fas 18,7 f., or 55 per cent of the theoretical, 
K-Dodeoyl-B-toltienesiilfonamide has h&exi prepared from 
the H-sodiiam derlTatif© of ^ ^-toluenesulfonaraid© and n-dodecyl 
chlorid©* It was reported to melt at 73® (171). 
Preparation of H^ n^ Dodeoylstearamide, 
Indirect Method,, In a 1 1* roimd bottom flask was 
(171) r atejit, 637,771 (1936)/"Cham. Zontr,, I, 4558 
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plao@4 84.4 g. (0,11 laole) of n-dodocylsaaiae hydrochloride. 
A solution of 30»2 g. (0,1 aol©) of freshly prepared staaroyl 
ohloride ta 350 ml, of dry tolwene was added, cmd the mix­
ture refliixed for 24 hoursThe condenser v/as capped with 
a ealoima chloride tube to prevent access of sioisture. Dur­
ing the refluxing a vigorous evolution of hydrogen chloride 
gas was observed, aM after SO hours the calciuiu chloride 
tub© was removed* This allowed any residual hydrof-en chlo­
ride to be expelled. After cooliRf^  to roo,ai temperature, 
the solution crystallized fmd was further cooled to 0®. 
The colorless erjrstals were removed 'b3r a filtration. They 
melted at 83,0®, A crystallization from ethanol it 0° gave 
a colorless, crystalline solid with wax-like characteristics 
melting at 84.5-8§,,0®, Th© yield was 41,6 g, or 92 per 
cent of the theoretical, 
Anal,. Galed. for M, 3,14. Found: N, 8*88, 
Pirect Method, In a 1S5 ml, Srlenmeyer flask was 
placed 9.4 g, (0^ 05 mole) of n-dodecylamine find 14,2 g, 
(0,05 mole) of stearic acid. The mixture vfas heated in a 
laetal bath temperature of S50®. There was a vigorous reac­
tion and after 50 ^ mlmiteH the reaction was over. The 
yellow iiolten contents were transferred to EI large evapor­
ating dish and turned so that the liquid solidified in a 
thin layer# Slat* crystallization from etiianol gave colorless 
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crystals laeltiJig at 84,0-84.5®, Tiis yield ;m3 13.0 g. or 
77 per cant of the theoretical, A mired meltin,?? woint v.lth 
an authentio speeimeii of Jf-n-dodecylstearsiaide, m.p. 634,5-
85,0® prepixreft in tho previous esjperiment f?e.ye no depression, 
Prei?aratio» of M'»a~OQtadecylgtearaaidQ^  
In. a 12S ml# Irlemaeyer flask was placed 13.4 f?;. (C,05 
mole) of n-octadecylaniiiie and 14.S g, (0.05 ..iiole) of stearic 
acid. Tile flask was placed in a metal bath temperature of 
E50®. There was a reijuler efferTSSoence which contimied for 
30 minutss. A volatilization took place during the heating. 
Bie orange liquid was transferred to a lar^ s evaporating * 
dish and turned so that the liquid solidified in a thin 
layer. The tan solid was crystullised from petroleum ether 
(b,p. 60-68®) to melt at 93.5-94*. further crystallization 
from ethanol and Norit gave fine colorless crystals melting 
6,t 94.5-95,0®. 'E'he 3riold was 19.6 (?, or 71 per cent of the 
theoretical, A nixed nielting point with an authentic speci­
men of H-n-octadecylstaaramide (172) meltinn at 94,5-95.5® 
gciTe no depression. 
Poyt obtained a 41 per cent yield cf H-n-octadeeylst®ar-
Biaide melting at 96-97® frora the reaction of n-octadecylaaaine 
and stearoyl chloride {40}, 
{172) Kindly supplied by B. A, Hunter, 
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jPraparation of H-n-'Qetadacylbenzaiiid©. OgH5COMGx8H57-n. 
Metiiod, To a refluxing solution of 15,1 g. 
iO^OS mol©} of n-octadecjlaain© in 250 ml, of benzene was 
aM©d 3,9 gm C0,0275 mole) of benzoyl ehlorlde through the 
eondenssr, fli© solution was refluxed for 30 minutes and 
eooled to 0®, fhe crystals vifere filtered off and air dried, 
fh© produot was reflux©d with 800 ml, of ©th®r end filtered 
hot,. The ether was distilled off and the residue melted 
at 85,5-«B6.0®, The yield was 4.1 g. or 43 per cent of the 
theoretical, 
Axml* Galod, for C25H43OK; M, 3.75, Found: H, 3,98. 
Hoyt (40) obtained a 51 per eent yield of N-n«ootadecyl-
beazamid© melting at 85-87° from the saae reagents, 
Direot Method, To 6,7 g. CO,055 mole} of benzoic acid 
in a 125 al, Srlenmeyer flask was added 13,4 g, (0,05 mole) 
of M«-oetad©cylaaine to give a clear yellov/ solution, The 
tlmk was heated In a aetal bath temperature of 250®, There 
was no eYolution of water, but a yaporination of reagents 
took place, The heating was continued for 1 hour, during 
which time the solution darkened* After cooling to rooa 
temperature, the product waa refluxed about 30 minutes vfith 
50 ml,, of 4fl sodium hydroxide, cooled in the tap and the 
aqueous portion decanted. The solid cake was reflux-washed 
with 50 ,iil, of distilled water, Th® crude brown s.olid 
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a©lt@<l €it 81-83®, The yield ¥ms 16.9 g» or 89 per cent of 
ttoe tJtiQor@tie.al. Crystallization from ethanol-Norit gave 
a taimisli povider aeltiag at 85,0-85,5'^, A mixed melting 
point ?#itli H-ii-octadecyll).@aEaiaide a.p. 85.5-86,0® prepared 
in the preceding ©xperiiaent gaT© no depression, 
Breparatioa of M-n-Dodeojlpalraitaaide. CSj_5H3j_00riHC2_gHg5-|i. 
In Atoseno# of Mitrogea Atiaosptore. To 12,8 g, (0.05 
mole) of palmitic aoid in a lg5 lal, Srlena-eyer flask vms 
added 9-,2 g, fO.OS mole) of n-dodecylaiaine. The flask was 
placed in a metal bath heated tit 240®, '.Phere was a rigorous 
reaction ?#hlel:i subsided in 15 loinutes. The total tiiae of 
heating vms 30 iiiautes, Th© coiiteats of the flask had 
darkened at the ead of this tim. After cooling to room 
temperatur©, th© taa solid wm crystallized from ethanol 
at 0®, amd gav© slightly tan crystals melting at 81,5-82,0°, 
Another crystallization from ethaaol ajid Korit gave color­
less powdery crystals .melting at 0g,O-0g.5®, The yield 
was 16.4 g, or 78 per o@n.t of th© theoretical. 
Anal, Calod, for GgQl%70Ni K, 3,51, found; F, 2,98, 
la PresQBoe of IlitrogQR Ataosphere, To 12,8 g, (0,05 
mole) of palaitic eioit in a 105 lal, Srlenmeyer flask v/as 
added 9..g g, (0,05 iiolel of a-dodscylaaine, aad a glass 
inlet tube inserted above the surface of th© contents. 
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lltrogen was Im'bblad la for 5 ralnutss thr-ough a iaineral 
oil 1)ubbl@ oouater, Tii© flask was iasarted in a metal bath 
t^ aperature of S50° keeping a steady flo?^  of nitrogen bubbles. 
The reaetioa wm iaraediata aad vigorous. Heating was con-
timei for 15 miaut©s, Upoa cooling to room temperature, 
til© white solid was erystalliz-ei froa ©thanol slo?#ly to 
giire colorless powdery erystals with a eonstant melting 
point of 8S»0-88.5®. Tim yi©M was 18.6 g. or 85 per cent 
of th@ theoretioal. A mixed melting point with an authentic 
speeiaeii of ll-n-a-Odeeylpalfflitaaide prepared in the previous 
ai5)eriiaemt gave so a©pr©ssloii. 
Preparation of M»ii*Oota4eoFlpalaitaaid@. 
Is a 135 Ell. Srlenraeyar flask was placed 7.7 g. (0.03 
aole) of palmitie noifl and 8,1 g. (0,03 aole) of n-octadecyl-
ai:ai.n©. The reagents were molten and a glass inlet tube 
Inserted, above the surface of the liquid. Nitrogen was 
bufcblefl In. for S minutes« and th© flask was iaserted in a 
m©tal bath teiaperature of S50®, The reaction was iiamediate 
but r©HKiiii®d Etoderat®, Th© heating v#a@ continued for 30 
minutes, during which tiim© some Aisooloration took place. 
After cooling to room temperature, the crude tan product 
mm crystallized froia ©thanol and Norit to give a colorless 
powder »lting^  at 89.0-89,5®. Further crystalli2;atlon from 
glacial acetic acid at room taaperature and washing with 
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aeetoa® ga¥@ tli® eonstant ia©lting point of 90,.0-'90,5®, Tiie 
yieM was 10,0 or 6-S per e©nt of the theoretical. 
The crystals were slightly sol-ahl© in hot acetone, 
pstrolimm ether C'b,p, 60-6a®) and tolii#G©. 
itoal* Oaled, for Cg4%901fs l,f a.76, Jounii If, S.58, 
Pr@i?ar&tjl<aa of M^ B^ Dod-^ cylayrl^ taali.®« 
4 molten isixtur® of 11,4 g, (0,05 mole) of myristic 
acii and ®,*S g. (0*05 mola) of a-dofieeylafflla® was placed 
la aii opejtt 1S5 al. Irl©Bia@y@r flask iato which was inserted 
aa ial©t tmh@ aboTs the surface of th@ liq,uid, Mitrogen 
was hubhled in, and after 5 siiiautes the flask was placed 
is a metal bath teaperatwr® of 250®, There was an ixaraediat© 
and Tigoroiis reaction. Some Tolatillzation of reagents 
took place. Is 20 minutas the reaction was over. After 
eoolij^ g to pooa t©mp@rattir©, tho crude colorless product 
iras crystallized froa ethaaol slowly at 0® to give color­
less powdery.crystals melting sharply at 83,0-83.5®, The 
yield was 15.6 g, or 79 p©r cent of the theoretical. 
iyml. Galed, for K, 3.54. I'ound: M, 3.18. 
Preparation of M^ a'*Octad#oyljiDrristanidQ. 
In a 125 al. lrl©aaey@r flask was placed 11.4 g. (0*05 
m©l@) of ayristic acid and 13.4 g. {0,05 aol©) of n-octa-
decylaaina. A glass inlet tub© was inserted above th® 
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surface of tlie liquid aat the flask flushed v/itii nitrogen 
fox- 5 laiimtes.. fli© flaslc was placed in a metal bcith t®:a-
peratiire of S20®, regulating the flow of nitrogen to a 
moderate stream of bubbles• There was an iimaediate and 
.moderate reaction.. 5'lie iieating was continued for 1 hour, 
imriag wkioli tira© a slight discoloration took place,. After 
cooling to room temperature, tli® alJiost colorless solid was 
erjstallized slwily from ©tlianol at 0® to give colorless 
fine crystals melting sharplj at 87.5-87.8®. The yield 
vms 19,7 g. or 80 par cent of the theoretical. 
Ami» Galod., for OggHesOH; K, g,92. Found: H, 2,68. 
Preparation of M*a~I3od@Q.TllauraaidQ > 
A glass Inlet tube ?#as inserted above a molten mix­
ture of 9.2 g, (0.05 mole) of n-dodeejlaain© and 10.0 g. 
(0,05 mole I of laurlo acid contained in a 125 rol, .ii^ rlen-
aayer flask. Nitrogen was bubbled in for 5 lalnutes and the 
flask w.as inserted in a aetal bath teap0rat\ire of 205® 
keeping the nitrogen flov»' constant. After 5 minutes a 
aoclerata reaction set in, cmd after 40 minutes the reaction 
was over, folatiligation of reagents v/as slight. After 
cooling to room temperatui'©, the crude colorless product 
w.as eryst&llized froa ethanol at 0® to give colorless 
crystals aelt.ing sharply at 77,0-77.5®, The yield was 
14,2 g. or 77 pt-sr cent of the theoretical. 
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Anal,. Calcd. for ?ound; N, 3.48. 
Pr^ paratloa of 0otad®eyllauramide 
In a 125 ml# Srleniaeyer flask was placed 10,0 g. (0,05 
laole) of laurlc acid and 13.4 g. (0,05 laole) of n-octadecyl-
aiaia@. file usiaal procedure providing a nitrogen atmosphere 
was followed, fk© flask was placed in a metal batii teraper-
atui'e of 225", Tiisr© ¥#as aa ii®i®diate yet moderate reaction, 
Tolatilizatioi}. of reagents was sligjit. The heating was con­
tinued for 1 hour. After cooling to room teaperature, the 
crade colorless product aielted at 83,0-84.0®. The yield 
¥/as 21.6 g. or 9E per cent of the theoretical. Slow crys­
tallization from ethanol ga¥e colorless fine crystals melting 
sliarply at 84.5-85,0®. 
iinal. Calcd. for 3.11. Found: IJ, 2.95, 
Preparatioa of ll-n-Podecyl-o-chlorobQixzaaide. o-OlOgl^OO-
To 7.8 g. (0.05 mole) of jo-chlorobensoic acid in a 125 
ml. Krlennieyor flask was added 9.2 g. (0.05 mole) of n-do-
deoylaiaine and the usual prooedxire InTolviiig the maintenanc® 
of a nitrogen atmosphere followed. Th& flask v/as inserted 
in a laetal bath teraperature of 250®. In a fev-/ iriinutes a 
reaction set in. Volatilization was moderate. ii.fter 45 
mirmtes the reaction was over. Discoloration set in toward 
th© ®at of the heating tim©. .sifter cooling to room temperature, 
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the dark brovm solid was refliized a short while with 100 
al, of concentrated liydroehloric acid and 50 ml. of ©thaaol. 
After oooliiig to room temperature and decanting:, the cake 
was reflus-washet with distilled vmter. The darJ: solid 
was crjstsilltzBd, from 75fo acetic aeicl and Norite, cooling 
to rooM teraperatiire anJ, t3i©n to 0®, Color less plates were 
obtained melting at 61,0-61,5®, 'Phe yield was 9.7 g, or 
60 per cent of the theoretical.. Further crystallization 
raised the melting point to 6g,0-6E»5®, 
Anal. Caled. for Cj^ gEgQCHOl: 1, 4.133. Found: 4.07, 
Freparatlon of. M-"a«'QGtadeoyl«-o~chlorobeii2aiaide. 
o-010 gli^ OOlfIC 
To 7,8 g. Co.05 mole) of o-chlorohenzoio acid in a 125 ml. 
Srlemaeyer flask rras added 13.4 g. (0,05 mole) of ii-octadecyl-
amine using the general technique to insure a nitropen atmos­
phere durlFig reaction. The flask v/as inserted in a laetal 
feath temperature of 250®. In a few lainutes bubhles appeared, 
and a moderate reaetion sot in. Tolatilisation vms raoderat©. 
Heating was continued for 45 minutes. Toward the end of 
this time discoloration vms marked, A sublimate collected 
oa the upper part of th© flask. After cooling to room tem­
perature, the sublirmt© vms removed. The dark brow product 
was refltaxed a short while v.lth 100 ral* of sodium hydroxide. 
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oooisfi under the tap, aM the aqueous portion decanted, 
fh© Q-ake was washed with water, and then refluxed %fith 100 ml. 
of wat@T contalnlag 5 ml, of eoncBntrated hydrochloric acid 
aad 50 lal.. of ethanol* After cooling imder the tap, decant­
ing aat washing' with water, the product v^as reflux-Y;ashed 
with 100 al. of water eontaining 25 ml. of ethaiiol. The 
l»rG¥«E solid ¥#Qs crystallized froia 90^  acetone and melted at 
74r..§-75.C)®, Repeated cryst-allization from 9^ p acetone and 
llorit gsT© colorless crj^ stals melting at 78,0-78.5®. The 
7iold was 9«0 g. (44?$), 
Aaal. Calod. for 0g5H420HCl: II, 5,44, found: H, 3,34. 
PregaratioB of K-a-Bodecylolnnamid®. GgHgCH«CHOONHGj|_gHgg-n. 
• To 7,4 g. (0,05 laol©) of oimiaaiic acid in a l£5 ml, 
Srlsnaeyer flaslc was add#i 9.g g, (0,05 mole) of n-dodecyl-
aain©, and th© general procedure used to insure a nitrogen 
ataosph©re during the reaction, fh® flask was inserted in 
a a©tal btith temperature of 305®, iifter a short while a 
aodarate r@aetioa sst in, folatilization of reagents was 
slight, iifter 30 lainutes th© reaction was OTer, The crude 
iTory product was cx'ystallized froai 90'^  acetone to melt at 
72,0-7S,5®, fh© yield was 9,2 g, (55fS}*. Slow crystalliza-
tioii froa 5 acetone at 0® gaY© shiny, colorless, electro-
philic plates a©ltlng at 73,0-73,5®, 
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iaal, Calcd,. for ?oiind: M, 4,24. 
Preparation of M*a*Ootateeyloiiia:aiaid0. CgHgCH-OHCOflHCj^ QHgy-n. 
A Jiistur© of 7,4 e;, (0,05 mole) of cinnajaic aoid aad 
13.4 g. (0«05 mole) of n-ootadeoylamlne in a 185 ml, Irlen-
Tmyex flask was #qulpp©a to insure a nitrogen atmospher® 
keatlng, fhe flask was Insertei in a metal batli 
t0ap@ratnra of 200®, After about five laimtos there was 
a aoterat© reaction. Volatilization vms moderate. The 
total iieating tim© was Z houvB, Sora© discoloration was 
sTidenesd. Th.& crude hrarnn product was erystallized from 
9Q% aQ©tos« at 0® to giTe a tan pol^cI9^ melting at 88,5-
80,0®, The yield was 15,.3 g, (7751). Further ciystalliza-
tloa froa 90jl acetone fcuid fforit gave fine colorless crystals 
vfith. the same constaat mQlting point, 
iiiial, Oalcd, for CgyK|.gOlM: II, 3,51, Found: H, 3.54, 
Pre-paratiog of M-^ a^ Pod^ eyl-p-ofailorobeaaaaid©, 
-^eiSeH4G01HCigHg5-a. 
So 7,8 g, (0,05 laole) of ^ -cliloroljeiisoic i..cid in a 125 ml, 
Irlenrasyer flaslc ¥#as added 9.2 g, (0,05 mole) of a-dodecyl-
amiae, aad tlie general proesdure for insuring a nitrogen 
atmospliere used, The flask was inserted in & metal bath 
teiaperatui'e of 240®. Tlie appearance of water vapor was 
iaasdiate, but tli@r@ was ao "bubbling, VolatilizatioE was 
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aEfi discoloration laoderate. After 1 hour tiie reac­
tion was over. The flask waa cooled to roaa temperature, 
8jid the brofm proitict crystallized from 90fj ethanol at 0®, 
to give colorless pcwideiy crystals laelting at 77.0-78.0®. 
The yield was 9»4 g. (SO^S). Furtlier slow crystallizt^tioa 
at 0® gavB colorless fine plates melting sharply at 78.5-
79,0®. 
Anal. Galcd. for C^ gKso.OJICl; K, 4.33. Found: H, 4,1C. 
yreparatiOG of ll->n*>Qctadeo.yl^»p•>c^^lorob®ll2aBlide« 
£-ai06S400iiHCi8H37-a-
To 4.7 g. (0,05 mole) of j^ -chlorobensoic aoid in a 50 ml. 
Irleimsyer flask was added 8*1 g, {0.03 iiol®} of n-oeta-
decylamime uBiii.g tlie general procedure to insure a nitrogen 
atmospli,ere during tte heating. The flask was inserted in a 
aetal bath temperature of S55®, In a few minutes a moderate 
reaction set in«. Discoloration and vo3.atili2ation vmre 
modes'&te. "Elie total heating time was 25 Eiinutes. A sub­
limate collected in the upper portion of the flask. After 
cooling to room temperature, the sublimate was removed, 
and the tan product -was crystallized fi^ om ethsmol and Horit 
to giTe colorless stars melting sharply at 94.0-94.5®. The 
yield was 7,1 g. (S&p)* 
Anal. Galcd, for K, 3,45. Found: K, 3.S6. 
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Atteaut to Prepare If-n-«DodeeTl-"P~nitrobenzanild0, 
il 1S5 ml, Irlenaejer flask was equipped v/ith. a tv/o-hole 
Qortc stopper, fhrougti one of tM© iiolas was inserted a glass 
inlet tube for aitrogea,. while the other was left free, A 
aixtur©- of 9.S g. (0,05 aol©) of .n-dodecylaiiine and 8,3 g, 
{0.00 laole) of ^ -altrobeiizoie acid was placed in the flask, 
an<i th© latter swept out ®ith nitrogsn for 10 minutes. A 
steady flow of nitrogen was aaintainei, end the flask in­
serted in a fflstal bath teaperature of 250®. In a few minutes 
ther® was a aot©rat@ bubbling vAioh beeam© livelier. After 
15 minutes deeoaposition was notet, and the contents tiirned 
blaelc. After gS ainutes a sublimate oolleeted in the upper 
portion ©f the flaslc, and the heating was stopped. The 
sublimat©, was reaoTed, and the contents were refluxed a 
short while with 90 ml,, of water containing 3 g. of sodium 
hydroxid©, and then cooled in the tap and filtered. The 
blaek solid was further refluxed a short tira® with 90 ml, 
of water eontaining 5 al, of coae©ntrat©d hj^drochloric aeid 
and 5 ml, of ©thMiol, After eooling to room, temperature, 
15 al, of ©thanol 'was addad, and th© mixture filtered and 
washed viith 20^ ©thanol. It was finally refluxsd a short 
¥#hil@ with 100 ®1, of 19f| ©thanol and d©oant©d at rooa tem­
perature to gi¥© a hlaek solid iTOighiag 15,5 g. It melted 
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at rooit tsaperature* lepeated crystallization from 
aoetoae amcl, Korit gaf© oeIj a crude product, 
file allcaliEe filtrate was poured into 100 ml. of 
water coataining 10 nl,, of coneentratefl hydroehloric acid. 
A jello?/ precipitate vfas o1;>tain©d wliicJh. m©lt®d at S33,0-
253*5®. A raixed laelting point with an authentic speoiiiien 
of j3-altrol)eiisoic acid melting at 255® gave no depression. 
The recorery -vras 1.1 g. ^3f>)» 
Attempt to Prepare S~ii«.Qotad@oyl~p*iiitrQ'bQa2amidQ. 
A 125 ml. iSrlenmeyer flask fias @qui3;)ped as in the pre-
Tiotis experiment. In it was placed a mixture of 13.4 g. 
(0.05 laolel of n-ootadacylamiiie and 9.1 g. {0.055 mole) of 
^^ -liitrotoenzoic aoid. The flask was flushed ?/ith nitrogen 
for 10 minutes and inserted in, a metal bath temperatuxo of 
195®, keeping the flow of nitrogen fized. Heating was con-
timied for 1.5 hours. After a time, sazm fonaation of bubbles 
was noticed. The solution turned dark, and hj the end of th© 
heating tise a sublimate collected in th© upper portion of 
the flask. Tolatillsation was moderate. After cooling to 
room temperature, the tan product melted at 92-94®. It 
wei^ ied 21.5 g. It was refluxed a short ¥/hile ;^dth 100 ml. 
of 3>S sodium hj^ 'droxide, cooled, filtered and washed with 
water, Th© tm product 'wb,& treated t/ith dilute alcoholic 
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lisnlrogen claloride and crytiteillised from 90^ 1 ethanol end Norit 
to melt at 100»5-101.5®. Further crystallization fron 95% 
acetic aoii did not giv© a sharp-melting product. 
Th@ alkaline filtrate -was poured into 100 ml. of water 
ooiitainiiig 10 ral. of concentrated bjdrochlcric acid. The 
yellow precipitate rteltdd at 254-235®. A mixed melting 
point with £01 authentic speciiaeii of j>-nitrol)enzoic acid 
laeltlng at 235® gave no depression. The recovery was 3.3 g« 
f36fS) . 
Freparation of II-n^ Dodeeyl-o^ toluaiaide. o-GHg0gH^ C0IIBC2_gH2g-n, 
hi a 50 i!il, Srlemaeyer flask was placed 4,1 g. {0,03 
raol©) of o-toliiic acid and 5,5 g. {0.03 mole) of n-dodeoyl-
aisiine. The general procedure to insxire a nitrogen atnos-
phere during heating was followed. The flast was ins.erted 
in a laetal hatfi temperature of 250®, In a short while a 
lively I'eaotion set in, Tolatilization was slight. The 
heating VMB stopped after 50 minutes. After cooling to 
room tempeX'ature, the colorless isro^ mct was crystallised 
slowly from 80^  acetone at 0® to give colorless electro-
philic plates xaelting sharply at 55,0-55*5®, The yield 
waii 6,5 (72,J, 
.oial. Culcd. for CsoIfesOH; 1,, 4.62. found; K, 4.34, 
Freparation of tI-n»O0tadecyl-o«>toliiaiald@. o-CHgC5H4C0KHC]_3H3.7-n. 
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A iiiixture of 4.1 g, (0,03 idole) of £-toluic aoid and 
8,1 g., {0,03 .mole) of |i-octaaeoyla,T;iiiie VJBS placed in a 50 ml, 
Erlerimeyejr flask, insuring a nitro£;en atiaosphere in the usual 
manner. The flask was inserted in a metal b^.th teriperatur© 
of 245®, After a few minutes i^oaction was noted. Heating 
¥#as continued for 30 raimites, Tolatilization was moderate. 
After cooling to room temperature, the colorless i)roduct 
was erystalliEed from 90$ acetone at 0® to give colorless 
plates laeltiae at 75.5«74,0®, The yield was 8,8 g, (76>j),. 
Anal, Galcd. for Cg^I^gON: K, 3,513. Foimd; H, 3.47. 
greparatioii of l».a,.]Dod©eyl-m«-toluamide, m-GHgOgH^ COKHGigEgg-n. 
To 4,1 g. {0.03 moleJ of m-toluic acid was added 5,5 g, 
{O.OS mole) of ^-dodeoyltiiaine, ^iiid the general procedure to 
maintain a nitrogen atmosphere dtiring heating follov/ed. The 
flask was inserted in a matal bath temperature of 250°. There 
was a reaction at once which becajae vigorous in a few minutes. 
Discoloration was moderate. The ivory product vvas crystal­
lised from 30% acetone at 0® with shaking, to give colorless 
fin© crystals melting. a.t 47,0—17,5®. The yield v/as 5.S g. 
C57;2) . 
Anal. Calcd, for M, 4.6£, foundJ K, 4.36. 
Prei>aratioii of li-n-Ootadecyl--.ia*toluaiilde, m-GHgCgH400KHC|_3Hgi7-
A laixtur® of 4.1 g, {0,03 mole) of m-toluie acid and 8,1 
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(0,05 mole) of n-octadeoylaraine v/af? "olaced in a 5'^  :iTil, 
Urlearaeyer flask using the general procedure to iiioure a 
nitrogen ataosphere, Tiie flask was placed in m. asstal bath 
teiiiperature of 250®, Tliere was a moderc-te reaction in a 
few ainutas, Tolatllizati on was slight. He tit leg wao stopped 
after 4S lainutes. Toward tfie ©ad of this tiiae a discolora­
tion set in. The tan prod^iot was crystallized from 90';^ 
acetone at 0® to give fine colorless crystals malting sharply 
at 71,0~?1,6®, The yield i,fas 9,0 g, {7Bp) » 
ioial, Oalcd. for CggH^ OH: K, 3,62. Found: H, 3,43. 
Fr©parati.on of M-m-'Dod.egylolQarttid®. oig«-GHg {CEg) t^ CH-OH(CHg) 
C0JIHe2_gHgg-n. 
In a 125. ml, Irlsniaayer flask waa placed a raixtur© of 
9,2 g, (0,05 mole) of n-dodecylafldjae and 14,1 g, (0,05 mole) 
of oleic acid (U,S,P,,), A glass inlet tube was -placed above 
tiie surface of the liquid, and nitrogen passed in through a 
crdnei-al oil bubble counter* After 3 aiinutes the flaslc was 
iiiS8rt©d in a laetal batli held at S45®, maintaining a steady 
flow of nitrogen bubbles. Heating was contimed for 20 min­
utes, III a few minutes a vigorous reaction set in, Dia-
ooloration and volatilization were aioderate. After cooling 
to ro:Qia temperature, a tan product was obtained v/hich jaelted 
at room teiaperature, Eepeatad crystallization from 95 
- ISO " 
cicetojie ga,vs a colorless potvder at 49.0-54.0®. 
Purtlier crystallization frori t..o«3toiie at 0® garw colorless 
crystals malting at 49.0-51,0®. The yi3l(3 \.;as 11.f? g. 
.-lita. Cjiled. for OggllggOH: If, 5,12. Fotmd: N, 3.01. 
Praparatioa of M-a-Octadeoyloleaiaid©, ct s-GHg (CHg} yCH«GIi« 
{CllgliyOo ] 
In a 1S5 Ell. ilrlenirieyer flask was placed a id.rturo of 
13.4 g. (0,05 mole) of ja-oetadecylamine and 14.1 g. (0,05 
BIO3.»} of freshly distilled U.S.P, oleic R.oid, A glass inlet 
tube was inserted above tbe mixtiire, and the usual procedure 
for laaintainine a nitrogen atmosphere during heating followed. 
The flask was heatod in a at^ tal bath teiiiperature of 250°, 
After a few lainutes a lively i-eaction set in. Volatilisa-
tioii war? iioderate. Tlie heating T(/as diaoontinued ;:it the 
end of 15 minutes. There was a sli;?^ t discoloration by this 
time, ii,ft0r cooling to room tejtij)orature, a yellow solid was 
obtained which melted at room teBiperature^  Several crystal­
lizations from ethanol at 0® gave a colorless solid molting 
at f>B.0-69,5®, Crystallisation from glacial acatic aeid 
gave a slightly Icapi-oved raelting point of 69.0-70,0? Further 
crystallization from acetone gave crystals iiMjltinp: at 70,C-
70,5®, The yield me 15,8 g, (59;^). 
.Anal, Galcd, for K, S,6£. Found; K', 2,48, 
- IBl -
Freparatlon of M»n-Boa0GirI©lal4ara.lc!e, (CHg) 7-
OH-OH (Gf%) . 
To 8,5 g.» 10,03 mole) of elaidia acid in a 50 ml. 
Brlenaeyer flask ?#as adAet 5,5 g. {0»0S mole) of n-dodeeyl-
aiiine. Tiie stacdard tectoiqiie was us©a to obtaia a nitro-
gsa ataospiiere ^tiring reaction* The flask vms inserted in 
a a@tal "batii teaperatur® of E50®, After a few minutes a 
¥ig©rous reaction took place. Volatilization and discolor­
ation were sligiit. The total tiiae of heating was 25 minutes. 
After eooling to room temperatixre, tiie taa product was crys­
tallized froii 95$ aeetoii© to give fin® colorless crystals 
Melting at 73,5-74*0®, Tbe yield ?/as 11.2 g, (83^ )^, 
Anal., Calcd. for C30HggOH: H, 3.IS. fotmd;-K, S.6S, 
Prep £ir at ion of II-E-Oet&d©oylelaldaffiide. traiis-CII,^  {CII») 
GI!«CH (0%} OSIiC 
In a 125 ml, Erleamsyer flasfe was placed B,5 g. (0.03 
aolel of elaidie acid and 8,1 g, (O.OS mole) of n-octadecyl-
emine, iusuriiig a nitrogsm ataosplica-© as in the previous 
©xperiasats. Tb© flask was inserted in a metal batii tea-
parature of S50®, fher® was a lively reaction in a f©w 
aiautes. Yolatilization was slight. Heating was stopped 
after gO aimt©s. fovmrd tk© ©ad of tii© heating tiia© th@ 
conteats of th« flask tura©d a dark r©d. After cooling to 
- IZZ " 
Toom teaperatur©,. the brown prodtict vras crystallized from 
905$ atliaaol at 0®, OolorlesB crystals were obtained wtiicli 
melted at 83,5-84.0®» TI10 yield was 1S»4 g. (78^-). Fiirtiier 
eryatallizatioa from ©tbanol did not raise the melting point. 
Anal, Caldd, for- M, S.6g,' Found: II, g.48. 
Preparation of M.!l* *|}©eaiiietliyl#]a@411anrafflid@» Cij^HggCOl®-
iOHglioKHOCCj^ iHgg. 
In a 125 ml. Srleaaeyer flask was placed a mixture of 
5,2 g. (0,03 mole) of l,10-ieoan@4iamiii© and Ig.O g, (0,06 
laol©) of lamrie aeii. Tfie general procedure for maintaining 
a nitrogen atiaospfaer© was followed. The flask was heated in 
a metal batii teiaperatur© of 195®. In a short tnrhile there 
was soae evidence of reaotion, Tolatiligation and discolora­
tion xmre slight. The heatine was continued for 1 hour. 
After oooling to room teraperature, the tan solid was crys­
tallized from, absolute ©theuaol at 0® to give th© constant 
laelting point of 13?..0-137.5®, fhe yield was 13.7 g. (85fS). 
Th© eoapoimd was insoluble in hot acetone, moderately 
solufel# in hot ©thanol, and slig'htly soluble in hot petroleum 
©ther b.p. 60-63® eind b.p. 77-115®. 
Ami. Galea, for Cg^ H^ gOgllg: 1, 5.2g. Found: K, 4.96. 
Preparatiom of 1'.S-Pi-n-oetadeeylbeQaaniid®. C6H500W(0ia%7-S)s-
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iMirect Ifethofls. A 25C ml, three-neclsed flae': '^•as 
equipped vrltii a reflux condenser and dropping ftmnel. A 
suspension of 5,5 g, (0,.01 iiols) of di-^octadecylaTidne hy-
droclilorid© in 50 ml. of dry "benzsae was placed in the flask, 
and tli0 iiiisturo iiaated to rsflux to ^iTe a door solution, 
A solution of 1,54- g, {0,011 iiolal of bencioyl chloride in 
IC lal, of dry benzon© was added dropxYise to the refluring 
solution. Tlie ©volutiori of hydrogen chloride ms immediate 
as tasted with, a piece of filter papor ^oii-tened with con-
ceatratsa amsionium hydroxide. -Ifter ?:5 Shears of refltising;, 
no •acre hydrogan chloride was eTolved. The benzene solution 
was washed twice v,'ith 5fS sodiua hydroricie, then with water, 
and dried oreT anhydrous eodiuia sulfate, --fter distilling 
off the bsiiseno, a yellow solid rsBiained vrfdch solidified 
under the tap. It raslted at 54.0-55,0®, ... cryi:,tclll2.c;tion 
froia fflsthyl alcohol c,;.t 0° gave colorless crystals Tn,eltiD,3: at 
55,0-56,C®, 
Anal, Oalcd, for f% £,37, Found; IT, 8.S9. 
A solution of 5.2 g, (0,01 ,aole) of di-n-oct:idecylaniino 
and 2,5 g. (G,C1 mole) of heiizoic aahydrido {free fro,ni ben­
zoic acid) in 5Q ml. of dry beiiseiia was placed in a 1S5 nl. 
Srleimeyer flask, and refluxsd for S hours. The conaoiiser 
was capped with a calciaia chloride tube to prevont acceas 
of xttoistui'a, T.he solvent v/ao removed anci the residue re-
fluxed ¥vith 50 Ml, of soditHtt hydroxide for 30 minutes. 
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After eooliag and fllteriag, the solid ealce was again refluxed^ 
witk a fresh portion of sodim iijdroxid©» finally, th® cake 
was r@fl\ix-wash©d with 50 al. of WB-teT, After cooling and 
filtaring, the colorless ©olid melted at 55.0-56.0®, The 
field was 5..4 g. |9S^)# A iiixed melting point v^ith an authen­
tic speciaen of ®,K*-di-.n-oetad®eylben2amide prepared in the 
previous ©xpsriiMiiit g.av« no depression. 
Attempt hF Direct Method. In a §0 ml. Irlenmeyer flask 
was placed a Mxtyre of ?,0 g, (0.015 mole) of di-n-octadecyl-
aaiae- and 1.8 g. (0,015 aolel of benzoic acid, fhe usual 
technique inTolTiag the mintenanc® of a aitrogan atmosphere 
during th© heating was followed. The flask was heated in a 
metal bath at £40® for S hours. There was a slight evidence 
of reaction. There was no volatilization. Toward the end of 
the heating tiaie there was a sli^t discoloration, and a suh-
l,iiiat© collected in th# upper part of the flask. After cooling 
to room teaperature, the suhlimate was removed. The tan pro-
duet aelted at 53-63® and weired 8.5 g. After a crystalliza­
tion froa acetone it melted at 64-69^. The solid was refluxed 
a short while with 100 ml. of 1-1 sMium hydroxide, cooled in 
th© tap, decantei- and reflux-washed with water. The colorless 
solid melted at 59-65®, ahowing no improvement. It vms further 
refluxed a short while with 100 asL of water containing 2 ITJI. of 
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eoseeatratet hydrochloric aeid, cooled, the liquid decanted, 
imd the solid finally reflux-washed with distilled water, 
fhe e©lorl8s® solid new melted at 104-130® indicating th© 
presence of uaehanged aaine as the hydrochloride,. 
Attempt to Prepare K .l-^ Di-n^ oetaiecylstearaiBidet 
In a IgS al, Irleameyer flask was placed a mixture of 
10.4 g, {0,02 aolej of di-n-oetadeeylamine and 5.7 g. (0,02 
molel of stearic acid, fh® standard procedure for laaintain-
ing a nitrogen atmosphere during heating was followed« The 
flask was heated In a aetal hath at 350® for 1 hour. In a 
few aiautes there was a slow wolution of buhhles, Tola-
tiliaatioa was moderate« The contents of the flask turned 
black toward th® end of th© heating time. After cooling 
to rodtt teaperature, the black product melted at 67.5-?3.5®, 
It weighed 15.1 g. A crystallization from acetone at 0® 
gave a brown powder melting at 68,0-70 It was refluxed 
¥iith 100 al, of potassium hydroxide for a short while, 
cooled in the tap and filtered, Th© solid was then refluxed 
with 100 111, of water containing 5 ml. of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid. It was finally reflux-washed with water, 
fhe bro-wn solid nov# melted at 85-103* indicating the pre­
sence of unchanged amine as the hydrochloride, 
Attegst to Prepare M-n-Ootadeojlohloroacetaiaide. 
A 125 ml, Irlenmeyer flask was ©equipped with a two-hole 
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oork stopper* Tlirougli oa© opening was iasarted a glass 
inlet tul3© for nitrogen. . A mixture of IS.4 g. (0,05 mole) 
of g;-oetad©ejlamiiie and 4*7 g*. (0,05 mole) of ehloroacetic 
acifi was plaeed la th® flagk, fh© latter was flusiied vfith 
aitrogea for 5 aintit®®, aM then i»B@rt©a in a metal batii 
at 190®, A slow flow of nitrogen was maintained during the 
fcieatlag* la about 5 aiautes there fias sea© ©iria©nc@ of 
reaGtioa... After E feours the eoatents t«ra®d a dark red, 
aad th® hmtlng was stopped# After cooling to room tern-
peratur®, %k& red solid was r@fltix©d a sliort while with 
100 al,. of 30fS sodiuia ehlorit©, eooled. under the tap and 
filtered. Th& brown solid gair® a poor aelting point of 
f9-103®» It was ©xtraoted with etiisr, and a large ether -
iasolubl© portion r®aained. It weighed Ig.O g, aad laelted 
at 110-*140® indieating the presenee of the aain© as th© 
hjdroohlGride, 
Meehaaisa of th® Direct OoBdeagatioii of iiimiaes amd Car-
fo 6*0 g«. lO.OS aol©) of laaarie acid la a 125 ml.* 
3rl»'fla0yer flask was added 8*1 g, (0»03 mole) of n-octa-
decylaaiae, aad th@ sixtur© placed in an oil bath at 65° 
for IS aiautss* ?h© eontsnts of the flask reiaained crys-
tallia® aad Golorless.. In the next SO mia«.t©s, the temper­
ature was raised to 100®, The itoltem contents were agitated 
Agids 
1E7 » 
mA 0©ol©4 t© room t@ap©rat\ir@. Tii© colorless solid raelted 
at §4•.0-65.5® and v##iglied 14»1 g, fh© yield was quentita-
ti¥#. A crystalliaatioji from p©trol@ua ether (b.p, 60-68®) 
ga-r® e©lorl@ss plates asltlag at 65*.5-66,5®. A jaixed melt-
iag polEt with an autheEtie sp©0isi®ii of a-ootadeeylaamonium 
laurat® »®ltiB.g at 66 •5-67 »0® (173) gaT® no d@pr®ssion, 
Preparation of 1 «g*'-Pi-E-QQtaaecyloxaiaid®« (C01®C2_3ll37-n) g. 
A solution of IgpO g, (0.0825 sole) of diethyl oxalate 
ill 100 ml. of ©thanol ims tmraed oa th© water hath in a 
large ©Taporating dish, fo it mm added a solution of 40. 0 s. 
(0.15 ii0l©| Of n-oetat®cylaaia© in 100 ml. of ethanol. A 
oopious preeipitatiom took plae©, and the mass almost solidi­
fied. Imoth&T 100 ml. portion of ethanol was added and the 
ffiizture. filtered. Crystallization from petroleum ether 
(b.p. 77-11^ ga.T# oolorlsss crystals melting at 119.0-119.5®. 
fha yield was 29,1 g. (665S) . The crystals vmre only slightly 
solahle is hot ethanol, insoluble in hot acetone and moder­
ately soluble in hot sthyl acetate. 
Anal. Caied^ * for *^7B, Found: N, 4.5E. 
g^ epai'ati.Q-a of IfAM*«*Di-n-ogtad#gjlaalonamide. 0Hg(C0!iHG2_QH37-n)g. 
fo @..8 g. (0.055 aol@) of diethyl aalonat® in a 125 ml. 
Ixleniaeysr flask was aided g6.9 g. (0.1 sole) of n^-octadeeylamin®. 
(173) Kindly supplied hj B. A. Hunter. 
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The flask was closet witfc a stopper earrj'ing a soda-lime tube 
ajid insertei in as oil "bath temperattar® of 110®, Heating 
w'as O'OiitiouM for 1 iiotir* fli© molten eontents were trans­
ferred to a large evaporatiag dish anfi turned so that th® 
liquid Bolitified in a thin layer^ Th@ product was crys­
tallized. frost petrol#«a ethar (b«p* 7?-115°) and gave a 
poor a©ltii3^; point of 12g*S-lg3,§®.» To the solid in a 1 1* 
Srl®aa©y©r fla.sk' was ad€®d 400 ml., of 85-^ ©thanol containing 
10 al., of eoneaatrated iiydroohlorio aeid. The mixture after 
r®fl\ixiiig a short while mm filtered through a hot Buchner 
fimn©l and tfashed with hot SO^I ethanol. Th® product now 
aelted at lg5.,S-lS6«5®» fhe jield was 15,1 g, (50^), Crys-
talliaation from petrolam ether (b.p. 77-115®) raised th® 
melting point to 136,0-136,g®. The colorless crystals \¥.ere 
only slightly soluhl® in hot ©thaaol, insoluble in ether 
ant soluble in hot benzene. 
Anal., 0aled, for N, 4f*02, Found: M, 4,53, 
AttQqpt to gre-pare M ,11 * -Di-n-dod®eyle thylaalonaaide, 
A Mixture of 18*5 g, (0,1 aol©) of n-dodecylaiain© and 
11.S g.* {0,06 mole) of diethyl ethylaalonate was placed in 
a 125 ml* Irleniieyer flask arranged for distillation, fhe 
flagk ?was inserted in a a©tal bath at EOO®, A distillate I 
appeared at one©# After 1,5 hour® no more distillate vms 
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oollaetsd, Tk& temperature was raisM to 220° but no further 
distillate appeared.,. Th.® raolten contents vmre transferred 
to a large ©Taporating iiBh and tura@d bo that the lia^uid 
solidified i.a a thia layer^  fli© slightly eolored product was 
©rjstallized froa ethanol and melted poorly at 81-82®, It 
was dissolTed in 455 ml» of hot 75fi ©thanol containing 10 
al. of conGentrated hydroehloric aoid and crystallized at 
room teaperatur® to give aolorless plates irieltinc poorly at 
81».5-S5..0®, Further crystallizaticm from ethanol, another 
©straetion ?iith ethyl alcoholic hydrochloric acid and 
orystallization from acetone failed to gitra a pure product. 
Preparation of B*".I?od8oylaiiine HydrochlorldQ. a-C2_gHggf®gGl. 
To a solution of ?4,0 g,. (0,,4 aola) of n-dodeoylaraine 
in 500 ffll» of ethanol was added 68.0 g, (0,8 raole) of Gon-
centrated hydrochloric acid., fh@ solution darkened and at 
0*" gavs T^inkish orystals ^ vhich were washed with cold dilute 
sthaaol* The colorless crystals melted at 181®., The yield 
v/as 6g,0 g. 
Solubilitf tests showed the crystals t© be aodarately 
soluble In water J very soluble in waria -vrnter, solxibl© in 
%farm benzene and gSfS ©thanol, sjid insoluble in ©ther* 
n-.Podecyla,iaiii3 hydroGhloride has been reported to melt 
at 100® with dacoapositioa {51}* 
imal» Galea, for Cj^gHggliOli If, 6».32,, fomdi H, 5,98, 
- 13.0 « 
fre^agatiea ©f 1.10*Peeaja#tlaralne Dlhydrooklor 1 d®. 
GlHgSCCHglj^ QlHgCl. 
f© 5»S g, (O^OS atsle) of l,10-€aeanedlamine in 50 ml, 
Qf abgolut© ©tiiaaol was added ml. (0.09 iaol@) of con-
eaatratet liydroehloric acii. The solution heated, up and 
was erjstallizti at 0'®. fh@ii 50 ml. of cold ether was added, 
aM the crystals filtered and washed viith eold ether. Th© 
field was 7.2 g. (lOOfS). fh© colorless crystals darkened, 
but did not laelt ev«a at 315®. 
The crystals were r&w solubl© in water viith no foaming 
aotion, Thm fr®® aaiin® was precipitated out hj eiddition of 
alkali, fh© crystals w©re also solubl© in methanol and 
ethaaol. They were insoluble in acetone, chloroform and 
benzen©. 
l,10-I>®can©dlaiaine dihydrochloride has been mentioned 
pre-riously (159) (174) but has not been described. 
Anal. Oalod. for O^ oHggHgOlg: 1, 11.4. Found: N, 11.2. 
grQparatloa of n~Dod©Qylmmioaium p-ToluQiiesulfonate. 
In a 50 111. Irlsnmtyer flask was plaeed 5.5 g« (0.03 aol©) 
of n-dodoeylamiiie smd S.7 g. (0.03 mol©) of ^ -toluenesulfonio 
(174} Slotta and fscheelie, B©r., 6S, 1398 (1929). 
/ 
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acid moaohydrate. The general procedure for maictaining a 
nitTQ&m atmosphere was followed. The flask was inserted 
in a metal bath at 260®, There was an iiaraediate and vigorous 
reaction which was OTsr in a few lainutes. Volatilization 
and discoloration were moderate. lifter cooling to roora. tern-
parature, tiie darlc product was crystallised from acetone at 
0® and gave colorless crystals. The yield was 9,3 g, (87^), 
The crystals softened at 100°, and the laoniscus v/as claar 
at 133®. i?'urtiier crystallization from acetone and ethyl 
acetate did not improYe the laelting point. 
The crystals were .raoderatQly soluble in water with the 
foi-siation of a detergent solution. They were soluble in 
wana water with the formation of a soapy eaulsion. 
The yaiiiQ product was obtained vjiien the heating was con­
tinued for 1 hour, or when the reaction was conducted in 
boiling petroleum ethsr (b.p, 60-63°). 
Anal. Calcd, for C^ I^^ gOgHSs H, 3,92. Found: K, 3,77, 
Preparation of n-Octadeoyl-aagaoniua p-folueneaulfonate. 
£-CHg0gH^ S03H3l03^ 3^,^ .n, 
To a solution of 13,4 g. (0,05 mole) of n-octadecylaniine 
in S50 ml. of petroleuia ether (b.p, 60-68®} ¥#as added 9.5 g, 
(0.05 .mole) of ^ -tolueiiesulfonic add monohydrate. The laix-
tur© was refluxed until, a cleai' solution formed, slow 
crystallization at 0® ga-r® fine colorless crystals which 
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giateriBi at 93® aad melted at 13S®, Tlie yield v/as 21,6 g. 
(98^ ). further orjgtalllzation from a large volume of ace­
tone at 0® gaT® th© saii0 typ© of broad melting rang©, 
Th© eoapoMwl foraed a soapy suspension v^ hen sliaken 
witfamt©r» 
Anal, Calod. for SggH^ O^glSi M, 3,17. Found; If, 2.98. 
Preparation of K-ii-Boageylphthalimid©,  ^ ) gHOj^ gHgg-n. 
To 24,4g.(0,lt§ mols) of phtiialie auiiydrid© in a 500 ml, 
rousa bottc® flask was added 27,8 g, (0,15 mole) of n-do-
€@cylaiain©. A tliermoiieter was las@rt®a in the reaction 
mistur© and tiie oonteats heated at SCO® for 5 minutes. By 
this tlm© th© ©Tolutioa of steaia was complete. The molten 
mass was poiirefi iato a large ©Taporatiag dish and turned so 
that th© liquid solidified in a thin layer. The dull, whit© 
solid m©lt0d at 58-60.5®, fh© yield was quantitative. A 
portion of this was erystallized from ethanol and Horit at 
0® to give colorless plcites melting sharply at 64,0-64,5®, 
The product was soluhl© in acetone,, ether and benzene. 
Ami, Caled, for CgQHggOgll: If, 4,44, Found: N, 3.80. 
Preparation of M^ n-Dodeeylphthalaiaie acid. 
0.EO2GCgH4GOHSei8Hg5-.a. 
To 30,0 g, (0,095 mole) of crude M-o-dodeeylphthaliiaide 
in a large ©vaporatini; dish was added 500 ml, of 10^ 1 sodium 
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jfeyfir-oxM©, aafl the laixture heated on the vmter bath v/ith 
fraquejit stirriag for 1 hour. Upon addition of 2 1. of 
distill®^  water a clsar solutioii fomed, Acidifieation 
with dilute hydi'ochlorle a©id gaTo a oopious precipitate 
whiah was filtered aad washed with distilled water, fh© 
e©lorl©ss fin© crystals melted at 87,0-88.»5® with deoompo-
sitiom to the imite. 
fh@ tT@@ aoii was soluble in 70'jl ©thaaol at room tem­
perature#, It was also solmhle im ether and tmrm benzene 
aad moderately solubl© in aeetoB©, the compound produced 
eae-@zlii,g., fh« sodium salt was soluble in water and had 
detergeat pro-pertios. fh# free acid could not be purified 
by ciy St alligation from hot, orgaiiie solvents as it under-
if©nt partial conversion to th© imide, 
M-^ -Dodeeylphthalaaic aeid has been reported (155) to 
laelt at 88®.,-
Preparation of l~ii*Ootadee.Tlphth.aliaid@. CgH^ CCO) gMCj^ gHg^ -n.. 
To M,4 g, {0,165 aole) of phthalic anhydride in a 500 
ml. round bottoa flask was added 40,4 g, {0,15 mole) of n-
octadecylfeiain©, A theraoaeter was inserted in the flask 
and th© cojiteiits heated v/ith a free flame at gOO® for five 
lainutes. After this time no more steam was evolved. The 
aoltea aass was poured into a large evaporating di.sh and 
turmed so that th© liquid solidified in a thin layer. The 
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taa produet waa orystalliEeA from ethaaol and Horit to gi¥e 
©olerless plates melting at 79,0-79,5®. The yield from 39 g. 
of crM© pro&act was S5,6 g, |66fS5. Tli© crystals were sol-
«,1)1@ im etker aM beazene but insoluble in acetone* 
Anal* Galcd. for Qg#4l0gJ?J H, 3,51, Foimfi: H, 3,14. 
greparatloB of H«>n^ 0ctad9cylphtlialajiio acid, 
o-I!O200gl%OOMia3^ QlSgy-a» 
fo E5,0 g, {0.063 .ittol©) of crufi© N-a-octadeeylphthalimid© 
ijQ a large ©Taporating dish mm aMed 500 jiil, of lOfS sodium 
iLydrozif"e, aod tli© mixttir© heated on the vrater bath v/ith 
frequaat stirring for 1,5 hours, fhis was follovsred by heat­
ing 4S iaimt©s longer oa the hot plate in order to complete 
the hydrolysis. After ©ooling to room temperature, an emul-
sioa was fonaad, To this mm added 3 1, of distilled vmter, 
aad the aixtiire heated to 70®, On aeidif ieation with dilute 
(111) hydrochloric acid a precipitate appeared which was 
filtered off at roea teaperatiir®. It melted at 90.5»92,5® 
with dacoaposition to the laid©. The yield v#as 23,3 g, {89yJ), 
Anal, Calcd, for Cg.gH4303lf: II, 3,36, Found; H, 3,26, 
Atteapt to Prepare l.~n»>s.Qd.eeyIsalioylaaide. 
fo 7,6 g, {0,055 mole) of salicylic acid in a 125 ml, 
Irlansieyer flask was added 9,2 g, (0,05 mole) of ^ dodecyl-
aala©. The general procedure to ohtaiE a nitrogen atmosphere 
during hsatlag was followed, fh© flask w&b imaersed in a 
metal hath at 115® for 1,5 hours, Aftar cooling to room 
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a viscous yellow oil was obtained. It was 
rafitured a sfiort while ffitii 100 iiil* of sofiiuia hydroxide, 
sooled at tlis tap aad fllt©r©<i,. To th© alkaline filtrate 
•was aided 20 si, of @tiianol« It was aoidifi©d Vifitli dilute 
liydroGlilorlc aoii, Th© eolorless precipitate was allowed 
to settl© and then filtered* It meltefi at 156.5-157.0®, 
A laixM melting point with aa antheatio speeiaen of sali-
eylio acid melting at 156,0-157,0'' gaTe no depression. The 
rseorery was 5.6 g. (74>5). 
Atteiapts to oonduat the sondensation at a higher tea-
pei'ature (£43®) ©aused deeoiaposition of the salicylic acid 
to phenol. 
Att@apt to Prepare etadeeylsalieylaaide. 
fo 7,6 g. Co.055 mole) of salieylic acid in a ISS ml. 
Srlesiaeyer flask wag added 13,4 g, (0.05 mole) of n-oeta-
iecylastiae, fho general prooedrara was used to maintain a 
iiitrogQH atmosphere during heating. Th@ flask was • inserted 
ia a metal t>ath at IgS**, ifoatixig was eondiicted for 2 hours. 
After cooling to roora teiaperature, th© crude solid -was re-
fluzdd a short while with 3^ sodim hydroxid©, cooled in the 
tap and filtered. The a.lkalin« filtrate was poured into an 
axeess of dilute hydroehloric acid, A eolorless precipitate 
f0Ba©d which was collected on a filter. It iioltod at 156.6-
1,S7..0®. A fflixsd melting point with an authentic spocimQn of 
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salioylie aeid seltlng at 156»0-15?,0® gave no depression, 
file reoorerj ifs.B 6,4 g. f84^ ). 
Preparation of l^ B^ DoaegylaaisaaiAe.« £«Ci%0CsH4C0MI0;|^ gHg5-m. 
fo 4.6 g* (0,03 mole) of aniaio add in a 50 ml. Irlen-
flask wa,s aM@ft §,5 g, (0.03 mole) of n-dodecylamine. 
A glass islet tube was ias@rt©d abOT© tiie liquid, and tlx® 
flask swept out witii aitrogen. Tb@ flmv of nitrogen was 
regulated to a slow stream of bublslas, anfi tJie flask inserted 
in a metal bath taaperatiire of S50®, In a fevr minutes reao-
tiom Bet im. Volatilization was slight. After 30 minutes 
the faeatiacs was discontiaue-i. The crud®, colorless product 
wa.3 crystallized from 90'% acetone at 0® to give colorless 
plates melting sharply at 87,5-88,0°, The yield v^ as C.6 g, 
(69'^ }, 
Anal. Caled, for 4.38, Found: tl, 4,24. 
Preparation of If^ n-OotttdeGylaniaaaiide. 2"CH3OCgH4COl€HGj_0H3i7-n, 
A lalxture of 4,6 g, (0,03 mole) of anisic sioid and 8,1 g, 
(0,03 moIb} of a-ootadeoylamiii© was placed in a 50 ail. Srlen-
meyer flask. A glass Inlet tub© was inserted above the sur­
face of the liquid, and the flask swept out with nitrogen 
for a few iiiimtes,. The flask v«as inserted in a raetal bath 
tefiip@r8.ture of gSO®, After a few minutes a reaction set in, 
Digeoloration was slight and volatilisation was moderate. 
13? 
foward t.lie end of the lieating tim, a stibllmate collected 
111 til© tipper portion of the flask. Heating was stopped 
after 50 aimites. fii© sublimate was reMOved, and the crude 
colorless product crystallised froia acetone. Colorless 
stars were obtained melting sharply at 100,0-100,5®. The 
jieM W&.B g. (63^ ), 
Am&l* Caled, for 1", 3,47, Found: H, 3.03. 
Mixed MQlting Polats of n-Podecyl aad s-Ootadecyl Derivatives. 
Melting points and mixed iaelting points (Tabls I) of 
til© corapomids descifibad in tills tiiesis were deteriiiiaed in 
tiia apparatus aliovm in Fig. 1. It consisted of a Pyrex 
distilling fleisk whos© distilling tube had been removed, 
aat til® junction sealed, fhrougli th© aeok was plsiced a 
loag flanged test tube fdiioh reaoliecl to within 0.5 in. 
of tlie bottom of the flask. In the test tube was placed 
a 360® standardized thenaomster vjliicii was supported by a 
cork stopper so that th© bulb v/as aboiit 0.5 in. from the 
bottoitt of the test tub©. The flask mis filled about two-
thirds with pure coiicentrated sulfuric acid to which a few 
crystals of potaaslim nitrat® were added. This kept the 
aold clear at all timas. In the test tub® was placed enough 
alnsral oil so that th@ bulb of the theriaoaster was totally 
iiiii0rsed. 
MIXED 
fype CoapoaaA o^ -Doaeayl 
"'a.p, C®) 
1, N *»g-.Maplitiirlii»a lg7.5*128 
M,M • -fii#.iiyl thlomrea 69.S«60,e 
i-Benztnesulfonaffiide §8.0-S8.5 
foltien® TOlf oiiamide 73.0-73.5 
l-®«f©ltiai3id8 47.0-47,5 
ll-£«f oliaaiii de 55.0-55* 5 
N-Anisaffiide S7« 5—88,0 
Olilo rob en s amide 78.5-79.0 
il-0-CMo 3?ob ©nzaffild© 63.0-62.5 
i G^innaaid© 73.0-73.5 




S-PalJSit amide 83.0-82.5 
N-Stearamid© 84.5-85,0 
N-Elaidamide 73.5-74.0 
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fhe flask was heated on an asbestos gauze, I%@n tem­
peratures up to 130® w&re required a micro "burner was suf­
ficient. For iil^ar temperatures a Bunsen burner w&s use€, 
TJiei"© -were many advantages in tha use of this apparatus. 
DUQ to the ooavaction curreats in th.8 outside bath during 
beating no stirring was required. The small amount of 
mineral oil in th.® iasid© bath mad© the effect of inside 
oon¥©otioQ eurrgats negligible. The thermometer vras easily 
reraoTed whenever a fresh capillary was reouired. Since the 
th^ Moaeter wm doubly Jacketed., the effect of hot air 
currents caused by the burner was minimlEed. When several 
melting points wore taken successively, the whole apparatus 
was rapidly cooled by iiaaereion in weter. Finally, the slow 
convection, of heat fr-oti the outside bath to the Inside one 
lEiide possible a steady and regular rise in temrerature. It 
was cm easy matter to regulate the rate of heating to 1 
degree per minute or longer, 
Tb& process of selting was carefully ?»atched by placing 
a hand lens in front of the apparatus. The original mag­
nification of the capillary tub© due to the curvature of 
the flask was increased. An unusxially large iiaage of the 
capillary tube was thus obtained, 
Fyrolysis &t n-Ootatecylaiiiae Hydrochloride. 
In the Presence of Hydrogen Chloride. In one neck of 
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a 250 ial, Claisoii flask was placed a two-holed stopper 
oaST/ing a glass IfAlet tube aacl thermometer, both reaching 
to the bottom of the flask, iai air conclensor was inserted 
through the other neck while tha distilling tube i/as closed 
off with a glass plug. After the addition of 30,5 (C.l 
mole) of n-octadecylaraine hytroehlorid©, the flaBk was 
heated in a graphite bath at 500® for 6 hours. During th® 
heating a gentle stream of dry hydrogen chloride was bubbled 
through the molten itKiss. whito fumes formed in the flask, 
After cooling to room temperEtore, th© brown solid was re-, 
fluxed 'With 200 ml, of ethor aad filtered by gravity. 
The etlier was remored and the residue boiled at 142-
14.3®/3iaai, The colorless aistillate weighed IS.9 g. It 
ve negative tests for nitrogen and chlorine and Instan­
taneously discolored bromine in Gcrbon tetrachloride. 
Physical constants iffere l,4-46a, 0,795, checking 
the values for octadecene-1.(175). 
fhe ether insoluble fimction was t^ iiien up in hot 
ethenol and filtered hot from the insoluble portion which 
weighed 2,1 g. An i@iition test showed it to be inorcranlc. 
It was shown, to be aimaoaium chloride by standard qualita­
tive inorganic tests, 
1175) Krafft, Bo£.,, 3034 (1883); Qault and iUtohidJian, 
Ann, chia,, 2,'.220 11924): DoTer and Hensley, Ind, 
Mi* ..SS§S«f SL* {193Sf, 
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3tli©i' was added to the warm alcoliolic filtrate» and 
til© alxture eirystallized at The colorless crystals 
weigiiod 4,9 uii(3. iiielted at 170®, '^^ fter treatment i/:dth 
potasslim C5jE:,aaate, using the procedure for the preparation 
of HsK-di-fi-octadeGyiiires. {p, 89 ) a product was obtained 
laeltiag at 65,0-65.5®. A laized JiieIting point vdth an authen­
tic specimen of K,B--ai-n~octaa&cylur0a melting at 65..0-65,5® 
gave no depression. 
In the AhsencQ of gydrogen Chloride. In this experi­
ment the inlet tuh® wae discarded and no hydrogen chloride 
was used. The heating was conduotod at 300° for € hours. 
White fumes were generated. After cooling to room tempera­
ture, a l3ro¥#n solid wa,s obtained. This was refluxed with 
ether for 1 hour and filtered by gra-rity. 
leaoval of the ether gave 13.0 g. of a colorless dis­
tillate boiling at 132.0-IM.O®/Earn. Physical constants 
were exactly as in the preceding experiment. 
fhe ether insoluble portion was taken up in hot ethaliol 
and filtered from the insoluble portion. This v^ reighed 3.5 g, 
and was shown to be aBimoniua chloride by standard qualita-
tlT© tests. 
Sthsr was added to the warm alcoholic filtrate, and 
the mixture crystallized at 0®. The crystals were washed 
with water until free froa ehlorid® ion. They melted at 
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170® and r/elghed B,5 g, Th&y v/ere converted into !T,IT-di-^  
octadeeylurea by reaction v/itii potassium isocyanate to melt 
at 65,8-66,0®, A aixed KiBlting poiat witii an Siiithentic 
specimeii of KjlJ-di-n-oetadeeyliirea Eieltine at 65,0-65.5° 
gave no deprasnioa, 
l^'olysis of Di^a^-Ostadecylaiiirie Hyaroofaloriae« 
A £50 iiil.. Clalsen fltisk Goctaiiiine 34.0 g, (0,C61 mole) 
of dl-n-ootadeeylaiain© liydrociiloride was equipped v/itli a 
theiiiGiaater reGOiiiiig into tiie bottoia of tiie flask, /oi 
air ooiKlenser was Inserted in the distillinr; neck, while 
the distilling tube was fitted with a glass plug. Heating 
•mas eoMuoted for 6 hours at 300-310® in a graphite bath, 
X ;e fumes ware generated, cooling to rooxa teiapera-
ture,, a ten amorphous solid was obtained. This was broken 
up, rofluaced with 200 ml. of ether for 30 minutes, and the 
ittixtur© filtered by gravity, 
fha dark brown ethereal solution was v/ashed with dilute 
hydroehlorio acid and v/at@r, and then dried over anhydrous 
sodium sulfate. The ethar was removed on a stean bath, 
and the residue filtered by suction. The clear filtrate 
was vacuuia distilled and boiled at 175.0-177.0®/lltum, The 
distillate vwighed 17.4 g, Ootadecene-1 boils at 175-
l80®/l5BBa. (175). 
Tha ether iasoluble portion of the reaction product was 
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refltix-waslied with ether and filtered, l^ he colorless solid 
weighed 6.5 g. It was taken «p with 75 ml. of absolute 
©thaiiol and filtered hot. An igaitlon test shovred the 
iasoliible portion to be inorgf-jiic. It visi^ e^cl 1.0 
Stciiidar4 ojialitatiTe inorganic tests showed it to bo 
B.rmonium chloride. 
fh© absolute ethanol filtrate was ciystalli?^ ed at 0®, 
and deposited 5.5 g, of crystals nelting at 175®, These 
were dissolved in hot ethaiiol, one drop of phenolphthaleia 
added J and then a 5f5 soltition of freshly prepared -ootassixim 
hydroside in ethanol added until a pink color ap'oeared. 
The hot BolutioB ym.s filtered from the insoluble potassium 
chloride, A crystallization at room temperature fave crys­
tals melting at 70,0-71,0*', A raixod raeltinf; point vdth an 
authentic specimen of fii-n-octadecylamine melting- at 70.0-
71.0® gave no depression. 
Pyrolysls of 'rri->a-»O0tad@oylaTai«.© Hydro ehloride« 
In this experiaen,t, 50.0 g, {0.037 aiole) of tri~n-oota-
decylamine hydroohlorlde was heated at SCO® for 6 hours in 
a SSO .ml, Claisen flask equipped as in th© previous experi­
ment, White fumes were generated during the heating. Upon 
cooling to roan temperature, an amorphous solid v/as obtained, 
1!his was broken up, refluxed with 150 ml. of ether for about 
an hour, and filtered by gravity. The insoluble portion was 
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wasM@A well witli ether until the filtrate was colorless. 
It w©i,g|i®a. g. It was refluxed with 100 ml. of absolute 
ethajiol and filtered hot from the insoluble portion. This 
weighsd 0.5 g» aafi was shown to be anaaoniuii ehloride "by 
standard qmalitatiTe iaorgaaic tests. The alooholio fil­
trate apoa or-ystalllzatioa fi©posit©d 7,0 g, crystals melting 
at 170®, whioh -were redsed to 177® by a crystallization 
from absolute ©thanol,. Th@s© were h©at©fi virith potassium 
eyanat® after th® maniier ©f the preparation of N,H-di-n-
ostaaeeylursa {p. 89 ) to giv© crystals melting at 63,0-
64.0®, A aix©d aeltiEg point with an authentic speciiaen 
of HjS-sli-m-oetMeejlurea molting at 64.0-64.5® gaT© no 
depression. 
Th© ©ther soluble portion of the reaction product was 
distilled on a steam bath, 0.nd the residue upon standing 
at room temperature deposited aoae solid. This was reraoved 
by filtration and mshing with absolut© ethanol. The clear 
filtrat© wa© vaoutim distilled to giv.® 14,2 g. of a colorless 
distillate boiling at 174-18g®/132aa, Betermination of phys­
ical contents gave Qp®* 1.4465; n|^ » 1.4458; d^ ®» 0.7892. 
fhese check the values for octadeoene-l (175). 
Proof of Structure of Ootadecene-l. 
Th© olefin fractions from the pyrolyses were coiabined 
and used for the proof of structure. The literature is 
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spars© oa details for the oxidation of olefins to aci<Ss, 
particularly alipbatio olefins. The follot/ing procedure 
was develop©*! after several iiiisiiocesi2fi.il £itteiapts» 
In a 2 1, ro«M feottoa flask was placed 21,4 g, (0,085 
aolel of purported octadeceae-l and 39.7 g, {g,6§ mole) of 
potassima pamangaaate (0, aqueous solution) added. Th© 
flask was stoppered and wired ti^ t. It was placed in a 
ahakijig aactiin© for 44 hours. By this tiaie there was no 
pi»k tiag© iiidieating the complete eonsiHuptloii of the po-
tassiua permaB§anat«, Th© resulting mixture was alkaline. 
It was filtered hj suction from aanganese dioxide. The 
maagajBese dioxide wags reflitx:®d with 100 ml, of Zfa potassium 
hydroxide ia ahsolut© ©thanol and filtered hot. It waa 
fiirther r©flu:xed with 100 al, of absolute athanol. The 
filtrates were coahined and evaporated to dryness on the 
steam box. The insoluble portion was refluxed with another 
portion, of ehlorofoi®, and after cooling to room tempera­
ture was filtered. 
The chlorofora insoluble portion ¥#as air dried and 
then treated with 50 al, of dilute sulfuric acid. The 
aiztiii"© ¥ias heated until the molten free aeid floated on 
top. After cooling, the oil solidified and was removed by 
filtration. The treatment \=ilth dilute sulfuric acid was 
repeated. It was then raoltec \¥ith two portions of hot dis­
tilled water and cooled to give a solid melting at 48,0-50,0®, 
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fh,0 yield was 9#3 g# m Crystallization from 70^  
stfaaaol at 0® raised tfiie aeltiag point to 55,0-56.0®,. 
A mixed aeltiiig point v^ itii an authentic speeimen of mar-
gario aoid m»ltiiig at 58,0® gave no depressioa, 
fke acid obtaiaei from the oxidation was converted 
into tii© £»broiaopii®.aaejl ester iji the following manner: 
To 1,96 g, (0,00725 aole) of tii© acid was added 52 ml, of 
a solution of sodiim ethoxide prepared by dissolving 1,5 g, 
of sodiua itt 500 al, of ©tfaanol. This was 5 per cent less 
than the theoretical aaomt of sodium ethoxid© required 
for eoaplete reaetion v#ith the aoid. Th& mixture was 
refluxed until a clear solution formed. A drop of phenol-
phthaleia was add.ed to test for acidity. Then 2.0 g, {0,0072 
aol®) of pur© jg«-ph.@aylph©naoyl bromide was added, and the 
solutioh refluxed for 1 hour, A crystallization at the 
tap gave colorless crystals salting at 79.0-80,0®, Further 
crystallization did not change the melting point* A mixed 
melting point %vith an authentic specimen of ^ -fe-i'oiaophenyl-
phenacfl laargarate melting at 81,0-82.0® (176) prepared from 
aargario acid gave no depression. 
The sulfuric aoid washings were combined and diluted 
with 100 al, of water. The solution was distilled until 
the distillate gave a positive test for sulfate ion (barium 
nitrate and dilute hydrochloric acid)* To a small portion 
(176) Judefiad and Eeid, £, Am, Chea. Soc.. 42, 1055 (1920), 
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of the distillate was added a dilute solution of silver 
nitrate. Ho precipitation took plaoe• Upon v-;arraing, th© 
solution turned bro%'m and preeipitatad metallic silver, 
'This ie a charaotoristic test for foKtic acid (177). 
Preparation ©f 6^ i\miaO"*g..4.«'4i~ii~liept&decyl«>5»n->hexade.cylpyri 
In a £50 ml, Erleiimey®r flask carrying a calcium 
oMorid© tmb® was placed 53.0 g. (0,2 mol@) of stearonitrile 
aad 4.6 g# (O.g g. atom) of sodiua cut under ether into 
saall pieces, fh® flask was heated in a bath made from 
5S parts of potassiua aitrate and 45 parts of sodiim ni­
trate to a teraperatur© of 200®, fhe heating was continued 
for 0 hours. After oooling to room temperature, the solid 
was hrofcen up in the flask. The sodium was destroyed by 
ths addition of 100 lal, of ethaaol, followed by 100 ml. of 
water. The Mixtur® was filtered and washed with several 
portions of 50$ ethaaol, iiftsr drying in air, the product 
was pulverized and transferred to a 1 1, three-necked flask, 
ii aixturs of 200 ml, of absolute ether and gOO MI, of ab­
solute ©thanol was added, and the solution brought to a 
reflux. Dry hydrogen chloride gas xms pumped in until the 
solution was saturated. After cooling to 0®, th© mixture 
midin® Hydrocfaloridei*g-——.M*i 
(1771 Meblg^  Ann., 74 (1836), 
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was filtered washed with ether. The product was placed 
in a Soxhlet apparatus and extracted with ether for 2 hours# 
Th© solid. was air dried. Finally, It was taken up in a mix­
ture of 250 ail* of petroleum atiier (b.p. 60-68°) and 50 lal, 
of Qthaaol and a single knifs point of Horit added. The 
radxtur® was refluxed for 30 rainutas, and after a hot fil­
tration crystallised slowly at 0®. The colorless crystals 
melted at 122«&*123,0®. The yield was 20,6 g, (50^4), 
S-Aaino-g, 4-di-n~h8ptad0oyl-5-|i-hexadecylpyriiaidin© 
hydrochloride has heen found to aslt at 123-124^ .(178). 
Angl. Galcd. for %4%og%31: 1, 5,04. found: 4.96. 
yreparatiQO. of 6-"iaBi..ao-2« 4-di-ii«'heptadeGyl»5-n-hexadecyl-
fh© hydrochloride vms conTerted to the free amine by-
solution in hot absolute ©thanol (8 g. required 100 ml*), 
and a drop of phenolphthalein added, A hot concentrated 
solution of sodium hydroxide in absolute ethanol v/as added 
until the mixture was alkaline. After a hot filtration 
from sodiua chloride, a crystallization at 0® gaTe the free 
aminopyriaidine melting at 75.5-76.5°. A raolecular weight 
deteraination *#as made hy the East camphor method: Galcd. 
I178) M. Straleyj uapuhlished results. 
1^7%5 1^7%5 ®16^ %3 
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M.W., 795. Foimd: M.W., 778, 
Aaal. Calcd. for N, 5.28. Found: 5.06, 
Freparatlea of M«^a.4'«-Pl»a-»fasptadeG:yl-»5~ii*ii@xadecyl-'6--pyri-
A 2,00 si, romd bottoa flaslc was drisd by warming in 
a Buiis©ii flaae, and closed witli a stopper carrying a cal-
oiuffl ciilorid© tube, After the flask had cooled to room tem­
perature, a solution of 3,9 g, (0,005 mole) of 6-afflino-B,4-
di-®-li©ptad©eyl-5-»-h©xadeoylpyrlraidiiie in 50 ml. of warm 
dry 'beiiseiie was added. This was followed by addition of 
0.S7 g» 10,0055 aolel of phenyl ieocyeaiate dissolved in 10 
ml. of dry benzene. The resulting solution was refluxed 
for 1 hour on the water bath. The benzene was remored on 
th© water bath. After cooling to room temperature, the 
solid was pulTsrized end crystallized from ethyl acetate 
at 0®, The colorless crystals Eieltsd at 77,0-79.0®, Th© 
yield wtxa 3.8 g, (85?l), Repeated orystcillization raised the 
laeltimg .point to 79,5-80,0®, The crystals were insoluble 
in, absolute alcohol. 
Anal. CalGd. for ; M, 6.13, found: H, 5.99. 
PreparatiQn of M-S.^-Bi-n-heptadesyl-S-n-hexadecylfS-pyri-
lald jl-II *' -o4»naBht hy liir ea« 
midyl-M* -phenylurea. 
1^7%5 1^7%5 ^ ie%3 




it £00 ml., rouM bottom flask tms dried as in tii© pr@-
oeding axperiaeat. After the flask had cooled to room tea-
pertitmre, a solutioii of 3,9 g. (0,005 mole) of 6-aiaino-2,4-
4i-n-li.e|3tadecyl-5-a-liexaaecylpyrlaid.iBe in 50 ril. of warn 
dry henzme was giaded. This was followed by the addition 
of 0,92 g, (0,0055 mole) of ^-jaapiitliyl isocyanate in 10 ml. 
of dry benzen®, fiie resultine solution was reflioced for 
1 feoiir on the water bath. Upon cooling in tiie tap, color­
less crystals were deposited melting at 94.5-96.0®, Th® 
yl®M w&B 4.2 g. (89'^-). Crystallization from ©tiiyl acetate 
.raised the aeltiiig point to 95.5-96.5®. The crystals turned 
plBkisJb. on sxi:>08Ui'e to air and light, t'hey vwr@ praseiTed 
in & bromffi "bottl©, 
iyaal. Oaled, for 5.81, Found; H, 5,35, 
Atteapt to Fr#parQ M-2..4*l)i-a*h.eptad8Qyl-5-ii-hQxad©Gyl-
6-pyriialdylurea«. 
A mixture of g.,08 g, (0„0025 mole) of 6-aiaino-g,4-di-
n-Jaeptadeoyl-S-n-hexaiecylpyriiEidine hydrochloride and 
0,41 g, (0,005 raol©) of potassiija cyanat© in SO ml, of 
absolute etlian.ol was evaporated on tiie steam bath, Tho 
residue was refluxed with 80 lal. of absolute etiianol and 
filtered iiot. A crystallization at 0® gave colorless crys­
tals laalting at 75,5-76,0®, it mized ^ iialting point witia an 
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auliiieiitic speciaen of C>-aaino-E,4r-cli-n-lispttaa80yl-5-n~ 
liex:adeoyl;3yriiii<iine gave no depression. Tiie recovery 
was 1.4 ,g.. (70/lU 
Attempts to conduct the reaoticn in refluxinc ethanol 
or glacial acetic acid .save only the free base, 
iitteiipt to Prepare IS- 84~Dl~n"'lie ptadeoyl'-S-n.-hexadecy 1-
6-pjriiaidyl«II'*plien?ltMourea. 
fo a solution of 2.78 g, {0.0035 mole) of 6—GI3.illC—S I 4:"" 
di-^a-keptadecyl-S-n-jtiexadecylpyriiaidirie in 50 ral, of dry 
benzene was udd©d 0.51 g. (0,0038 aole) of phenyl isothio-
cyanat©. Th@ latter was washed in v/itli small portions of 
sol¥ent. Til® solutioa was refluxed on the water bath for 
1 hour. After cooling to room tejaperature, 25 ml. of toluene 
was added, taid tlie solutioa crystallized at 0°, Colorless 
crystals were obtained which aeltsd at 75.5-7G.0®. a mixed 
mslting point 'with c-m authentic specimen of 6-aiiiino-2,4-di-
n-lieptadecyl-5-n-haxadecylpyriiaidine melting at 75,5-76.5® 
genre no deprassion. The recovers'" was S,3 g.. {85^ i). 
Mixing the reagents directly and heating Qme no pure 
product, Kefluxing in absolute ethanol for 12 hours gave 
a quantitative recovery of laiohanged pyrimldine, 
i-itteapt to Prepare N»g,4»Bi"n~heptadeoyl»5-n»hexadeoyl~6'' 
pyriaidylstearaialde, 
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la a 200 ml, romid bottora flaok vvao plo-ced 4,16 g. 
(0.005 mole) of 6-a.mliio-g,4-<ii-n-iieptadecyl-5-n-hexa<i0C3^ 1-
pyrialdiiis Jiydroctiloride, ejid 1.65 g. (0.0055 aiole) of 
freshly prepared, steax'oyl chloride washed in wltii 50 ml, 
of dry toluene. Th® mixture v/as refluxed for 46 hours, 
protecting against moisture by means of a calciura chloride 
tub©, After tha toluene was raaoTed, a brittle colorless 
solid reiaaiaed. It melted at 86.0-87.0°, Extraction Vsritli 
alkali aM crystallization from petroleum ether (b.p. 77-
115®) gave no sharp-melting product. Therefore, it was 
refluxed a short "while with alcoholic hydrogen chloride to 
give a clear aolution. Crystallization at room teraperature 
gave crystals melting at 121,0-122.0®, A mixed melting 
point with an authentic epeciraen of 6-aiairj.o-2,4-di-n-hepta-
decyl-S-n-hexadecylpyriiaidine hycirochlorid© melting at 
1E3,0-1S3,5® gave no depression. The recovery v/as 4,0 g, 
(97^ ), 
Attempt to Prepare 1-2,4-Di-a-heptadeoyl-5-n-hexadecyl-
6-pyriiaidylben2aiaide . 
To a solution of 3,9 g, (0,005 mole) of 6-aiaino-2,4» 
di-n-h#ptad©oyl«5»i|»liexadeoylpyriiaidine in 50 ral, of v.-arm 
dry benzene m'as added 1,25 g, (0,0055 mole) of benzoic 
anhydride (fr©© from benzoic acid). The solution was reflxixed 
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for g hours. I'iie solvent was reaov©^ , und the residue 
was pulverized. It was then refluxed with 50 ml, of 2,5 
sodiaa hyfirozid© for a short ¥»hil©, after oooltng in the 
tap, the liquid ¥#as dsoanted through a wire screen, and 
the solid washed with w&t&r. The extraction v/ith alkali 
was repeated. The product melted poorly at 71-73® and 
%i?eighed 3,7 g. Atteapts to purify it by orystalliaation 
from absolute ethanol gave no sharp laalting product. 
Treatment with aleoholio hydrogen chloride raised the melt­
ing point to 98-105°, 
An attempt to react the pyriaidine hydrochloride with 
benzoyl chloride tilso gave a crude product whioh did not 
lend itself to purification. 
Attempt to Prepare M-g.4-Bi-n~heBtadQoyl-5-n-hexadeoyl-6-
pyrimldyIbeazene sulfonamidQ, 
To a solution of 3,4 g, (0,0043 laol©) of 6-arflino-2,4~ 
di-n-heptadecyl-S-a-hexadeGylpyriiiiidine in 30 lal, of dry 
pyridine vms added 1,51 g. (0,0086 raole) of henzenesulfonyl 
chloride* The mixture was allowed to stand overnight at 
room temperature. It was then poured into 500 ml. of ice 
water cojitalning 35 al, of concentrated sulfuric uoid. The 
precipitate was viashed "#ith water and aelted at 118,5-120,0®, 
It was refluxed a short while v*ith 50 x«il, of 2^  sodiuia 
hydroxide, cooled in the tap, filtered and washed with water. 
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It was then reflux-washed vvlth distilled vat or, cooled and 
filtered. It now aelted at 73,5-?4,0®, Ci^ystallir.ation 
from absolute etlitmol raised tlie melting point to 76,5-77.0®, 
k aixeO. laalting point v/itii an authentic specimen of 6-maino-
g,4-di-n-heptaaecyl-5-n-li©xa<1.ecylpyriiJilciin8 meltinp at 75,5-
76.5® gave no depression. The recovery was 3,2 g. (94p). 
Attempt to Prepare M.H* '-Pi* {Z, 4"dt*n-l3,eptadeoyl~5-n--hexa-' 
dQeyl^6«>Byriiaidyl)-thiourea. 
To a solution of 3.9 q, (G.005 mole) of 6-tuiiino-S'.,4-
di-n-haptadecyl-5-n-liexadecylpyri;:ttidiiie in 500 ml. of 
anhydrous ether vas added 0.76 g, (C.Ol mole) of colorless 
carbon disulfide, IJo change was noticed. The flask was 
stoppered and allowed to stand ovorni^ t, but no precipi­
tate formed. The solvents v/er© removed, and the alraost 
vshite solid malted at 75.5-76,0®, k mixed meltinf- point 
with an authentic speoiuien of '6-aiiino~g,4-di-n-heptadeoyl-
5-ii-he3cad©oylpyriBiidin© melting at 75.5-76.5® gave no de­
pression. The recovery was 3,6 g, (92fa), 
Preparation of 6-aaino-2.4~dittethvlpyriialdine. 
ff»n 
6% 6H3 
Througli one neck of all, Olaisen flask was inserted 
a t?/o-hole rubber stopper carrying a glass inlet tube and 
a iroppini;'; fiiimel. The inlet tube extended only a short 
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distance 'beyonfi tJae stojiper. Throupii tlie distlllirt;;;t rieclc 
was placefl a reflux condenser which carried an inverted 
U-tiAe ilpplng into aereury to a length of 20 cau The dis­
tilling t\ibe was closed by a glass plug. 
The glass plug vms removed, and the flask flushed 
^ith carbon dioxide. During this tin^ 2C r-. (1 part) of 
sliced sodium was tidded. The plug was inserted, und the 
flow of carbon dioxide stopped. Throuf-h the droppin^r 
funnel was added 1£0 g, (6 parts) of acetonitrile (179) fresh­
ly distilled from phosphorous pentoxide. The acetonitrile 
was added in t¥/o portions: when the first portion (40 g.) 
was added a vigorous reaction took place; when this had 
subsided the reiaaJning 80 g. of nit rile was added. The flask 
was then heated in an oil bath for S hours at 110®. The 
uiireacted acetonitrile was distilled off, and the residue 
in the flask dissolved in warm water. Upon evaporation on 
the water bath 74 g. of tan crystals v;ere obtained which 
ware filtered off. These were crystallissad from 150 ral. 
of absolute ethanol plus a slnfyle knife point of ITorit, and 
at 0® gave colorless crystals melting at 180.0-181.0®, The 
jriald v/as 35.S g. {59%). Bayer (161) reportad u molting 
point of 180.0-181.0®. 
Aaalyais of High-lfolecular-ffei^ t Gompounds. 
{179} Eindly supplied by 1, Bindschadler, 
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Tlie compounds described in this thesis were analyzed, 
with few exceptions, by the Kjoldahl method, x.bout 0,5 g, 
of sample was used. The sample was digested v.ith 25 ml, 
of tx selenium oxychloride solution made up by dissolving 
8.0 .ml,, of selenium oxychloride in 992 .ml. of pure concen­
trated sulfuric acid. More dilute solutions of selenium 
oxyciiloride gave low results. 
The saiiiple, which was strapped in filter paper, was 
allowed to remain in the selenitui oxychloride reagent for 
about an hour before applying heat. This dissolved aost 
of the filter paper, and reduced foaming during the diges­
tion, The period of digestion was usually about 3-4 hours. 
At the end of this time an alaost colorless solution was 
forcied. The remainder of the analysis vvas conducted after 
the standard procedure (180), 
(ISO) fhe author wishes to thank Mr. Albert Zarow for valu­
able suggestions in working out the procedure for this 
analysis. 
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DISOUSSIOH OF B1SUL5S 
l^y previous investigators have reported boiling points 
and melting points of higii-aoleoular-w@ight alipJiatic com­
pounds wliieli giir© tJie iapression tliat these substances boil 
OT@r wide ranges and hmm poor melting points. This is far 
from th® trutM, In aany instances thmj baTe started with 
©OMsrcial protects liiicii they failed to purify adequately 
before starting a synthesis^, la Mgh-aoleeular-waiglit ali­
phatic ehaiaistry the rule holds that to prepare pure compounds 
on® must start vdth pure compounds. This is so because th© 
impurities are usually also of high molecular weight and» in 
general, har© the same physical properties. Thus, when pure 
stearic acid was used as a starting point in syntheses, it 
was found that the mrious n-ootadecyl derivatiTes boiled 
sharply and melted over short ranges of 0,5® or better, 
©le need for pure eoapcuads is especially important in 
pharaacologieal testing, and it is worth repeating (2) that 
a large part of the previous work on aliphatic amines is 
being repeated because the compounds previously pi-epared and 
tasted were iapiire, 
fhe pioneer work of Salston and co-workers (19) on the 
direct aamonolysis of high-aolecular-weight aliphatic acids 
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to Blts?iX&s wa®si»plifi®t hj MoCorkle (20), It was possible 
t© introduc© fti:rtlier simpllfication of the apparatus with no 
loss im yields; in fact thmm was a sliglit gain, flie result 
of tiiis siaplifisatiom was that the reaction required littl® 
or no attaatioa oa©© atsquat® cara was taken to fix the ©x-
p©rim0Btal oonditioiis, ffeus, th@ preparation of stearonitril® 
aad lauroaitril® gave pur® produets in yields v/hich eompared 
faTorafely with thos® of preTious iiiT@stigators. Further, the 
dir@et asaaoaolysis of aliphatie acids was extended to dibasio 
aliphatic aeids. Setoaeoaitrile,.an important intermediate 
in the preparation of fiber-fonaing polyaraides ("Mylon") was 
prepared in a short time in 55 per cent yield. Doubtlessly 
in larger runs a higher yield would be obtained. 
Attempts to extend the direct ammonolysis to high~ 
BKJleeular-weight olefinio acids, e.g., oleic and ©laidic 
aeids, resulted in. an isoaerization to a mixture of nitriles. 
fiiis was indicated by reduction to the araines and prepara­
tion of solid derivatlYes* It would be Interesting either 
to try to separate the laistur© of nitriles or deteriaine their 
amount© by saponifieatioa to the acids, 
n-Oetadeeylamia© was prepared by a modification of the 
aethod of Irafft and ©o-worteers C30H36), The us© of sodium 
and ethanol as a reducing agent was found to infolT® no dan­
ger, since the reaction proceeded aoderately eTen at a reflux 
temperature• In fact, it can be recoiaaended as superior to 
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th@ use of sodium and a-btityl alcoliol (40), 
fto ©atalytie preparation of liigii-molecular-weight ali-
ptotie primrj aaime® (40) was extended to alipiiatic diamines,. 
l,10-D©oaiietiaaiii©, laportant as an interrasdiate in the pre-
paaratioia of "Ilyloa*' (147J was prepared ia 62 per ceat yield 
Iby this method. 
Hi^ «iiol0eular-w®ight aliphatic primary amines rapidly 
absorl) oarljoa iioxide amd raoistura from the air to form the 
aaiiio oarbfiuaate* B-DodecylajBiiGaim K-n-dodeeylearbamate 
was prepared from these reagents. It is essential, therefor©, 
both in the preparation m& reactions of thes© compoimds, to 
a-rold both of these ooateainaats. It was fouiid that by pro-
teeting all outlets of th© distillation apparatus with 
freshly prepared soda-line tuhes pur© aaiines eould he pre­
pared. further, by th® quick maaipulfition of the aminas 
in th© aolten condition, the effect of carbon dioxide and 
moistMre w@ra so iiinirtized that they did not interfor© with 
the preparatioa ©f deriTatiTes. 
A staadari teehniqti® foi' the preparation of amine hy-
dro©hlorid®s has been to dissolT© the amine in ether and 
satmrat© it with gaseous hydrogen, chloride. This was a 
till® consmaing operation. Also, there was a danger that 
the ethereal solution v^ouM suck baclc into th© generator 
or trap. Th® preparation, therefore, had to be watched, 
•This procedmr© was foimi to he tianecessary. It was merely 
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Moess&ry to dissolv® tii© aj:aiB.@ in atisolut© ethaBol and add 
a slight exoess of soasentrated hydrooliloric acid, Tiie aaaine 
hydrociiloria© eouM be isolated in ©xoellent yields. In 
tMs maimer, a-dodecylaialae, di-a-oetadeoylariiine and 1,10-
decaaediamime wsr© oonTsxted to their bydroohlorides• 
High~aol©eulax~weig!it aliphatic primary axaines were 
found to giv© urea darivati-res with ease. The i^eaction of 
n-dodecylamiii© with carl>on disulfide, phenyl isothiooyanat© 
and ^ -naplitliyl isocyaaate required no speeial techniques, 
and gave corr@Bpoading ur©a and thiourea derivatiTes in com­
pensating yields. Similarly, tha reaction of n-octadecylanins 
with potaesium cyanat©, carhon disulfide and of-naphthyl iso-
cyanate proceeiM with no diffioulty. fhe success of the 
reactions of n-dod©eyl- and n-ootad®cylamin©s v/ith o$-naphthyl 
isocyanat© was proliably a result of the precautions taken to 
dry the apparatus. 
The reaGtion of n-dodecyl and n-oetadecylmaines with 
carbon disulfide in ethanol was found to giv© th© syiaaetrieal 
thioureas in almost quantitati¥e yields. This was in contrast 
to th© report -of Jeffreys {52) who found that the isothio-
cyanate was formed as well. 
While hi^ -molecular-weight aliphatic pri.aary amines gave 
urea and thiourea deriTatiTes with no difficulty, the secondary 
aainas required special techniques. This vma a result of 
their lower relative reactivity.. Dl-n-octadecylamine did 
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aot rsact at all witii carbon disulfide to give tia© expected 
tetrasubstitut#d tiilourea. It reacted Vifitii potassiiim 
ejaiiat© to giva the imsymetrical urea, but the aain© iiy-
droclilorii© bad to fee treated twice with the reagent. Di-
c_-eetadecjlaiaiiie reacted with phenyl isocyanata and ojc-naphthyl 
isocyanat© to give the oorrespcading ui*ea derivatives. Hoyt 
(40], was mable to obtaia the phenylurea of di-n-octadecyl-
aiaifi®#. This was probably due to a lack of proper caution 
in iiisui'iiig th® abseao® of aoisture in the apparatus, and 
not a aiatter of th® liaits of homology. Yet attempts to 
react di-a-*oetadaeylamia© with phenyl isothioeyanate war© 
without suceoss. It is probable that this reagent is much 
l@ss rsactiv© than pheayl isocyaaat©, 
Th® d0eul.furatioii of H,.H*-di~j -^octad@eylthiourea pro­
ceeded ¥dth surprising ©as® for a coapoxmd of this raolecular 
weight* It is an iadicatiom of the lability of sulfur in 
this class of compounds. 
fh© aoylatioa of amiaes is one of their most iraportaBt 
reactions. It Is not surprlsiiig, therefore, that vai'ious 
proceduras hav© been f/orked out in which different reagents 
were used to special advaatage. 3oa© of the more important 
aethods of aoylation of entinos ar®: 
(a) m«g • n*m^  —». R*comt + HgO 
Cb) Z BlHg + E*00G1 il*GOI3HR + lHHg*HCl 
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.(O) PJIifg + CR»GO)gO m R*COmm -*• RGOQH 
(d) BfHIg + R*COgE« —• R*COMffi + R«OH 
(&} llHg'HCl R'COGl H*C01IHE + S HCl 
It will b© aoti©«t at one® that all tii© procedures are 
related in that an aaime or its derivative is treated \fith 
an aoid or ita ierivativ© to give the d@sir@a amide. 
E@actiou Ca) is mast direct, for it involves the reac­
tion of m amine and a oarboxylie aoid to give the amide and 
water. It my toe called "tlie direct ooBdensatioa of amines 
and carboxyliQ acids". Previous investigators only treated 
Icsw-aoleoular-'weiglit alipliatic amines in tfais fashion. The 
reaction was either carried out as a two-phase reaction, i.e., 
the aaia© was neutralized with the acid, and the salt then 
decQBiposed by heat to the sMde,. or a one-phase reaction 
where the reagents were heated in sealed tubes. 
It was found that the direct condensation could be 
applied to high-aolecular-weight aliphatic priaary amines 
and carboscylie acids with surprising ease. It was merely 
necessary to heat the reagents in an open vessel at a tem­
perature (usually 250®) i»here the water was evolved readily 
in the form of steaa, flhen a stream of nitrogen was passed 
over the heated reagents, it was found that diacoloration 
was iainiiiii@dj and the product was obtained more readily in 
a colorless o^rystalllne state. 
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lo tfiis raanner it was possible to prepare amides of 
B-toieeyl- and n-ootadecylaiaines %vith various aromatic acids. 
Tlius, aaides of Ijaazoic, o-toluio> m-toluic and anisic acids 
were obtaiaed in average yields of ?2 par ceat. Ifurther, 
it was possible to exteM the condensation to chloro-substi­
tuted "benzoic acids, Wh.il© tli© ^dilorotsenzaiaides were pre­
pared with no difficulty, tho ^ -chlorobeiiz.aiaides were more 
difficult to purifj. 
The direct condensation of miaes and ciirboxylic acids 
worked extremely well with higli-aolacular-v/eight aliphatic 
aclfis. This was an i:aportant synthetic iaprovoment, since 
it made the preparation of the troublesoii® cicid chlorides 
superfluous.. In this laaaner the £-dod@eyl and n-octadecyl 
amides of lauric, rayristic, palmitic and stearic acids were 
obtained in average yields of 78 per cent. 
It Viras found that the direct condensation of high-
raolecular-weight aliphatic araines could be extended to 
unsaturated aromatic and aliphatic acids without isomeri-
zatlon of the latter. The n-dodecyl and n-octadecyl amides 
trans*cicnaiaic, cls-oleio and trans-elaidic acids were 
prepared in average yields of 67 per cent. 
The direct eondensatien of amines and carboxylic acids 
Yim successfully extended to aliphatic diaraines, 1,10-
Decanediiiiaiii® reacted with an equivalent of lauric acid to 
giT© th® dilauraMd© in 85 per cent yield. 
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Til©re \fere, iiovieTer, limitations to the direct condensa­
tion of Mgti-aolecular-%?8igh,t amines and carboxylic acids. 
For earemple, if tii© acift aecoaposed at tixe temperature of 
the reaction no aaide was iaolated. This vfas true in the 
case of ^ -iiitrobensoic eaid salicylic acids, v/itk the latter 
acid.,, a lower temperature gaTe neither decoaposition nor reac-
tioD. Further, the exteiisioii of the coiidsasation to halogen 
suhstituteci alipiiatio acids, e.g., chloroacetic acid, gave 
no pure product. Finally, it ims not possible to extand the 
ooiadeiisatioG to high-aolecular-weight aliphatic secondary 
aiaiaes. Di-a-octadecylaciin© gave only crude products v/ith 
"baiiEoio and stearic acids. More promising results may be • 
expected with di-n-dodecylaiTiine. 
iOi iinrsstigatioa of the laechimism of the direct con-
deasation of amines and carboxylic acids shovjed that there 
was initial salt foriaatlon, but that under the i::eneral pro­
cedure adopted the salt was formed and iimaediately decoraposed 
to the ataide. Thus, ^ h^en n-octadecylamina ana lauric aoid 
were heated directly at 60-60®, an almost quantitative yield 
of n-ootadecjlaiffiaoriliaa laurate was isolated. It should be 
aentioaed that th© syathesis of amides of high-molecular-
wsight aliphatic primary mluQS has been investigated along 
th& lines of a two-step resictioa (181). Tht.t is, the salt 
was first isolated and then pyrolysed to the aoiide. The 
yields wore of th© saiaa og'der as ia the direct eondeasation. 
(1811 B. ii. Hunter, xinpublished results. 
-• i66 
The dlrset eoadeasatlGii of aminos and sulfonic acids 
was found to stop at th© salt stag®. Th© sulfoniua salts 
w»re stable to heat, but lilc© the aiamoniua salts had broad 
aelting ranges. 
Beaetioc (b) is the more familiar type of acylation 
reaction. It Is inferior to th® direct synthesis of amides 
since th© acid ohlorid# must be prepared. la th© case of 
high-«ol®eular-w@ight aliphatic aoid chlorides their pre­
paration is soiBQwhat troublesome. Further, th® aaiae hydro-
shlorid© is formed as a by-produot in th® reaction. While 
the loir-iaolecular-¥?el^t aniiae hydrochlorides are soluble 
in *at@r, those of high iKslecular ¥f®ight are either insoluble 
or foim ©aulsioas. fh®y ©ajonot b© washed out with water. 
Th©y m&f b® separated out by differential solubility in ether. 
l-n-o©tad@oylbeiiz£MEid@ was prepai'od in this manner but th® 
yield was only 43 per cent, 
Ho?/©V8r, in th© sulfonic acid series, the commercial 
aTailability of sulfonyl chlorides aeJces their use advisable. 
Th& original Hinsberg toehniqu© Cl8S) was found to apply to 
high-aolecular-wei^t aliphatic primary amines. The benzene-
sulfonamides of n-dod©eyl- and a-oetadecylamin©s were prepared 
in 07-68 per cent yields, fhe £_-toluen©-sulf on amide of n-
dodecylaain® waa also prepared in this manner. 
{182) Hinsberg and Kessler, Ber.. 58, 909 (1905). 
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EQaotioa {q) suffers from somewhat the saiae disadvantage 
as reaction (b)» It is ri©«@ssary to prepare th© anhydride 
©f the aeylatiag aeid. Also, the fr©@ aeid is formed as a 
toy-pro toot, and in the ease of higJi'-aolecular-weight aliph­
atic aeids th@ ssparatloa of aeid and aaid® may prove 
tedious. However, whm the anhyteid© is of low-molecular-
weight aad ©camsroially availabl© its use is recoBiaeiaded. 
Thus, a-dod@eylaiiiiia aad acetlG anhydride reacted iamediately 
to give pure l-a-dodeeylao©tamide» Alao, in th© case of 
readily available aromatic aeid aahydrides their use is 
advantageous.. The aromatic aaid can be readily separated 
froa th© amide, la this aanner, lf,l-di-a-octad©cylbenzamid© 
was prepared froa benzole anhydride aad di-n-ootadecylamine. 
Further, pMhaiie aahydrid® was found to react iamediately 
with ^ -iodecyl- aM n-oetad@eylaaiaes to give quantitative 
yields of crude phthallaides• 
In reaotion Cd| there is aja advantage that no troubls-
soae by-produet is foraed. But here agaia a derivative of 
the a©id nust first be prepai'ed,. Th© amiae is treated with 
the methyl or ethyl ester of the acid to fom the amide plus 
methaaol or ©thanol. In this aaanor, a-ootadecylamine reacted 
i®»dlat®ly with diethyl oxalate to give ll,H*-.di-n-octadeoyl-
oxamide, fh® reaetioB with maloaic ester required more drastic 
©ondltioos, while the reaetioa ?dth diethyl ethylmalonate gave 
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no aaite. This wm in line vfith the resiilts of franciiiiiont 
aad JClobbi© (Igl) on the effect of allcyl groups in the 
maloiiic ester aolecul©* 
finally, in reaction (e| deriTatiTes of both the aain® 
and th® aeid are required. However, ia the case of aliphatic 
acid ahlorld«s it is superior to procedtira (h). Th© reaction 
is slow b\it the yields are compsGsating. The reaction of 
a-dod@©ylamin® hydrochloride and stearoyl chloride required 
M homrs, but the yield of aiaide was 9S p®x* cent. H,N*-Di-
n-oetad@oylb@flL:aaaid© was prepared similarly. 
Th© value of pairs of derivatives of n-dodecyl- and 
H-oetadecylamiaes was sttidied (fabls I, p.138) . It vms 
foimd that la all the eases listed, ¥#ith the sxoeption of 
th@o£-iiaphthylurea derivatives, there was either a marked 
averag© lowering of the mixed malting point and/or a marked 
increase in th© raelting point rang©, The o<-naphthylurea 
derivatives, although readily prepared, were valueless since 
both the averag® depression of th© raix@d melting point and 
the raixed iaslting point rang© were smll. 
iill ^ wcQ derivatives prepared have been found to melt 
sharply over a half degrs© range or better. Mixtures of 
amides of aliphatic acids melted slightly lower than the 
n-dodecyl coapound but markedly lower than the n-»octad©oyl 
corapound, Th@ laixed melting point rang© was inoreasad. 
In th© ease of aroiaatie amides there. was a aarlsed 
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aT@ra.g© <d#pr©s0ioa of alx®d malting points. The melting 
point rang© inoreased from 0,5® to as mueii as 11® in the 
mixture, 
largest depression of alx^ d aelting points occurred 
with tbe o-eblorobsnzamides. However, they do not crystal­
lise ¥d.th ease, and this offsets tli©ir advantage as deriv­
atives, 
Th& iisxt largest depression occurred with the acetamides. 
Since tJiese eoapoimds ar« readily prepared tliey are deriv­
atives of CllOiG©, 
fti® tfeird largest depression of the aaiides occurred 
witli the o-toluaaides. Her©, also the melting point range 
of the mixture was wid©. Since they ara readily prepared 
in .good yields tiie.y ar® r©Goiaa©nded as derivatives for n-
dodeoyl- and n-octadecylaiatnes, 
If the derivatives ware arranged in order of decreasing 
valu© they %?ould b© as follows .j 
1. H-Acetamides 9. H-Myr i staiiides 
2, l-£-1oluaaid®,s 10, ll-£-Ghlorobenzamid©s 
3. H-B0nzeji«0ulfGnajildes 11. If-Slaidaiiides 
4. K-jg-!i?oluQaesulfoiiaiaid©B 12. ||-.^ -ToluaBiid 0 s 
5, If-ilnisaiiides 13, If-Palmitamides 
6. If-Cimiaiiidep 14, N-Stearaaides 
7, N,1•-Phenylthioureas 15, K-Lauraiaides 
8, li-i»hthaliiaid@s 16, 1, K * -o^ aapht hylur eas 
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It is latereatliig to note tiie low Ytalue of the aryl 
ursa types as ierlTatives for iii|^«molecular~vvei£:ht all-
piiatic aml»0S. K-iilkylureas haT© been siiovai (90) to melt 
witiliB a range of 15® wltb little e^cception, even though 
the alkyl group increased from methyl to n-docosyl. 
Several of th© oaapom<is prepared vmre found to be 
either solubl© ia water or to have soap-foi'miiig power. 
Both a-dodtcylanin® hydrochloride and 1,10-^ 0canediamine 
dlhydroGhloride were soluhle in -water, This property should 
make th©a valuable in pharaacological testing.. n-Dodecyl-
aaEaonium ^-toluenesulfonate was Hioderately soluble in water 
with the foriaation of a detergeat solution. It was soluble 
in warm watar with th© formation of a soapy emulsion. Th© 
n^oetadeoyl analog formed a soapy suspension v/hen shaken 
with water. The sodium salts of N-n-dodecyl- and N-n-
oetadeeylphthalajaie acids also had emulsifying properties. 
Originally it w&s expected that th© pyrolysis of 
G-»ootad©cylaaiii© hydrochloride would lead to the formation 
of n-octad©cyl chloride. However, ootadeoane-l was found 
to be th® sain product. The identity of this corapound was 
proven by oxidation to n-h©ptadecanoio (margaric) and fortaic 
aoids# 
Th0 results of the pyrolysis of primary, secondary and 
tertiary aliphatic aminas suggested the following mechanism 
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following the lines IMicated by Hofmann (157); 
(a) .2 Rglf»H01 S RC-H) -J- 2 RgMI.HCl 
(b) 2 RgMI.HGl —»• g K{-H) + S BMIg.HGl 
(e) 2 lliHg.HCl ••"""W Egl'Si • HCl + MI4CI 
On tlie Isasis of the ready coiiveraion, by lieat alone, 
of primary into secondary amines,, it is reasonable to ex­
pect tMt raaGtion (c) proceeds tilth extreme ease. Tlie 
strongest proof timt reactions Cb) and (ol xaay represent 
tJfie iaechanlsii of tlis pyrolysis lies in tiie isolation of 
almoat identical amounts of olefin from tiie pyrolysis of 
priiaaj'y and secondary mains iiydroohlorides under the sa®^  
conditions. For in tiie pyrolysis of raiig-HCl, reaction (c) 
is considered to proceed first, and wdtii the formation of 
RgJil.HCl reaction (h) follows.. Mum in the pyrolysis of 
secondary amine hydrochlorides reaction (b) proceeds first 
and with the formation of Illfflg.HCl, reaction (c) is set 
off. In, the pyrolysis of tertiary aiaine hydrochlorides 
we have only to assume reaction (a) in order to explain 
all the products isolated. 
The advantages of the mechanism postulated are (1) 
each raoleoular species imdergoes a single reaction and (S) 
the diversity of products Eiay be explained on the basis of 
tha relative stabilities of the reactants, 
The preparation of 6-aaino-2,4-di-n-heptadecyl-5-n-
hexadeeylpyriiaidine was v/orked out in such a manner as to 
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Isolate only the ealnopyrimldiaa. It w£is interesting to 
aote tliat in its purlfication, large aiaoimts of decolorizing 
oiiareoal (llorit) were t>sst aToidefl,. The Norit had an iin-
usiial attractioa for this compoimd thus lovierinp, th6 yields. 
Furtliei% it was found that the ariino group of this molecule 
was BxtrmmBlf inert to stjixidard acylatiiig agents, e.g., 
benzoyl ohlorid,© and b@iiS9iiesulfonyl chloride. Carbon disul­
fide did not react at all, Potassiuia cjanste did not civ© 
the expected urea.. It merely liberated the free base from 
its hydroehlorid©, Y©t both phenyl and g^-naphthyl isocy-
anates did react. These reagents seem to have £m unusual 
reactlTity toward amino groups, 
A better picture of the relatiire reactivity of the 
aiaino croup ia S-aminopyrimidinas \vill be obtained by 
irorking with lower hoaologs, e#.g., 6-amiiio-2,4~dii'aethyl-
pyriiaidine. This coaipound is free frota cumber some long-
chained alkyl groups. 
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A T&rlew of the literature iias been raade on the puri-
fieatioa of stearic aeifi, th© preparation of high-ffloleoular-
•welglit alipiiatic nitriles, tii© prepai'atioc. of high-molecular-
weight aliphatic primary, secondary and tertiary aroines and 
their physical properties, the preparation of high-nolecular-
weight aliphatic alkylated, amines, the reactions of high-
molscular-wsigl-it aliphatic ai^aines, the condensation of 
aliphatic aaiii.es oiid both carboxylic uoids and dibasic 
esters, as well as the phariiiacolot^ cijid uses of high-iaolec-
alai--"w©ight aliphatic amines and their derivatives. The 
pyxolysis of aliphatic aiain© hydro chlorides and the chem­
istry of 6-aiftinopyriEiidineB iiave also been reviewed. 
Suggestions have been raade on the naiaing of aliphiatio 
aiaines as wall as on th© laaaipulation of high-molecular-v/eight 
aliphatic priiiiary aiaines. 
Tlia aaiaojiolysis of high-iaolecular-weight aliphatic acids 
has been improved and extended to aliphatic dibasic acids. 
Axi isomerisatioa has beoB noted in the oaso of higli-xaolacular-
weight alipiiatic olefinio acids. 
The synthesis of primary aliphatic amines and diamines 
both by wet find catalytic reduction has been accomplished. 
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Some iaproTeaents w&tb made in the preparation of higii-
laoleaular-weiislit alipliatic secondary and tertiary aiiiiies, 
ii. aeries of m'ea and tiiiourea deriTatives of n-dodecyl-, 
|i-o0tadeojl~ and di-^ octadecylaraines has been prepared. 
genaral teolmiqii© for the direct condeiisatlon of 
li igii~aoleeular-'Weigiit alipiiiitic primary aaiaes and oarboxylio 
aoids has b©eii developed £mc1. extended to hle;h-raolecular-
weigb-t aliphatic aoids, substituted and unsubstituted aro­
matic aoids and olefioio adds. Tlie limitations of this 
oondensatioE have been described as well as its mechanisa. 
Other acylation procedures for hlfh-iaolecular-wei{.^t priaary 
and second&ry aiaines have been described. 
The value of a nuniber of corapounds of the n-dodecyl 
and n-octadecyl series as derivatives has been determined, 
A useful melting point apparatus has been described. 
The condensation of n-dodecyi- ejid n-octadecyla:aines 
and several dibasic esters has been accoraplished. 
The preparation of compounds of the n-dodecyl and 
^-octadecyl series either soluble in water or possessing 
detergent action has been successfully carried out, 
pyrolysis of hlgh-molecular-'weight aliphatic amine 
hydrochlorides has been investigated, and a possible raechan-
isia suggested, 
Th© trliiierlzation of stearoriitrile has been effected, 
The Gheaistry of the resulting 6-aainopyriniidine has been 
investigated, 
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Finally some suggestions were presented for the analysis 
of eompoimds of high~,mol9Cular-\?@iglit. 
